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This research studies about an analysis of Illocutionary acts and illocutionary 
function used by Alisha in EnglichClass101 YouTube channel. The objectives of 
this research are divided into three parts. The first objective of this research is to 
know illocutionary acts used by Alisha in EnglichClass101 YouTube channel. The 
second objective of this research is to find out the dominant of illocutionary acts 
used by Alisha in EnglichClass101 YouTube channel. The third objective is to 
know the illocutionary function used by Alisha in EnglichClass101 YouTube 
channel. 
The research method is descriptive qualitative method with data analysis 
technique, that is content analysis design. The result tends to focus on the deep 
meaning of the utterance’s quality rather than the quantity of number. The data of 
this research are taken from utterances in monologue by the Alisha in 
EnglichClass101 YouTube channel. The instrument of this research are recorded, 
take note, transcription and the researcher herself who collects, analyzes, and 
presents the data findings of the research then draws the conclusions. The 
researcher applied the trustworthiness of the data to obtain the valid data from the 
data sources. 
The results of this research are divided into three parts. The first result shows 
three kinds of illocutionary acts used Alisha in EnglichClass101 YouTube channel. 
The kinds of illocutionary acts are found 217 data. They are representatives are 102 
data, directives are 70 data and expressive are 45 data. The dominant kind of 
illocutionary acts is representative or stating, there are 91 data. The third result 
shows three kinds of illocutionary function used by Alisha in EnglichClass101 
YouTube channel. There were collaborative, competitive, and convivial. 
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Penelitian ini mempelajari tentang analisis tindakan ilokusi dan fungsi 
ilokusi yang digunakan oleh Alisha di saluran YouTube EnglichClass101. Tujuan 
penelitian ini dibagi menjadi tiga bagian. Tujuan pertama dari penelitian ini adalah 
untuk mengetahui tindakan ilokusi yang digunakan oleh Alisha di saluran YouTube 
EnglichClass101. Tujuan kedua dari penelitian ini adalah untuk mengetahui 
dominan tindakan ilokusi yang digunakan oleh Alisha di saluran YouTube 
EnglichClass101. Tujuan ketiga adalah untuk mengetahui fungsi ilokusi yang 
digunakan oleh Alisha di saluran YouTube EnglichClass101. 
Metode penelitian adalah metode kualitatif deskriptif dengan teknik analisis 
data, yaitu desain analisis isi. Hasilnya cenderung berfokus pada makna mendalam 
dari kualitas ucapan daripada kuantitas angka. Data penelitian ini diambil dari 
ucapan-ucapan dalam monolog oleh Alisha di saluran YouTube EnglichClass101. 
Instrumen penelitian ini direkam, dicatat, ditranskripsi dan peneliti sendiri yang 
mengumpulkan, menganalisis, dan menyajikan data temuan penelitian kemudian 
menarik kesimpulan. Peneliti menerapkan kepercayaan data untuk mendapatkan 
data yang valid dari sumber data. 
Hasil penelitian ini dibagi menjadi tiga bagian. Hasil pertama menunjukkan 
tiga jenis tindakan ilokusi yang digunakan Alisha di saluran YouTube 
EnglichClass101. Jenis-jenis tindakan ilokusi ditemukan 217 data. Mereka 
mewakili 102 data, arahan 70 data dan ekspresif 45 data. Jenis tindakan ilokusi 
yang dominan adalah representatif atau menyatakan, ada 91 data. Hasil ketiga 
menunjukkan tiga jenis fungsi ilokusi yang digunakan oleh Alisha di saluran 
YouTube EnglichClass101 antara lain kolaboratif, kompetitif, dan ramah. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
NurulFadhilah. 2020. An Analysis of Illocutionary Acts Performed by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. Thesis.English Language Education.Cultures and 
Languages Faculty. State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 
Advisors :  IrwanRohardiyanto, S.S., M.Hum 
Key words : Speech acts, Illocutionary Acts, Teaching and Learning Process and 
A speaking.  
This research studies about an analysis of Illocutionary acts and illocutionary 
function used by Alisha in EnglichClass101 YouTube channel. The objectives of this 
research are divided into three parts. The first objective of this research is to know 
illocutionary acts used by Alisha in EnglichClass101 YouTube channel. The second 
objective of this research is to find out the dominant illocutionary acts used by Alisha 
in EnglichClass101 YouTube channel. The third objective is to know the 
illocutionary function used by Alisha in EnglichClass101 YouTube channel. 
The research method is descriptive qualitative with data analysis technique, that 
is content analysis design. The result tends to focus on the deep meaning of the 
utterance’s quality rather than the quantity of number. The data of this research 
weretaken from utterances in monologue by the Alisha in EnglichClass101 YouTube 
channel. The instrument of this research are recorded, take note, transcription and the 
researcher herself who collects, analyzes, and presents the data findings of the 
research then draws the conclusions. The researcher applied the trustworthiness of the 
data to obtain the valid data from the data sources. 
The results of this research are divided into three parts.The first result shows 
three kinds of illocutionary acts used Alisha in EnglichClass101 YouTube channel. 
The kinds of illocutionary acts are found 217 data. They are representatives are 102 
data, directives are 70 data and expressive are 45data. The dominant kind of 
illocutionary acts is representative or stating, there are 91 data. The thirdresult shows 
three kinds of illocutionary function used by Alisha in EnglichClass101 YouTube 
channel. There were collaborative with 102 data, competitive with 70 data, and 
convivial with 45 data.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of The Research 
As people know, language is a very important role in our daily life. 
Every person certainly needs communication to get what they want. Thus, 
language plays an important role within society. Language is used in so many 
ways, it can be used by people to communicate and express their feeling, their 
thoughts and their ideas to other people. As well as in the media, whether one 
speaks or not, language is still used. Media has always played a huge role in 
people society also. Nowadays, people life will remain incomplete without 
media. For example, it provides an easy means of communication where 
people are able to touch from another side of the world. Media has function in 
giving information, entertainment, and education. People can enhance their 
knowledge by providing access to information from all over the world.  
Nowadays, teenagers are raised in the era of smartphone and do not 
remember a time before social media. The one kind of media which popular 
now and changes our daily life so dramatically is internet. Electronic media 
givespeople more benefits such as; it opens the eyes of the public going on, 
we have ability to receive large amounts of information quickly around the 
world, people are able to communicate instantly, and give people new 
information and idea which is unknown to them before. YouTube, being one 
1 
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of the mainstream media, allows users to share and get information in the 
form of video. YouTube has become a highly influential media which is 
extremely popular among users worldwide. Today, YouTube has millions or 
even billions of users worldwide. Based on KataData.co.id, the “We Are 
Social” survey mentions that 150 millions Indonesians people are actively 
using social media. From a variety of social media, YouTube is the most 
accessed platform, which is 88% of total social media users. That means 
YouTube users in Indonesia reach up to 132 million people.  
With the statement mentioned above means that inevitably YouTube 
has an impact on the majority of the population in the world, especially 
Indonesia. People can take the positive impact of the YouTube existent. In 
this case, English learners can learn English freely, easily, and more quickly. 
There are a lot of channels in the YouTube which provide content about 
learning English. YouTube gives more benefits in learning English, such as; 
first, not spend much fees and people can learn anytime that they want. People 
can pause and rewind YouTube English videos whenever they need to. 
Second, YouTube provide a variety of materials in learning. It has suitable 
lesson for each person and have more interesting for lessons. There are many 
kinds of lesson which suitable with each learner’s level, there are courses for 
beginners or advanced lessons. Third, people can learn English from the 
native speaker because there are a lot of YouTube channels that provide 
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opportunity for English learners to learn English straightaway from the native 
speaker.  
Even in the YouTube, utterance would be occur though. Because 
people area human being would not be escape from utterance. In people daily 
life,they use utterance to communicate with others. Sometimes people use 
unstructured language in communication. Sometime people do not use the 
proper grammar in communication because the most important thing in 
communication is when their utterance can be accepted and understandable by 
the listener. In communicating, people use utterance with the implied meaning 
within. They are not only says something but also force someone (addressee) 
to do something for her/him. Therefore people should be able to interpret the 
meaning of utterance by other people so what is expected from 
communication can be achieved. Certainly in this case they should interpret 
the meaning depend by the context. The study of speaker meaning is called 
pragmatics (Yule, 2006: 112). Pragmatic is one of the branches of linguistics 
which is concerned with the study of meaning context of the speaker’s 
utterances. It is concerned with the study of meaning as communicated by a 
speaker and interpreted by listener. By studying pragmatics, Yule (2006:4) 
stated that we can talk about people’s intended meaning, their assumptions, 
their purpose or goals, and their actions that are performing when they speak. 
From those statements above, it can be understood that pragmatic is used to 
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study about speaker meaning based on the context of utterance and situation 
when it occurs.  
This approach also necessarily involves how listener can make 
inferences about what is said in order to arrive at an interpretation of the 
speakers intended meaning. To achieve their goals, speakers not only saying 
something but also there is an action embedded in their utterances. Those kind 
of actions performed through utterance above are known as speech acts. The 
theory of speech acts was introduced by J.L Austin in (1962). As Austin 
(1962:94) states that speech acts is a theory in which to say something is to do 
something. Speech acts theory explained how speakers use language to 
accomplish intended actions and how listeners infer intended meaning from 
what it said. Speech acts is the people expression of something by utterance.  
According to Austin in Yule (1996:48) there are three types of speech 
acts. The first is locutionary act (an act of saying something) which merely 
delivers the literal meaning of utterances. Thus, it can be said that locutionary 
act is the textual meaning of utterance produced by speaker. Second is 
illocutionary act (an act in saying something) which sets a function to perform 
the intended meaning in utterances. Third is perlocutionary act (a certain 
effect of utterances may have on listener) which is the effect of illocutionary 
act. Illocutionary act is the function of the word, the specific purpose that the 
speakers have in mind. The most important study from three kinds of speech 
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acts is illocutionary acts, it become the basic of analysis in pragmatic 
comprehension.  
In other words, illocutionary acts is the purpose of contextual meaning 
of utterance. It will decide the listener’s understanding or act (perlocution) as 
effect of the utterance. From those three speech acts, as Yule (1996:49) states 
that illocutionary is the most often discussed acts in pragmatics. Illocutionary 
act is interesting to be analyzed in order to understand the function of 
utterances and the intended meaning of utterances. It includes context of 
situation in analyzing illocutionary act because context of situation can bring 
some information to understand the intended meaning of utterance. Each type 
of illocutionary acts has different context and meaning. Based on Yule theory 
there are five types of illocutionary acts; first is declaration, declarations are 
those speech acts that change the world via their utterance. Second is 
representatives, representatives are the kinds of speech acts that state when the 
speaker believes to be the case or not. Third is expressive, expressive are 
those kinds of speech acts that state what the speaker’s feels. Fourth is 
directive, directives are those kinds of speech acts that speakers use to get 
someone else to do something. The last is commisive, commisive are those 
kinds of speech acts that speaker use to commit themselves to some future 
action. 
As the explanation about YouTube and illocutionary act above, the 
researcher will analyse illocutionary acts that are performed by Alisha in 
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EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. The researcher analyze this case because 
YouTube is one-way communication, people might be misunderstand and 
misinterpret by the intended meaning of speaker. EnglishClass101 is one of 
YouTube channel which is provide everything that you need in learning 
English. This channel already reached more than 3 million subscribers all over 
the world. To analyze illocutionary acts that occur in this video, the researcher 
give an example: 
 
 
“So, please check a dictionary ….” 
This utterance has the meaning as a requesting. In the middle of video, 
Alisha said “So, please check a dictionary.” The utterance above can be 
included into one of types of illocutionary act, directive. It is kind of speech 
acts that speakers use to get someone to do something. In this example, Alisha 
requested to the viewers to check the dictionary.This thing will be discussed 
deeper in the chapter findings and discussions. The example shows that an 
utterance has one meaning or purpose.  
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According to the explanation above, the researcher’s intention is in 
order to find out the types of illocutionary speech acts used by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. Therefore, this research entitled “AN 
ANALYSIS OF ILLOCUTIONARY ACTSPERFORMED BY ALISHA IN 
ENGLISHCLASS101 YOUTUBE CHANNEL” 
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
Based on the background of the research it will be better to identify 
the problem that will be investigated in this research. There are problems 
which can be identified as follows:  
1. YouTube being the most accessed social media platform in Indonesia 
and as English learners there would be many benefit that they can get. 
2. YouTube is one way communication, there would be any misunderstand 
and misinterpret from what speaker say. Therefore, the speaker should 
distinguish types of illocutionary acts to decrease viewers’ 
misunderstanding and misinterpreting in the YouTube video. 
3. Some of the types of illocutionary acts should be emphasized in using 
by the speaker to make viewers understand clearly by the speaker 
means. 
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C. Limitation of the Problem  
There are many videos in EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel. It has 
more than 1000 total videos in this YouTube channel since March, 1
st
 2007 
until February 2020. In order to reach expected goals of the research, the 
researcher focus on analyzing speech acts in Ask Alisha segment by 
EnglishClass101 channel. Therefore, to be specific the researcher focus on 
analyze the illocutionary acts used by Alisha in Ask Alisha segment. The 
researcher chose Ask Alisha on EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel because it 
represents the question about English. Alisha is a native speaker, it will be 
more trusted for English learners who wants to learn English. In Ask Alisha 
segment, viewers can also leave a question in mail. Then the question chosen 
by Alishawill be discussedin the next video. Even in Ask Alisha segment, 
there are 88 videos until February 2020. It is impossible to analyze all of the 
video in that segment. Thus, the researchertook several videos to analyze the 
illocutionary acts occurred by Alisha’s utterances. The researcher chose the 
several videos based on the theme. The theme taken by the researcher is about 
how to improve the English ability 
The theory of types illocutionary acts adopted in this study used 
Yule’s theory. There were five types of illocutionary acts such as 
representative, directive, commisive, expressive, and declarative. The theory 
of illocutionary functions adopted from Leech’s theory. There were four types 
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of illocutionary functions such as competitive, convivial, collaborating, and 
conflictive. 
 
D. Statement of Research Problem 
There is a major problem that the researcher wants to answer in this 
research. This is about a pragmatics analysis on the YouTube Channel. The 
researcher divides the problem such as: 
1. What types of illocutionary acts are performed by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel? 
2. What is the most dominant kindof illocutionary actperformed by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel? 
3. What are the illocutionary functions used byAlisha in EnglishClass101 
YouTube Channel? 
 
E. Objectives of The Study 
In accordance with the statement of research problem above, the 
objectives of the study are : 
1. To identify types of illocutionary acts that are performed by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel. 
2. To find the most dominant kind and the function of illocutionary act that 
are performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel. 
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3. To know the illocutionary functions used byAlisha in EnglishClass101 
YouTube Channel. 
 
F. Benefits  of The Study 
The benefit of the study will be distinguished into two, there are 
theoretically and practically. This study provides several significant 
contributions to the reader so they can be enjoyed and know better about the 
meaning and purpose at the utterance spoken by Alisha in EnglishClass101 
YouTube Channel. This research hopefully can be use for English learners as 
well as anyone interested in pragmatic, especially speech acts. The benefits 
are follows: 
1. Theoretically 
a. The research can give a contribution to explore the knowledge of 
speech acts theory, especially illocutionary acts. 
b. The researcher hopes that the readers will understand about the theory 
of speech acts especially illocutionary acts when they read this 
research in order to get additional knowledge of it. 
 
 
2. Practically  
a. The research can give additional input in improving the ability to 
analyze speech acts especially illocutionary acts in YouTube Channel. 
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b. The research can be used as reference for similar research and 
stimulation for other researchers concerning the act of 
EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel.  
 
G. Definition of Key Terms 
Here are some keywords used in this research to make this research clear: 
1. Speech acts 
Actions performed via utterances are generally called speech acts, and 
in English are commonly given more specific labels, such as apologizing, 
complaint, invitation, promise, or request. (Yule, 1996:47) 
2. Illocutionary Acts 
The illocutionary acts is performed via communicative force of an 
utterance (Yule, 1996: 48). When people say to someone, they actually do 
not only say, but their utterance also performs an act.  
3. EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel 
EnglishClass101 is one of YouTube channel which we can learn 
English from. This channel provides more than 1000 videos with various 
types of videos to make people learn English fastest, easiest, and fun. 
(Source: EnglishClass101 YouTube channel) 
4. Ask Alisha 
Ask Alisha is the segment that belongs to EglishClass101 YouTube 
Channel. This is the weekly series video which is uploaded every Saturday 
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where Alisha answers questions from YouTube users. (Source: 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel) 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
In this chapter, the researcher is about to discuss the theories of related literatures 
of this study. The theories have function as a basic foundation to analyze the data. 
This study used pragmatic approach to analyze types of illocutionary acts that 
performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel.  
A. Pragmatics 
1. Definition of Pragmatics 
Pragmatics is a branch of linguistic studies which was developed in the 
late 1970s, it is study about how people understand and produce an utterance. 
When people hear an utterance, they do not only understand a single word but 
they also understand what meaning of the speaker said. To understand the 
meaning, the speaker needs to pay attention via context in order to that 
communication can run well. Hence, in pragmatics we are study about the 
meaning of utterance depends on the context of situation. Yule (1996:3) 
divides the definition of pragmatics into four: 
a. Pragmatic is the study of speaker meaning 
Pragmatics deals with the study of meaning uttered by the speaker and 
interpreted by listener. 
 
13 
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b. Pragmatic is the study of contextual meaning 
In saying something, people also consider to whom they are talking to, 
where, when, and under the circumstances. It is because a particular 
context may influence what is said by the speaker. 
c. Pragmatic is the study of how more gets communicated that what is said.  
Pragmatics is the study of „invisible meaning‟. It explores how great 
deal of what is unsaid is recognized as part of what is communicated. 
d. Pragmatic is the study of expression of relative distance 
People will not say anything to anyone whom they do not recognize 
well. Hence, closeness whether it is physical, social, or conceptual, 
implies shared experience.Another expert who has different definition of 
pragmatics, according to Levinson (1983) “Pragmatic is the study of 
those relation between language and context that are grammatical, or 
encoded in the structure of language”. He also added that pragmatics is 
the study about the ability of using language and to make sentences which 
has relationship with the context.  
Pragmatic is study about the context within which an interaction 
occurs as well as the intention of the language user. Pragmatic also 
explores how the listeners and readers make inferences about what is said, 
or written in order to arrive at an interpretation of user‟s intended 
meaning. 
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With regard to the definition of pragmatic, Mey (1993:5) defines 
“pragmatics as the science of language viewed from the relation to its 
use”. In this case, pragmatic can be seen as the science of language that 
used by real life people for their own purpose. It provides people greater 
understanding of other people mind works, how they communicate and 
manipulate to each other. According to Mey (1993:4-5), pragmatic tell 
about the right to use language in various, unconventional ways, as long 
as people know what they are doing to deliver the purposes. 
Pragmatics can be known as a study of contextual meaning, according 
to Leech (1983) “pragmatic is the study of meaning in relation to speech 
situation”. Pragmatics is concerned with the meaning by speaker or writer 
and interpreted by listener or reader so that it involves the interpretation 
of what people meant in particular and how the context influences what it 
said. Leech (1983:76) views that language consist of grammars, 
vocabulary, and pragmatics. Leech defines pragmatics as a set of 
strategies and principles to achieve success in communication by the case 
of grammar. In pragmatics studies we talk about speech acts more. 
Pragmatics is an important study in communication, because pragmatics 
studies about language and its context. When people communicate with 
others, they do not only consider how to use the language, but also 
consider the context in which the language is used. Pragmatics is another 
branch of linguistic that is concerned with the speaker and contextual 
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meaning. From the definition above, it can be concluded that pragmatics 
is the study of speaker‟s intended in meaning related to its context.  
Meanwhile, Cutting (2002:2) states that pragmatics and discourse 
analysis study the relation of language to contextual background features 
which study context, text and function. Pragmatics focuses on what is not 
explicitly stated and how to interpret an utterance in situational contexts. 
Study language via pragmatic approach leads to know the nature of 
language. It leads to a deep analysis of what message that is brought in an 
utterance said by speaker. It gives the advantages that one can talk about 
people‟s intended meanings, their assumptions, their purposes or goals, 
and the kind of actions performed in utterances. In pragmatic there are so 
many things learned such as deixis, presupposition, speech acts, etc. in 
this research, the researcher focus on speech acts that emphasizes to 
analyze illocutionary acts.  
 
2. The scope of Pragmatics 
a. Deixis 
According to Levinson (1983), deixis deals with the way in which a 
language encodes or grammaticalizes features of the context of utterance a 
speech event. Another definition of deixis is presented by Yule (1996:9), 
according to him “deixis is a technical term (from Greek) for one the most 
basic things we do with utterance.” When you notice a strange object and 
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ask “what is that?” you are using a deictic expression (that) to indicate 
something in the immediate context. Deictic expression are also sometimes 
called indexicals. Deixis divides into three kinds such as: 
1) Person Deixis 
2) Spatial Deixis 
3) Temporal Deixis 
b. Presupposition and Entailment 
Yule (1996) states that “it is something the speaker assumes to be the 
case before producing utterance.” Moreover, he says that a presupposition 
is something the speaker assumes to be the case prior to make an utterance. 
Meanwhile, an entailment is something logically follows from what is 
asserted in the utterance. If we say “my sister is beautiful” means that 
speaker has sister. In the analysis of how speakers assumptions are 
typically expressed, presupposition has been associated with the use of a 
large number of words, phrases, and structure. He categorized 
presupposition into seven such as: 
1) Potential presupposition 
2) Existential presupposition 
3) Factive presupposition 
4) Structural presupposition 
5) Lexical presupposition 
6) Counter-factual presupposition 
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7) Non-factive presupposition 
c. Cooperative principle 
This sense of cooperation is simply one in which people having a 
conversation are not normally assumed to be trying to confuse, trick, or 
with hold relevant information from each others. Cooperative principle 
proposed by the philosopher H. Paul Grice is used to explain how 
conversation involves a certain level of “cooperation” among 
communicants. That something must be more than just what the words 
means. It is an additional conveyed meaning, called an implicature. 
Implicature are primary examples of more being communicated than is 
said. In most circumstances, the assumption of cooperation is so pervasive 
that it can be stated as a cooperative principle. Yule (1996) states “that 
cooperative is the basic assumption in conversation in which each 
participant tries to contribute appropriately, at the required time, to current 
exchange of talk”. Grice in Yule (1997:37) states that in communication, 
“cooperative principles make a conversational contribution of 
communicants such as required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the 
accepted purposes or direction of the talk exchange in which 
communicants are engaged.” In reference to Grice‟s idea, the cooperative 
principle in conversation can be explained in terms of four conversational 
maxims, such as: 
1) Maxim of quantity 
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2) Maxim of quality 
3) Maxim of relation 
4) Maxim of manner 
d. Implicature 
In conversation, there are a lot of messages who are delivered by the 
speaker. When the listeners hear the expression of speaker, they have to 
assume that the speaker is being cooperative and intends to communicate 
something. that something must be more than just what the words mean, it 
is an additional conveyed meaning. The listener must understand the 
context of the conversation to get the meaning of the implied message. The 
implied messages are often refers to implicature. According to Yule 
(1996), implicature is “associated with specific words and result in 
additional conveyed meaning when those words are used.” According to 
Grice (1975), “implicature is what speakers can imply, suggest, or mean as 
distinct from what they literary say.” In other words, implicature is an 
implied message that is based on the interpretation of the language use and 
its context. There are two types of implicature of Grice‟s, namely 
convertional and conventional implicature. Conventional implicature 
occurs when the speakers present a true fact in a wrong way. Meanwhile, 
the convertional implicature is another level at which speakers meaning 
can differ from what is said depends on context of conversation. In 
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convertional implicature, meaning is conveyed not so much by what is 
said, but by the fact that it is said. 
 
B. Speech acts 
1. Definition of speech acts 
Speech acts theory is a subfield of pragmatics concerned with the 
ways in which words can be used not only to present information but also 
carry our actions. As introduced by Oxford philosopher J.L. Austin in 
How to Do Things With Words that was published in 1962. Austin says, 
basically when somebody says something, he also does something. When 
somebody uses verb promise in „I promise I will come on time‟, he does 
not only say words but also do the action (promise). Austin (1962) states 
that speech acts is an act refers to the action that is performed in making 
the utterance. In other words, speech acts are actions which are performed 
via utterance (Yule, 1996; 48). According to one of language J.R. Searle, 
language is performing speech acts such as making request, statement, 
giving comment, congratulating, etc. Generally, speech acts can be 
defined as the acts of communication. Certain utterance producing by the 
speaker contains specific act such as an act of promising, apologizing, or 
commanding. 
Actions performed via utterances are generally called speech acts and 
in English are commonly given more specific labels, such as declaration, 
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invitation, compliment, congratulation, request etc. There are three 
classifications of speech acts, the first is locutionary act, second is 
illocutionary acts, and the last is perlocutionary act. It explores the 
performative nature of utterances, the ways in what people say to each 
other has force as well as content. There is an intention as content of what 
people say that is delivered via language with its force to get the message 
inside the utterance. However, language is the principal means that people 
have to greet, compliment and insult one to another, to plead or flirt, to 
seek and supply information and to accomplish hundreds of other tasks in 
a typical day. 
Further, Levinson (1983:236) states “the bringing about of effects on 
the audience by means of uttering the sentence, such effect being special 
to the circumstance of utterance.” In attempting to express their feeling, 
people do not only produce utterance containing grammatical structure 
and words, they perform actions via those utterances. Speech acts consist 
of three separate acts: an act of saying something, an act of doing 
something, and an act of affecting something. In addition, Austin (1962) 
identified three distinct levels of action beyond the act of utterance. He 
distinguishes the act of saying something, what one does in saying it, and 
what does by saying it which actually called a locutionary, illocutionary, 
and perlocutionary act. From the definition above, it can be concluded that 
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speech acts is utterance that replays an action for a particular purpose in a 
certain situation. 
2. The Types of Speech acts 
Based on the concept of locution, illocution, and perlocution in every 
utterance, Austin divides the speech acts into three major categories such 
as locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary. (Yule, 1996:48). 
a. Locutionary acts 
Locutionary acts are the production of utterances, with a particular 
intended structure, meaning, and reference. In other words, locutionary 
acts deal with linguistic meaning or grammatical (or phonological) 
form of an utterance. This kind of speech acts is also called as the 
basic act of utterance or producing a meaningful linguistic expression. 
(Yule, 1996:48) 
b. Illocutionary acts 
Mostly people not just produce well-formed utterances with no 
purpose. They perform utterance with some kind of function in mind. 
Illocutionary acts are acts that performed by speakers in saying 
something with an appropriate intention and in an appropriate context. 
This type of speech acts is also called as the act of doing something 
(Wijana, 1996: 18). The purpose of expression and the speaker‟s 
specific purpose are called illocutionary force or illocutionary 
function. 
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c. Perlocutionary acts 
Perlocutionary acts are speech acts which depend on the production 
of a specific effect. This effect is produced by the listener. This type of 
speech acts is also called as the act of affecting someone (Wijana, 
1996:19). In perlocutionary, there is an influence, affect because the 
speaker tries to influence the listener to do what he or she wants to do. 
This is called by as perlocutionary effect. Those three acts can occur in 
an utterance. Austin in Lawrence and Ward (2005:55) illustrates 
locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary in an utterance “Shoot 
her” as follows: 
Act (A) or Locution 
He said to me “Shoot her!” meaning by shoot “shoot” and referring by 
her to “her.” 
Act (B) or Illocution 
He urged (or advised, ordered, etc.) me to shoot her. 
Act (C) or Perlocution 
He persuaded me to shoot her. 
In Act (A) the concept is concerned with what is said by the 
speaker aspects. The grammatical and phonological aspect is the main 
topic. The focus is what whether the utterance is meaningful or not, so 
that the listener be able to capture what the speaker says. The Act (B) 
or illocutionary are concerning the speaker‟s purpose or intention 
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when performing this utterance. Therefore, the illocutionary functions 
(ordering, advising, or requesting) are the important thing in here. The 
last, act (C) both locution and illocution of the utterance are 
interpreted by the listener. The effect of the speaker‟s utterance to the 
listener is the main focus.  
 
3. Illocutionary Acts 
Mostly people not just produced well-formed utterance with no 
purpose. We form an utterance with some kind function in mind. 
Illocutionary act is performed via the communicative force of an 
utterance (Yule, 1996: 48). In addition, according to Hurford (2007: 
273), said that the illocutionary act carried out by the speaker making 
an utterance is the act viewed in terms of the utterance‟s significance 
within a conversational system of social interaction. One way to think 
about the illocutionary act is that it reflects the intention of the speaker 
in making utterance in the first place. According to the conception 
adopted by Bach and Harnish in „Linguistic Communication and 
Speech Acts‟ (1979) an illocutionary act is an attempt to communicate, 
which they analyze as the expression of the attitude. From that 
definition, it can be concluded that illocutionary act is the power of 
action by hear speaker‟s utterance.  
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Several speech acts theorists including Austin himself, make use of 
the notion of an illocutionary force. Based on Mey (2001: 110-111) 
explained that the criteria of illocutionary acts are based on the context 
which determine the force or functions of utterance. Same utterance 
can be categorized as different illocutionary because of different force 
or function which are greatly influenced by the context of use. Force is 
mainly about the different ways the content propositions are involved 
in speech acts.  
To determine the illocutionary function, Yule (1996: 49), proposes 
two important points: illocutionary function indicating device and 
felicity condition. 
a. Illocutionary function indicating device 
According to Leurence and Ward (2006:30) Illocutionary Function 
Indicating Device (IFID) is a formal, literal expression which 
explicitly indicates the illocutionary function of utterance. The clearest 
example is the use of specific verb in an utterance. This verb usually 
called as speech acts verbs or performative verbs. It is in line with the 
concept of performative hypothesis. Some verbs such as “to order, to 
warn, to promise” can be used to make an illocutionary function 
explicit, e.g. “I order you to leave now.” (Cutting, 2002: 16) 
Nevertheless, this condition is somewhat difficult since in normal 
usage the utterances are expressed mostly without performative verbs. 
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For instance “I‟ll be back” can be interpreted as “I promise that I will 
be back” or “I warn you that I will be back”. Furthermore, some verbs 
are not normally used in full sentences, e.g. to “Thank you” and to 
congratulate “Congratulation on your success.” (Mey, 2001: 111) 
b. Felicity Condition 
Felicity condition is defined as several conditions to be met in 
order that the illocutionary acts are successfully performed. Austin 
states that the speakers have to fulfill three conditions: that the 
participants must be understand the roles and the context, that the 
participants must perform the acts completely, and that the participants 
have to have clear purposes. (Cutting, 2002: 18) 
Elaborating Austin‟s concept, Yule (1996: 50) states that the 
felicity follows at least general condition is that participants have to 
understand the language and the speakers do not pretend. He also adds 
content condition, preparatory condition, sincerity condition and 
essential condition. All of which deals with the characteristics of 
illocutionary act itself.  
 
4. The Classification of Speech Acts 
a. Austin‟s classification of Speech acts 
As stated in the previous section, illocutionary act is one of the three 
types of speech acts proposed by Austin. Austin categorizes illocutionary 
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acts into five types. This classification is based on the performative verbs 
in any utterance (Searle, 1979: 8-9). They are as follows : 
1) Verdictives 
Austin advocates that verdictives deal with delivering of a 
verdict upon evidence or reasons. The verdicts are usually delivered by 
a jury, an arbitrator or umpire. These kinds of speech acts are typified 
by the verbs, acquit, hold, calculate, describe, analyze, estimate, date, 
rank, assesses, characterize, grade, estimate, and diagnose. 
2) Exercitives  
These have to do with the giving of a decision in favor of or 
against a certain course of action or advocacy of it. In other words, 
exercitives deal with the way people exercise power, right, or 
influence on other people. A familiar example is the utterance “I 
pronounce you husband and wife” which is usually said by priest in 
marrying. Thus, it turns two people into a couple. Other examples of 
exercitives are order, command, direct, plead, beg, recommend, entreat 
and advice, dismiss, nominate, veto, declare closed, declare open, as 
well as announce, warn, proclaim, and give.  
3) Commissive 
Commisive are associated with the speaker‟s commitment to a 
certain course of action. Some of the apparent examples include 
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promise, vow, pledge, covenant, contract, guarantee, embraces, and 
swear.  
4) Expositives  
Expositives is used to make statements fit into the ongoing 
discourse such as clarifying and arguing. The list of words of 
expositives include affirm, deny, emphasize, illustrate, answer, report, 
accepts, object to, describe, classify, identify, and call. 
5) Behabitives 
Behabitives are concerned with people‟s behavior and social‟s 
attitude towards other people‟s imminent or past conduct. These are 
associated with such matters such as apologizing, congratulating, 
blessing, cursing or challenging. 
 
 
b. Searle‟s classification of Speech acts 
Searle criticizes Austin for overlapping the criteria of illocutionary 
acts. The categories not satisfy the definition of the category and so 
on. Then Searle is distinguished the classification of speech acts with 
the explained below: 
1) Representative  
This kind of speech acts that commit the speaker to expressed the 
truth. They express the speaker‟s belief. It can include the case of 
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asserting, concluding, claiming, reporting, and stating. In performing 
this type of speech acts, the speaker represents the world as what their 
belief, thus making the world fit out the world to believe.  When 
someone said to you “I love you”, he want you to believe that he 
actually love you.  
2) Directive  
Directive is the kind of speech acts that represent attempts by the 
speaker to get the addressee to do something. They express the 
speaker‟s wish for the addressee to do something. Paradigmatic cases 
include advice, commands, questions, orders, and requests. On using 
directive, the speaker intends to elicit some future course of action on 
the part of the addressee.  
 
 
3) Commisive 
Those kinds of speech acts commit the speaker to some future 
course of action. They express the speaker‟s intention to do something. 
This type of speech acts shows the intention of the speaker in the 
future which will be made to happen in later moment. Paradigmatic 
cases include offers, promise, pledges, refusals, and threats. In the case 
of a commisive, the world is adapting the words via the speaker him or 
herself. 
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4) Declaration  
Declaration is the kind of speech acts that makes the propositional 
content corresponds with the reality. In order to perform a declaration 
effectively, the speaker must have a special contextual privileges that 
allow him or her to perform an also contextual declaration. 
Paradigmatic cases include bidding in bridge, declaring war, 
excommunicating, firing from employment and nominating a 
candidate. 
5) Expressive  
Those kinds of speech acts that express a psychological attitude or 
state in the speaker such as joy, sorrow, etc. In the case of expressive 
speech acts such as apologizing, blaming, congratulating, praising, and 
thanking. Thus, in performing expressive speech acts the speaker show 
how he or she feels about situation. 
c. Yule‟s Classification of Speech acts 
According to Yule (1996:53), one general classification system 
lists five types of general functions performed by speech acts; 
declarations, representatives, expressive, directive, and commisives. 
The explanation of classification speech acts by Yule is describing 
below: 
1) Declarations 
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According to Yule (1996:53) declarations are those speech acts that 
change the world via their utterance. In this case, the speaker has to 
have a special institutional role in a specific context in order to 
perform a declaration appropriately. Therefore, declaration arts can be 
occurred if the speaker has a special role in a certain field. On the 
other way, if the speaker has not special role in a certain field the 
speech cannot be happened. The example as follows:  
Priest: “I now pronounce you husband and wife.” 
From the example, we know that the speaker has a special institutional 
role in the specific context as a priest. Before the speaker declares it, a 
couple of man and woman have not become husband and wife. In this 
case, after the speaker declares that a couple of man and woman have 
married and now they become husband and wife. 
 
2) Representatives 
Based on Yule (1996:53) representatives are the kinds of speech 
acts that state when the speaker believes to be the case or not. 
Statements that are included in representative acts are fact, assertions, 
conclusions, and descriptions. The example as follows: the speaker 
says “Today is so cool”. From the example, the utterance “Today is so 
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cool” is representative acts by paradigm case fact because truly today 
is raining. Therefore the raining make the weather become so cool. 
3) Expressive  
Yule (1996:53) states that expressive are those kinds of speech 
acts that state what the speaker‟s feels. They express psychological 
states and can be statements of pleasure, pain, likes, joy, or sorrow. 
They can be caused by something the speaker does or the listener 
does. The example of the expressive speech acts as follows:  
The speaker says: “Woooowww, the hat is very beautiful”. 
The utterance “Woooowww, the hat is very beautiful” is expressive 
speech acts by paradigm case likes because the speaker wants to 
express about something that he or she likes. In addition, the speaker 
wants to show a beautiful thing that he or she likes to the listener in 
order to the listener know about what the speaker‟s feel.  
4) Directives  
Yule (1996:54) states that directives are those kinds of speech 
acts that speakers use to get someone else to do something. They 
express what the speaker wants. The utterance that can be included in 
directives acts are commands, warning, request, suggestions, and they 
can be positive or negative. The example as the following: The 
speaker says, “Would you mind to open the door, please?”. The 
utterance “Would you mind to open the door, please” is directive acts 
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by paradigm case requesting. This utterance has intended meaning that 
the speaker wants to ask the listener to open the door in order to the 
speaker can feel the fresh air because the weather is so hot.  
5) Commisive  
Based on Yule (1996:54) commisive are those kinds of speech 
acts that speaker use to commit themselves to some future action. 
They express what the speaker intends. They are promises, threats, 
refusals, pledges, and they can be performed by the speaker alone. The 
example as the following: the speaker says “After I arrived at home, I 
will call you.” The utterance “After I arrived at home, I will call you” 
is commisive acts by paradigm case promises because without speaker 
says “promise” to the listener, that utterance has already revealed 
“promise” that the speaker will call the listener to give information 
that the speaker has already arrived at home safely.  
There are differences of opinion about the type of illocutionary 
acts theory by some experts above. The concept of an illocutionary act 
is the central concept of speech acts. The first theory stated by Austin. 
He classified illocutionary act into five types: verdictives, exercitives, 
commisive, expositive, and behavibitive. An alternative to Austin‟s 
explanation of the illocutionary act is that given by John R Searle. 
According to Searle, a speech acts is often meant to refer to exactly the 
same thing as the term illocutionary act. Searle‟s work on speech acts 
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is understood to further refine Austin‟s conception. There is also stated 
the theory by George Yule. The researcher would use the type of 
illocutionary act theory by Yule. The Yule‟s theory is more clear, 
easier to understand and also the researcher more familiar with the 
theory of illocutionary acts stated by Yule. The Yule‟s theory is fit 
with analyzing this research. Thus, the researcher will use the Yule‟s 
theory to analyze the utterance that spoken by Alisha in 
“EnglishClass101” YouTube channel.  
 
 
 
5. The Illocutionary Function  
Leech (1993:104) has proposed the illocutionary acts based on its 
functions. It is based on how illocutionary acts relate to the social goals or 
purposes of arranging and setting up in a polite ways. There are four types 
of illocutionary act functions such as, competitive, convivial, 
collaborative, and conflictive. The form types of illocutionary acts 
functions are described below:  
a. Competitive aimed at competing with the social purposes, such as 
ordering, asking, demanding, and begging. It is intended to produce 
some effects through action by the hearer. For example, “I ask your 
money, please” it is kind of asking. 
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b. Convivial aims in compliance with the social purposes, for instance 
offering, inviting, greeting, thanking and congratulating. For 
example,“Can I help you with this?” it is kind of offering.  
c. Collaborative aims at ignoring the social purposes as like asserting, 
reporting, announcing, and instructing. It commits the speaker to the 
truth of expressed proposition. For example, “I like this book”. It is 
kind of reporting.  
d. Conflictiveaims at conflicting against the social purposes, such as 
threatening, accusing, and reprimanding. If you say again “I will say to 
your father”. It is kind of threatening. 
 
6. Context  
Context is an important thing in pragmatic study. According to Nunan 
(1993:7) states that context refers to the situation giving rise to the 
discourse and within which the discourse is embedded. They include 
linguistic and non-linguistic context. Linguistic context refers to the 
language surrounds a part of discourse being analyzed, meanwhile non-
linguistic context are related to the discourse within. According to Leech 
(1983:13) states that context is a background of knowledge assumed to be 
shared by speaker and listener and which contributes to listener 
interpretation of what speaker means by given utterance produced. The 
same utterance will have the different meaning if the context of utterance 
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is different. For the example, “Your hair is so long”. If the utterance is 
delivered by a teacher to the man student at school, it can refer to a teacher 
command them to cut their hair in order to obey the rules of school. In the 
different situation, if the utterance is delivered by woman to her friend, it 
can be meant that she praising of her friend‟s hair. From the definition 
above context is simply defined as the circumstance or situation around 
which influences the conversation. Thus, it can be concluded that the 
indeed meaning only based on the speaker and listener is not enough. We 
must also know the situation when the utterance produced.  
C. YouTube  
1. Definition of YouTube 
YouTube videos are one of the audio visual media. Kabilan (2012: 
529) says: “YouTube is a video sharing website on which users can 
upload and share videos with others. It was established in February 2005 
and launched live in November 2005. Within 12 months the site had 
grown exponentially and with the assistance of venture capitalist found the 
site has over 100 million videos viewed per day.  
YouTube is a website where you can upload and share videos. It uses 
Adobe Flash video technology to display a wide variety of user-generated 
content, video content, including movie clips, television clips, and movie 
videos as well as amateur content such as video blogging and short 
original video. Unregistered users can watch video for free, while 
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registered users permitted to upload an unlimited number of videos. 
Alimemaj (2010) states that here are some benefits of using Youtube in 
language learning: 
a. We can listen to all kinds of spoken language (formal, informal, slang) 
and all genres (songs, debates, talks, poems). 
b. We can learn a lot of vocabulary in context, which, without doubt, will 
help learners to memorize more easily. 
c. It may be particularly valuable to cater to learner‟s need for real world 
language use and their interest in exploring by repetition. 
d. We can find various material to improve listening and understanding. 
e. We are exposed music, commercial, comedy, different styles and 
genres of the language. 
f. It helps a lot to develop independent language skills. 
 
2. EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel 
In this modern era, social media is very influential for human life. One 
of the social media that is very popular with the public is YouTube. 
YouTube is a social media platform where users can upload and watch 
videos anytime and anywhere. YouTube makes it easy for users to find 
out everything whether it is entertainment, social, or education. In the field 
of education, we can take a lot of benefits from YouTube. One of them is 
YouTube provides a variety of learning videos that we need. In this case 
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as English learners, YouTube provides millions of videos that we can see 
through this social media platform. There are tons of YouTube channels 
that provide the learning that we need, from individual channels or 
channels from large companies. One of YouTube channel that provides 
English language learning is the EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. This 
channel has 3.12 million subscribers with a total of 992 videos uploaded 
(as of September 16, 2019) starting from March 1, 2007. This channel 
claims "the fastest, easiest, and most fun way to learn English". With 
lessons on speaking, reading, listening, and writing, the channel literally 
has everything you need in one place. There are lots of segments made on 
this channel, such as; English Learning Strategies And Tips, Know Your 
Verbs !, Learn English LIVE With Alisha Every Thursday, English 
Grammar Made Easy With Alisha, Learn English 10 Times Faster With 
These Tips, Ask Alisha, Fun & Easy English Phonics, and many more. 
Ask Alisha is one of the many segments in the EnglishClass101 
YouTube channel, the researcher chose the Alisha segment to be the 
subject of research because it has uniqueness compare from other segment 
in this channel. Ask Alisha is a segment where viewers can leave 
questions in the comment then those questions would be answer in the 
next video. Thus, there is feedback between Alisha and viewers.  
 
D. Previous Study 
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There are many research conducted in speech acts. In this research, the 
researcher conducted based on the previous study from two theses and two 
journals. The first thesis entitled “An Analysis of Illocutionary Acts 
Performed by The Main Character in Divergent Movie by Neil Burger 2014” 
composed by Lavenia Dianty, English Letter Department, Islamic Education 
of Surakarta, 2017. In her research, she analyzed the speech acts that 
performed by the main character in Divergent movie using Searle‟s theory. 
That research shows that there are representatives, expressive, directives, 
commissives, and declaratives. Representative is the most dominant speech 
acts that performed in this research. It presents the power and the dominance 
of the main character in this movie.  
The second thesis entitled “An Analysis of Illocutionary Acts Used by 
Lecturers at the Second Semester Students‟ Speaking Class of English 
Education Department of IAIN Surakarta in 2016/2017 Academic Year” 
composed by Tya Indah Kurniawati. This research was concerned with the 
pragmatic analysis of illocutionary acts used by lecturers at the second 
semester students of speaking class of IAIN Surakarta. In line with the 
objectives of the research, to know  types of illocutionary acts, and the  
illocutionary function used by lecturers at the speaking class of IAIN 
Surakarta. There were four types of illocutionary acts used by lecturers that 
found in this research. These were representatives was about 36.63%, 
expressive was about 10.74%, directives was about 50.43%, and  commissives 
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was about 2.20%. The declaratives were not found. The directives became the 
most dominant of types of illocutionary acts, while the commissives were the 
fewest. Directives were often used by lecturers to get the students undertook 
some actions. 
The researcher also conducted this research based on the previous 
study from two journals. The first journal entitled “A pragmatic Analysis of 
Pragmatics Speech acts in English Language Classroom of Imam Mohammed 
Ibn Saud Islamic University” composed by Reef Bijad Alharbi. This research 
is pragmatic study aimed at identifying speech acts performed by Saudi 
English language teachers based on Searle theory. This research found out the 
types of illocutionary acts that performed by the teacher such as 
representatives, commisives, directives, and expressives. Directive is the most 
frequent speech acts that found in this research with 426 instances. The 
research applied a mixed research method to analyze both quantitative and 
qualitative data.  
The second journal entitled “A Pragmatic Study of Speech as an 
Instrument of Power: Analysis of the 2016 USA Presidential Debate” 
composed by Misyi Gusthini, Cece Sebarna, and Rosaria Mita Amalia from 
Padjajaran University, Bandung. In this research, the researchers were aimed 
at analyzing the speeches of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton in the USA 
Presidential candidates‟ debates as instruments power. In this research, the 
researchers found that the speakers use the speech acts as an instrument power 
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with classifications of representative, commisive, and expressive. The 
researchers found that the speakers demonstrated their power to try to 
convince the voters in their society to trust them to be the president. The 
research results also showed that the usage of speech in debate as an 
instrument of power can influence the voters especially on Election Day. 
All of those researches have similarity to aim at analyzing 
illocutionary speech acts in utterance. To know the differences between my 
thesis with two theses and two journals as the previous study above in the 
table 1.1 : 
 
Table 2.1 The Differences between this Thesis with Two Theses and Two 
Journals as The Previous Study Above: 
No Title  The Differences 
1. 
An Analysis of Illocutionary Acts 
Performed by The Main 
Character in Divergent Movie by 
Neil Burger 2014 
Analyzing the type of illocutionary 
acts and function used by the main 
character of Divergent movie by Neil 
Burger. 
2. An Analysis of Illocutionary Acts 
Used by Lecturers at the Second 
Semester Students‟ Speaking 
Analyzing the type of illocutionary 
acts and function used by lecturers at 
the second semester student‟s 
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No Title  The Differences 
Class of English Education 
Department of IAIN Surakarta in 
2016/2017 Academic Year 
speaking class during teaching and 
learning process. 
3. A pragmatic Analysis of 
Pragmatics Speech acts in 
English Language Classroom of 
Imam Mohammed Ibn Saud 
Islamic University 
Analyzing by using the Searle‟s 
theory of illocutionary acts. 
4. A Pragmatic Study of Speech as 
an Instrument of Power: 
Analysis of the 2016 USA 
Presidential Debate 
Analyzing the type of illocutionary 
acts and function in USA 
Presidential Debate 2016. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Design 
According to the data, this research applied analysis of the data uses 
qualitative methods. According to Bogdan and Taylor in Moleong 
(2004:3) stated that in descriptive qualitative study, the data investigated 
by the researcher are in the form of oral or written words. In addition, 
Cresswell (1994: 171) qualitative method is collecting the qualitative data, 
analyzing them, and writing result.  
Based on previous statements, the researcher use qualitative method to 
analyze the types of illocutionary acts such as the dominant kind of 
illocutionary acts, meaning, context, and function performed by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel. Qualitative approach used to describe 
or analyzed the data in research. Hence, the researcher used qualitative 
approach in this research because a consideration problem statements. The 
researcher used qualitative model because the researcher wants to know 
the message in each utterance. 
 
B. Subject and Object of the Research 
The main subject of this research was the English teacher in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel. The name of the teacher were Alisha 
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and „Ask Alisha‟ was the segment that researcher chooses to analyze. The 
researcher analyzed the types of illocutionary acts and those functions 
performed by Alisha as the object of the research.   
 
C. Data and Data Source 
Data is very important in research and may have many different forms. 
According to Arikunto (2010:107) the data may appear in the form of 
discourse, sentence, clause, phrase, word, or even morpheme. In addition, 
Arikunto (2010:118), data are all of fact and member that can be used by 
the researcher as information, whereas information is result of data 
process that used necessary. In other word, data are everything that 
researcher finds and writes from the field of study.  
In this research, the data are utterances in the form of sentence in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel by Alisha. The study focused on the 
illocutionary acts used by Alisha at the corner of “Ask Alisha” in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel. This channel designed for rapid 
language learning whichprovides several hundred videos that cover 
basically every single aspect of English. The videosfrom EnglishClass101 
YouTube Channel became the source data in this research. 
D. Research Instrument 
As according Sugiyono (2008:222) states that in qualitative research, 
the researcher is the key instrument. It can be explain that the main 
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instrument of this research is the researcher herself. The qualitative study 
could not be separated from the role of researcher because it was the 
researcher determined the scenario of the research, the research played 
role as a planner, implementer, data collector, analyst, data interpreter and 
finally as a pioneer of the research result.  
In addition to the description above, there are several steps to collect 
the data, such as watch the video and read the script. Hence, the researcher 
also used additional instrument such as; hand phone to watch the video, 
field notes book for write the utterance and many others supporter 
instruments which use by researcher.  
 
E. Technique of Collecting Data 
In this research, the researcher used documentation technique to 
collect the data. According to Suharsimi (2010:274) a documentation 
method is find the data related by using book, transcripts, newspapers, 
magazines, notes of a meeting, ancient inscription, and agenda. Because of 
the subject in this research are videos from YouTube, thus transcripts is 
most suitable method to collect the data. The technique of collecting the 
data in this research could be explained as follows: 
1. WatchAsk Alisha videos in EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel. 
There are a lot of videos in Ask Alisha segment. The researcher chose 
five videos of total video in Ask Alisha segment. The researcher chose 
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five videos based on improvement English ability theme. The 
researcher took five videos to be analyzed because based on pre-
research the researcher found that the most dominant type of 
illocutionary acts performed by Alisha was representative acts. Ask 
Alisha is a monologue content video. No matter how much videos will 
be analyzed, the result will remain the same. Thus, the researcher took 
five videos based on it themes to be analyzed. 
Each video has an average duration about 10 minutes.  
2. Re-watch videos whilethe researcher wrote down the transcript of that. 
Utterance is the form data of this research. Thus, the researcher write 
down the subtitle of what speaker said for the source of the data.  
3. The researcher determined types of illocutionary acts that performed in 
that transcript. (declarations, representatives, expressive, directive, and 
commisive) 
4. Give a code to each datum in order to be easy in analyze the data. The 
some code will be explained as follows: 
a. The code of V… (Video) example V1 used to show the order  of part 
of video one as the first source of data. 
b. The numeral 001, 002, 003, … are used to show the order of data 
number especially part in the elements of illocutionary act.  
c. The code of T … (Time) example T: 00:00:07,880used to show the 
data time of illocutionary act. 
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Those are can be put together into sentences in the example 
(V1/001/00:00:07,880) means the first video of Alisha and the first 
data that happened at seven second with Representative illocutionary 
act that occur. The use of this code in this research is in order to easier 
classifying the data.  
 
Table 3.1 The Data Sheet of the Findings 
No Code Data 
ILLOCUTIONARY ACT 
Context Kind Function 
Rep Dir Exp Com Dec 
           
 
F. Technique of Analyzing Data 
Analyzing data refers to method analyze of the data have been 
collected by researcher. It can be ease the reader to understand the essential 
meaning and important parts of the data. Miles and Huberman (1984) in 
Sugiyono (2015:337) stated that analyze the data, researcher needs through 
some steps are data reduction, data display, conclusion and verification. 
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1. Data Reduction 
According to Miles and Huberman (1994:12), “data reduction refres to 
the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and transforming 
the data that appear in written-up field notes or transcription.” The researcher 
concluded that the data reduction is element of the data analysis which 
emphasize, makes the data shorter, make the theme focused, and arrange the 
data.Thus, the final conclusion can be draw and verified well. In this case, the 
researcher reduced information during research activities of the unimportant 
data in utterance of Alisha. 
Here the researcher reduced the data that are not important, for 
example the utterance of Alisha when she read the question from viewer. The 
example of unimportant utterance uttered by Alisha will described below: 
Alisha: “I do not understand English. I want to learn, but I do not know how 
to start.” 
The example above was utterance produced by Alisha that is not important 
because of it was a question from viewer that Alisha read, although that is the 
type of representative illocutionary acts. 
2. Data Display 
The next step in data analysis is data display. Data display was 
providing an organized, compressed assembly of information that allowed 
conclusion drawing. A display could be in the form of texts, graphs, diagrams, 
charts, matrices, or other graphical format. In this study, the data was 
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presented in the form of table and descriptions. In this research, the researcher 
used data code to make easier for the analyzing. For example 
(V1/001/00:00:07,880) means: 
V1 = Video 1 
001 = Number of data 
00:00:07,880= Time 
After display the code of data, the researcher analyzed appropriateness the 
data and the theory. The researcher classified and displayed the data about 
types of illocutionary acts used by Alisha based on Yule’s theory and the 
illocutionary functions used by Alisha based on Leech’s theory. The 
researcher classified types of illocutionary acts by Yule’s theory first, and then 
the researcher classified those types based on Leech’s theory of illocutionary 
function. 
 
3. Conclusion and Verification 
After the data displayed in the table, then the researcher would able to 
interpret it and reaches the conclusion and verification.  The next step 
conducted by the researcher was describing and interpreting the data about 
illocutionary acts used by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel in 
order to that the conclusion and verification of the speech act can be drawn. 
The outcome of the study is analysis utterance by Alisha. The researcher tried 
to describe the data by explaining and interpret it in the specific description 
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about the utterance of Alisha used in the YouTube based on it types and 
function. 
 
G. Data Trustworthiness  
A qualitative research needs the trustworthiness of the data. Ensuring 
validity and reliability in qualitative research involves conducting the 
investigation in an ethical manner (Merriam, 1998: 198). To get the validity of 
the data, the researcher used triangulation technique to reach credibility of the 
data. According to Denzim (1970 in Merriam: 2014), triangulation is one of 
strategies to enhance internal validity using multiple investigators, multiple 
source of data, or multiple methods to confirm the emerging findings. Based 
on the explanation, the researcher usedthe data triangulation that had observe 
the speech acts used by Alisha to understand the types of illocutionary acts 
and the function of that. Then, the researcher crosschecked the script and 
analyze the data several times to achieve the validity. The last, the researcher 
also needs another perspective that is given by the expert of pragmatic study. 
The expert was pragmatic lecturer in IAIN Surakarta, Mr. Robith Khoiril 
Umam, S.S., M.Hum. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Research Findings 
In this chapter, the researcher presented the research finding that has 
beencollected from analyzing the data. Based on the formulation of the problem, 
the aims of this study are to show the types of illocutionary acts and the most 
dominant kind of illocutionary acts performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 
YouTube channel. 
1. The Types of Illocutionary Act Used by Alisha in EnglishClass101 
YouTube channel 
These data findings are related to five types of illocutionary acts 
performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. Yule classifies 
illocutionary speech acts into five categories such as; representative, 
directive, expressive, commisive, and declaration. Based on the video which 
analyzed by the researcher about illocutionary acts used by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel, the researcher found three types of 
illocutionary acts performed by Alisha according to Yule’s theory. They 
were representative, directive, and expressive. The researcher found that 
there were 217 utterances performed by Alisha that classified into Yule’s 
theory of illocutionary acts during the videos. The researcher took five 
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videos to be analyzed. In this research, the researcher used coding to explain 
the data. The coding are: 
V1   : number of video 
001   : number of datum 
00:00:07,880 : time of datum 
Types of illocutionary acts include: 
REP  : Representative 
DIR  : Directive 
EXP  : Expressive 
COM  : Commisive 
DEC  : Declaration 
The findings could be explained in the following data: 
a. Representative 
The researcher found 102 utterances of representative acts 
performed by Alisha in videos of EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. 
Representative acts deal with Alisha’s statements whether it was true or 
false. It was depend on Alisha believes. Quantitatively, representative acts 
were in the first rank of illocutionary act performed by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. The utterances performed by Alisha 
contained factual or nonfactual statements. Pragmatically, those 
statements that performed by Alisha certainly belong to representative 
acts. There were two kinds of representative act found in data. There are 
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stating and concluding. The kinds of stating in this data include stating 
opinion, stating fact, informing, and explaining. 
1) Stating 
This act was used to perform Alisha’s own thoughts, ideas, or 
opinions to the viewers in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. 
Alisha performed 91 acts of stating during the five videos. Here the 
first example of stating which are performed by Alisha could be 
seen in the following utterance: 
 
Alisha : “First question this week comes from Carlos 
Henrique Ferreira.” (V1/002/00:00:17) 
The utterance first question this week comes from Carlos Henrique 
Ferreira was categorized into representative act. This is type of 
stating representative act. Alisha stated the first question which 
would be discussed in that video come from Carlos Henrique 
Ferreira. Carlos is the one from viewers who has sent the question 
and luckily his question was picked by Alisha. The data occurred at 
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the time of 00:00:17 in the first video. Other example of stating 
which performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel 
as follow: 
 
Alisha : “So I did this exact same thing when I was studying (and 
am studying) Japanese.” (V1/006/00:01:06) 
As presented in the bold expression, Alisha stated that she did 
the same thing in this situation. In this context of situation, the 
viewer asked “How can I improve my vocabulary about music? I'm 
a musician, music teacher, and music producer.” Alisha gave him 
an advice that he should find something where he is interested in. 
Alisha told him to find out English course in magazine, website, 
and forum, which he interested in. Then she said that she did the 
same thing when she was studying Japanese. Therefore, that 
utterance was categorized as stating representative act.  
2) Concluding  
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Concluding was used by Alisha to express a conclusion after 
she explained something. Alisha performed 11 acts of concluding 
during the five videos which chosen by the researcher. Here was an 
example of concluding performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 
YouTube channel: 
  
  
Alisha : “So we could actually change the word "await" to 
like "waiting for" in many of these cases.” (V1/026/00:06:57)  
In the example above occurred when Alisha finished gave a 
bunch of explanation. In this context of situation, the question from 
viewer was “What is the difference between the words „wait‟ and 
„await‟?” then Alisha gave explanation about that. In the end of 
explanation, Alisha conclude that „await‟ can be replaced with 
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„waiting for‟ in many cases. The other example could be seen in the 
following utterance: 
 
Alisha : “So, there are so many different ways of speaking 
that we need to think about.” (V2/095/00:09:59) 
The utterance above happened when a viewer asked “Do you 
think it's easier to understand the British accent or the American 
accent? Because I think the American accent is really hard to 
understand.” Then Alisha gave long explanation about accent that use 
in English language. Alisha concluded that there are different kinds of 
accent in English language so there are so many different ways of 
speaking too.  
b. Directive  
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Directive is type of speech act used by the speaker to get the 
listener to do something. This type of speech acts express the 
speaker’s wish in which the future acts are carried out by the listener. 
The researcher found 70 total of directive speech act performed by 
Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. The kinds of directive 
speech act found in those videos are advice, ordering, and request. 
Those were explanation below: 
1) Advice 
The aim of advice is to give or mention an idea, possibly, plan, 
and action for other people to consider. During those videos in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel, Alisha gave advice to the 
viewers in order to improve viewers’ English ability. The 
researcher found 39 advice performed by Alisha. Here was an 
example of advice performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 
YouTube channel: 
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Alisha : “So I would say first, learn to set goals for yourself.” 
(V1/013/00:02:15) 
In example above, Alisha gave advice to the viewers to set 
their goals first. The viewer asked Alisha that he wanted to 
improve his English skill but he did not know where to start. 
After that, Alisha gave an advice that the first action to improve 
the English skill is set the goal.  The other example could be seen 
in the following utterance: 
 
Alisha : “Um, so, practicing pronunciation, listening to the 
pronunciation.” (V1/028/00:07:36) 
In this context of situation, the question from viewer was about 
how to pronounce homophone word such like ‘breath’ and 
‘breathe’, ‘dessert’ and ‘desert’, ‘course’ and ‘curse’. Alisha 
gave advice to the viewer that he should practice and listening to 
the pronunciation.  
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2) Ordering  
Ordering is kind of directive act whose illocutionary purpose 
is to get the listener to do something. The researcher found 21 
ordering performed by Alisha. Here was an example of 
ordering performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube 
channel: 
 
Alisha : “So, if you're just starting, you can check 
some of the beginner level videos we have on the channel.” 
(V2/054/00:01:00) 
As presented in the bold expression, Alisha ordered the 
viewer to check beginner level videos on EnglishClass101 
YouTube channel. In this context of situation happened when 
the viewer asked that they want to learn English but does not 
know how to start. The other example of ordering was: 
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Alisha : “For example, “English in 3 minutes” that’s a good 
set of videos you can watch to learn some basic phrases, I 
think.” (V2/055/00:01:08) 
From the example of data above, Alisha said “For 
example, “English in 3 minutes” that‟s a good set of videos 
you can watch to learn some basic phrases, I think.” The 
utterance is classified as ordering because it has function to 
order someone to do something. The context of this utterance 
happened when Alisha got a question from the viewer about 
how to start learning English for beginner.  
3) Requesting  
Request was an illocutionary force which was used to 
request someone to do something in polite way. Request could 
be defined as indirect command. An example of requesting 
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performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel 
could be seen in the following utterance: 
 
Alisha :“If you want to send a question, please send it at 
EnglishClass101.com/ask-alisha.” (V2/097/00:10:15) 
The utterance above occurred in the end of the video. 
Alisha requested to the viewers to send a question at 
EnglishClass101/ask-alisha. The other example of requesting 
performed by Alisha was shown in the following utterance: 
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Alisha :“Also, if you liked this video, please make sure to give 
it a thumbs up and subscribe.” (V2/098/00:10:19) 
The utterance above contained an example of 
requesting. The bold expression “Also, if you liked this video, 
please make sure to give it a thumbs up and subscribe.”was 
requesting because Alisha wanted the viewers to give a thumb 
and subscribe EnglishClass101 YouTube channel in a polite 
way.  
 
c. Expressive 
Expressive acts belongs to utterance who spoken by the 
speaker in order to show of speaker’s feeling or attitude of 
particular situation. In this research, Alisha also performed 
expressive fillers such as: uhm, ah, hmm, etc to adjust her 
utterance. Based on the research results, expressive were in the 
third rank of illocutionary act frequency found in Alisha’s 
utterances. There were three kinds of expressive found in this 
research. These were greeting, thanking, and compliment.  
1) Greeting  
Greeting usually used for opening and closing. The 
utterance of greeting was used by Alisha in the beginning and 
the end of video. The researcher found 21 greeting expression 
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performed by Alisha. An example of greeting was shown in the 
following utterance below: 
 
Alisha : “Hi everybody, welcome back to Ask Alisha the weekly 
series where you ask me questions, and I answer them.” 
(V1/001/00:00:07) 
As shown by the bold utterance, Alisha said “Hi everybody, 
welcome back to Ask Alisha the weekly series where you ask me 
questions, and I answer them.” to greet the viewers in the 
beginning of the video. In this example, the utterance happened at 
the time of 00:00:07 in the first video. Alisha performed this 
utterance in exciting intonation. Alisha always said this utterance 
in every beginning of the video. This utterance is like an earmark 
greeting in Ask Alisha segment. The other example could be seen 
in the following utterance: 
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Alisha :“Hi, Omar.” (V1/015/00:04:30) 
The utterance above indicated that Alisha greet Omar in with 
the utterance “Hi, Omar”. This utterance happened after Alisha 
read the question from one of the viewer, in this case the viewer’s 
name is Omar. So after Alisha finished read a question, she always 
greet to those who have sent the question with the greeting 
expressive.  
2) Thanking  
Thanking is illocutionary act uttered by the speaker when she 
or he feel gratitude for what listener did or said. The researcher 
found 17 thanking expression performed by Alisha. An example of 
thanking was shown in the following utterance below: 
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Alisha: “Thanks for the question!” (V1/014/00:03:28) 
The utterance above is classified as a thanking of expressive 
illocutionary act because it expressed the speaker’s feeling or 
gratitude by the use of utterance “Thanks for the question!”. This 
utterance happened after Alisha finished read the question from 
viewer. Alisha expressed the gratitude to the viewer because they 
had sent a question. She always did the same thing after she read a 
question from her viewer. The other example could be seen in the 
following utterance: 
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Alisha : “Thanks very much for watching this episode of Ask 
Alisha.” (V1/044/00:10:30) 
The utterance above is also classified as a thanking of 
expressive illocutionary act because it expressed the speaker’s how 
Alisha feel gratitude to those viewer who watched her video. This 
utterance usually performed by Alisha in the end of the video. This 
utterance is like an earmark thanking in the end of video same as 
when Alisha performed the earmark in the beginning of the video 
with utterance  “Hi everybody, welcome back to Ask Alisha the 
weekly series where you ask me questions, and I answer them.” 
3) Compliment  
Compliment was performed to express admiration or 
approval of a person or a thing. In this research, the researcher 
found 7 utterance of compliment expression performed by 
Alisha. An example of compliment was shown in the following 
utterance below: 
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Alisha : “Ah, great one, okay, yes.” (V1/016/00:04:43) 
In the example above, Alisha complimented the viewer 
who has sent the question. Alisha used the word “great” to 
express her praise. The utterance was classified as expressive 
with the illocutionary force of compliment. Expressive used to 
express the psychological state of the speaker. In this context 
of situation, Alisha read a question from the viewer. After he 
finished read the question, Alisha said “Ah, great one, okay, 
yes.” which belong to compliment word. In this utterance, 
there is an expressive filler performed by Alisha by the word 
“Ah..”She used the expressive filler to make her utterance 
more expressive. Based on the context, that filler appeared to 
give the speaker time to think what she would say next. Alisha 
performed another act of compliment as could be seen in the 
following: 
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Alisha : “Nice question though, interesting!” 
(V3/124/00:04:14) 
Same with the example above, Alisha complimented the 
viewer who has sent the question. Alisha said “Nice question 
though, interesting!” to the viewer who has sent the question. 
This utterance was classified as compliment of expressive 
illocutionary act. Alisha always tried to give an expressive act 
toward the viewer. Alisha had attempted to make the words fit 
her world of feeling.  
In order to make it easy to understand the research 
finding in this research, the researcher made a table as shown 
below. The types of illocutionary performed by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel are presented in table 4.1 
as follows: 
 
Table 4.1 Types of Illocutionary Acts performed by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel 
No. Types of Illocutionary Acts Frequency 
1. Representatives 
a. Stating 
b. Concluding 
 
91 
11 
71 
 
No. Types of Illocutionary Acts Frequency 
Sub-Total 102 
2. Directive 
a. Advice 
b. Ordering 
c. Request 
 
39 
21 
10 
Sub-Total 70 
3. 
 
 
 
Expressive  
a. Greeting 
b. Thanking 
c. Compliment 
 
21 
17 
7 
 Sub-Total 45 
4.  Commisive 0 
5. Declarative 0 
TOTAL 217 
 
Table 4.1 presented about data finding of illocutionary acts 
performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. From the 
table above, the researcher found 3 acts of illocutionary acts used by the 
Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. Alisha used representative 
acts there were stating 91 times and concluding 11 times. Directive used 
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by Alisha were advice 39 times, ordering 21 times, and requesting 10 
times. Expressive used by Alisha were greeting 21 times, thanking 17 
times and compliment 7 times.  
Commisive and declarative did not find in this research. From the 
total of five videos which have analyzed by the researcher, the researcher 
found total of 217 utterances performed by Alisha.  
 
1. The Most Dominant Kind of Illocutionary Act Used by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel 
These data finding were related to the most dominant type of 
illocutionary act performed by Alisha. For the total of utterances 
performed by Alisha in five videos in Ask Alisha segment of 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel, the researcher found 217 total of 
illocutionary act. From the total of illocutionary act in this research, it was 
found that representative have total of 102 utterances performed by 
Alisha. By the total of those 102 utterances, it classified into two kinds of 
representative act. Two kinds of those representative acts were stating and 
concluding. The researcher found 91 utterances which belong to stating. 
Meanwhile concluding was performed by Alisha 11 times.  
For the type of directive illocutionary act, the researcher found 70 total 
of utterances performed by Alisha in segment Ask Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. In this research, the kinds of directive 
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illocutionary act which performed by Alisha was advice, ordering, and 
requesting. Advice was occurred 39 times in this research. Meanwhile 
ordering performed 21 times in this research. Then requesting performed 
10 times.  
The third type Yule’s theory of speech act was expressive. In this 
research, the researcher found 45 of total utterances performed by Alisha. 
The researcher found three kinds of expressive illocutionary act in this 
research. There were greeting, thanking, and compliment. The kind of 
greeting was found 21 utterances performed by Alisha. The kind of 
thanking was found 17 utterances in this research. Then the last directive 
illocutionary act that found in this research was compliment. In this 
research, compliment performed by Alisha 7 times.  
The researcher did notfind the types of declaration and commisive 
illocutionary acts in this research. It can be concluded that in this research, 
the researcher found 102utterances of representative, 70 utterances of 
directive, and 45 utterances of expressive.  
Representative has become the first ranked of illocutionary act 
performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel with total 102 
utterances. As shown in the table above, the kind of representative which 
most performed by Alisha was stating. With the result, it clearly showed 
that the most dominant kind of illocutionary act in this research was 
stating.   
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2. The illocutionary functions used by Alisha in EnglishClass101 
YouTube channel 
These data findings were related to the illocutionary functions used by 
Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. According to how 
illocutionary acts relate to the social goal or purposes of establishing and 
maintaining politeness, Leech purpose the illocutionary act based on it is 
function. Leech classified illocutionary functions into four categories, 
such as; convivial, competitive, collaborative, and conflictive. Based on 
the five videos which have analyzed by the researcher, the researcher 
found three illocutionary functions according Leech’s theory. There were 
collaborative, competitive, and convivial. The conflictive did not found in 
this study. The findings could be explained in the following data: 
a. Collaborative  
In this function, the researcher found 102 functions that included 
collaborative function. The collaborative function aims at ignoring the 
social purposes as like stating, asserting, reporting, announcing, and 
concluding. It commits the speaker to the truth of expressed 
proposition. In this research, the researcher found collaborative 
function of stating and concluding. The example of collaborative 
function could be seen in the following data: 
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Alisha : “Next question comes from... Arifandi Waikabo.” 
(V1/010/00:01:53) 
The utterances above, Alisha said “Next question comes from... 
Arifandi Waikabo.” The context situation happened when Alisha read 
a question from one of EnglishClass101 viewer named Arifandi 
Waikabo. The utterance above was classified collaborative of stating. 
The other example of collaborative function was: 
Alisha: “So we could actually change the word "await" to like 
"waiting for" in many of these cases.” (V1/026/00:06:57) 
The utterance above included in the types of representative acts 
with the kind of concluding. Alisha was explained about the use of 
‘await’ and ‘waiting for’, then she concluded with that utterance. The 
utterance had collaborative function because in this utterance Alisha 
gave information to tell the viewers about certain thing.  
b. Competitive  
In the competitive functions, the researcher found 70 utterances 
that included in competitive functions. Competitive function aimed to 
compete with the social goal, such as ordering, advice, asking, 
begging, and demanding. The example of competitive function in the 
following utterance: 
Alisha : “One, join an English class in your city.” (V2/056/00:01:28) 
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The utterance above was type of directive illocutionary acts 
with advice illocutionary force. It was happened in the context when 
the viewers asked Alisha how to improve their English ability from the 
start. Alisha gave an advice to the viewers to join an English class in 
their city. The utterance above included in the competitive function of 
advice. Another example of competitive functions was in the 
following utterance: 
Alisha : “For example, “English in 3 Minutes,” that's a good set of 
videos you can watch to learn some basic phrases, I think.” 
(V2/055/00:01:08) 
The utterance above included in types of directive illocutionary 
acts with ordering illocutionary force. The utterance occurred when 
Alisha ordered the viewer to watch “English in 3 Minutes” segment in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. The utterance included 
competitive function.  
c. Convivial 
Convivial aims in compliance with the social purposes, for 
instance offering, inviting, greeting, thanking and congratulating and 
compliment. The utterance of convivial function could be seen in the 
following utterance: 
Alisha:  “Hi, Johnny.” (V2/081/00:06:38) 
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The utterance above included in the type of expressive 
illocutionary acts with greeting illocutionary force. That utterance 
happened after Alisha read the question from one of viewer who 
named Johnny. She greeted Johnny with the utterance “Hi, Johnny”. 
This utterance was classified in convivial of greeting because it 
showed from the lecturer’s feeling.  Another example can be shown 
below: 
Alisha : “Thanks very much for watching this episode of Ask 
Alisha and I will see you again next week.” 
(V2/100/00:10:34,320) 
The utterance above included in the type of expressive 
illocutionary acts with thanking illocutionary force. In the end of 
video, Alisha said thanking to the viewers who watched her video. 
The utterance had convivial function because in this position, the 
manners more positive. Another example of convivial function 
was: 
Alisha: “Great question.” (V4/149/00:03:14) 
The utterance included in the type of expressive illocutionary 
acts with complimenting illocutionary force. The utterance 
occurred after Alisha read a question from the viewer then she 
gave a compliment with the utterance “Great question.” 
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In order to make it easy to understand the research finding 
in this research, the researcher made a table as shown below. The 
functions of illocutionary performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 
YouTube channel are presented in table 4.2 as follows: 
Table 4.2Functions of Illocutionary Acts performed by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube Channel 
No. Functions of Illocutionary Acts Frequency 
1. Collaborative 102 
2. Competitive 70 
3. Convivial 45 
4. Conflictive 0 
 TOTAL 217 
 
Table 4.2 presented about data finding functions of illocutionary acts 
performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. From the table 
above, the researcher found 3 functions of illocutionary acts used by the 
Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. There were collaborative with 
102 data, competitive with 70 data, and convivial with 45 data. 
B. DISCUSSION 
The discussion are arranged in order to answer the problem statements 
of the research. In the research findings above consist of the types of 
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illocutionary acts performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel 
and the most dominant kind of illocutionary type with the function of that.  
1. The Types of Illocutionary Act Used by Alisha in EnglishClass101 
YouTube channel 
Based on the data findings about types of illocutionary acts 
performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel, the 
researcher classified those types of illocutionary acts based on Yule’s 
theory. Yule classified illocutionary acts into five categories such as 
representative, directive, expressive, commisive, and declarative. 
Based on the five videos which have analyzed by the researcher about 
types of illocutionary act performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 
YouTube channel, the researcher found three types of illocutionary 
acts performed by Alisha according to Yule’s theory. They were 
representative, directive, and expressive. Commisive and declarative 
did not found in the utterance performed by Alisha. There were 217 
Alisha’s utterances that classified into those types of illocutionary acts.  
The researcher found that the type representative of illocutionary 
act performed by Alisha with 102 utterances. The researcher found 
two kinds of representative act in this research, there were stating and 
concluding. The most kind of representative that occurred in this 
research was stating with the total of 91 utterances. Meanwhile 11 
utterances performed by Alisha in the kind of concluding 
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representative act. Based on Yule’s theory (1996) representatives are 
the kinds of speech acts that state what the speaker believes to be the 
case or not. In this research, Alisha often used representative because 
she delivered her believes to the viewers of EnglishClass101 YouTube 
channel. By the form of monologue video and Alisha does not have 
someone to talk to directly in those videos, the majority of her 
utterance were statement. The main context in the video in Ask Alisha 
segment of EnglishClass101 YouTube channel is to explain English 
course lesson by what Alisha believes.  
Directive occupied the second place among other types of 
illocutionary acts. There were 70 Alisha’s utterances that showed 
directive utterances. Concerning by the kind of directive, Alisha 
performed advice, ordering, and requesting. The most kind of directive 
that occurred in this research was advice with the total of 39 
utterances. The researcher found 21 utterances in the form advice of 
directive illocutionary act. Requesting was occurred 10 times in this 
research. Directives are the types of illocutionary act when the speaker 
wants someone to do something. It was related with the videos which 
the researcher analyzed. Alisha somehow attempted the viewers to do 
something. Alisha utterances of directive illocutionary acts in those 
videos obviously have purpose in order to make an improvement for 
the viewers’ English ability.   
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Expressive occurred in the third place of types illocutionary 
acts performed by Alisha during the video. The researcher found 45 
total of expressive illocutionary acts performed by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. There were various types of 
expressive illocutionary acts performed by Alisha. It included 
greeting, thanking, and compliment. In this research, the kind of 
greeting performed 21 times by Alisha. Then the kind of thanking 
performed by Alisha 17 times by the five videos which analyzed by 
the researcher. Compliment of expressive illocutionary act were 
performed by Alisha 7 times during the videos. Expressive performed 
when the speaker want to show what speaker feels. In this research 
Alisha showed her greeting, thanking, and also gave compliment to the 
viewers.  
Moreover, Alisha at EnglishClass101 YouTube channel used 
three types of illocutionary acts that are: representative, directive, and 
expressive. Commisive and declaration did not found in this research. 
Commisive is the kind of illocutionary act where the speaker used to 
commit themselves to some future action. It usually used when the 
speaker have an intend meaning like promises, threatening, and kind 
of. But in this research, the researcher did not found those kinds of 
utterances. In this channel, Alisha just performed monologue video 
where she explains and answer the question from the viewers. 
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Commisive did not find in this research because Alisha did not 
commit something in those videos. Declarative also were not found in 
this research. Declarative usually spoken by the speaker who has a 
power or effect where their utterances can be changed the world.  
 
2. The Most Dominant Kind of Illocutionary Act Used by Alisha in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel 
From the research finding, it showed that representative act 
turn to be the most dominant types of illocutionary act performed by 
Alisha in this research. To answer the problem statement about the 
kind of illocutionary act which most performed by Alisha and the 
function of that, stating of representative illocutionary act become the 
most kind which performed by Alisha in this research. Stating is kind 
of representative act when Alisha gave statement, whether stating fact, 
stating opinion, informing, or explaining. Alisha mostly expressed 
those kinds of illocutionary acts to the viewers. It is because Alisha 
must be explained the lesson to make the viewers understand and also 
the viewers get information about something that they still did not 
know to be known. By explaining statement and information, it made 
Alisha easy for transfer the lesson to viewers.  
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3. The illocutionary functions used by Alisha in EnglishClass101 
YouTube channel 
Based on the data findings about types of illocutionary acts 
performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel, the 
researcher classified those varieties illocutionary function based on 
Leech’s theory. Leech divided the kind of illocutionary functions into 
competitive, convivial, collaborative and conflictive Leech's 
(1993:104). The researcher found three types of illocutionary 
functions performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel 
based on five videos which analyzed by the researcher. Those were 
collaborative, competitive, and convivial. Conflictive did not find in 
the utterances performed by Alisha. There were 217 Alisha utterances 
that classified into those three varieties of illocutionary function.  
The researcher found that the most dominant illocutionary 
function performed by Alisha were collaborative function with 102 
utterances. In this function, Alisha often gave her statement that she 
likes or not, agree or disagree and also the viewers get information 
about something that they still do not know to be known. By 
explaining statement and information, it made the Alisha easy for 
transferring material to the viewers. 
Competitive occupied the second place among other 
illocutionary function. From 217 utterances, competitive function was 
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used 70 times. Alisha used competitive to give the viewers advice and 
ordered them to do something. Certainly it has a purpose to make the 
viewers improve their English ability.  
Convivial function was used 45 times used by the Alisha 
during the five videos which analyzed by the researcher. Alisha mostly 
expressed convivial expressive to express the psychological state 
specified in the sincerity condition about a state of affairs specified in 
the propositional content. There was no found conflictive performed 
by Alisha because there was no element of manners at all because this 
function was intended to cause anger between speaker and listener. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
A. Conclusion 
This research is concerned with the pragmatic analysis types of Yule’s 
illocutionary acts, dominant illocutionary acts, and illocutionary function 
performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. In line with the 
objectives of research, to identify the types of illocutionary acts and dominant 
illocutionary acts and that function performed by Alisha during the videos in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel.The result of research can be concluded as 
follow: 
1. After analyzing the data, the researcher has found three types of 
illocutionary acts performed by Alisha during the videos in 
EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. The researcher found 217 utterances 
of illocutionary act in this research. There were representative with 102 
utterances, directive with 70 utterances, and expressive with 45 utterances.  
2. The representative was mostly dominant used by Alisha during the video 
in EnglishClass101 YouTube channel. Alisha performed representative 
illocutionary act 102 times, and stating were the kind of representative 
which mostly performed by Alisha with total of 91 utterances. Stating 
used by Alisha to deliver the English lesson to the viewers. By giving a 
84 
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statement, Alisha explained and gave information to the viewers who want 
to improve the English ability by her video.  
3. After analyzing the data, the researcher has found three types of 
illocutionary function performed by Alisha in EnglishClass101 YouTube 
channel. There were competitive, convivial, collaborative and. Conflictive 
did not found in this research.  
 
B. Suggestion 
Based on the conclusion and implication that have been explained above, 
some suggestions are proposed to the following parties: 
1. To linguistic students 
The linguistics students are expected to learn and explore more 
about pragmatics especially on the study of illocutionary acts. By 
understanding illocutionary acts, the students will be more aware of 
how the language is actually being used. Thus, the students can avoid 
misunderstanding or misconceptions in interpreting the speaker’s 
intended messages. Especially when they learned language by the 
form of monologue video, they have to more aware of illocutionary 
acts in order to understand the intended meaning by the speaker.  
2. To the English teacher 
This research is expected to give the English teacher an insight 
about language teaching, especially on the language phenomena related 
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to illocutionary acts. It is advisable for the lecturers to use English 
optimally and teach the students the importance of pragmatics so that 
the students are aware of how language should be used.  
3. To the other researcher  
The objective of this research is limited only to identify the types of 
illocutionary acts performed by the lecturers during teaching and 
learning process. Therefore, it is expected that the limitation of this 
research will encourage other researcher who wish to carry out similar 
studies to investigate more about other aspects of pragmatics speech act 
in different theory. It is also suggested to enlarge the subjects of their 
research into illocutionary acts in the YouTube channel.  
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APPENDICES 
  
  
 
APPENDIX 1 
TRANSCRIPTION 
  
TRANSCRIPT VIDEO 1 
VIDEO : 3 EASY WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR ENGLISH EVERYDAY! 
 
00:00:07,880 --> 00:00:14,019 
Hi everybody, welcome back to Ask Alisha, the weekly series where you ask me questions, and I 
answer them. 
 
00:00:14,019 --> 00:00:15,019 
Maybe! 
 
00:00:15,019 --> 00:00:17,180 
Let's get started with this week's first question. 
 
00:00:17,180 --> 00:00:19,519 
First question this week comes from Carlos Henrique Ferreira. 
 
00:00:19,519 --> 00:00:20,519 
Hi, Carlos. 
 
00:00:20,519 --> 00:00:22,550 
Carlos says: Hi Alisha. 
 
00:00:22,550 --> 00:00:24,370 
I'm Carlos from Brazil. 
 
00:00:24,370 --> 00:00:27,150 
How can I improve my vocabulary about music? 
 
00:00:27,150 --> 00:00:30,170 
I'm a musician, music teacher, and music producer. 
 
00:00:30,170 --> 00:00:35,280 
Is there a place that would serve as a source of research for various subjects, like professions? 
 
00:00:35,280 --> 00:00:36,280 
Thanks very much. 
 
00:00:36,280 --> 00:00:37,280 
Hey. 
 
00:00:37,280 --> 00:00:38,280 
Uh, thanks for the question. 
 
00:00:38,280 --> 00:00:44,370 
I would say the best thing to do is to find whatever it is you're interested in... 
  
 
00:00:44,370 --> 00:00:57,149 
So if it's music, in your case, rather than searching for necessarily like an English course about 
that, I would say look in English for a magazine, website – maybe there's a forum of some kind. 
 
00:00:57,149 --> 00:01:06,140 
If you want to learn vocabulary specific to your profession or specific to your hobby, look for 
resources in English about that thing. 
 
00:01:06,140 --> 00:01:10,300 
So I did this exact same thing when I was studying (and am studying) Japanese. 
 
00:01:10,300 --> 00:01:12,730 
But there was a band I liked. 
 
00:01:12,730 --> 00:01:18,630 
I wanted to know more about the band, so I searched online and I found magazines in Japanese. 
 
00:01:18,630 --> 00:01:28,260 
I bought them from Japan, sent them to my house in the USA, and sat with a dictionary, uh, 
looking at the magazine, checking words and trying to understand their interviews. 
 
00:01:28,260 --> 00:01:35,820 
So, it was slow and it was hard, but that's what I did, and that's how I learned some words that 
were related to my interests. 
 
00:01:35,820 --> 00:01:36,820 
To my hobbies. 
 
00:01:36,820 --> 00:01:39,820 
So I would say: find something in English. 
 
00:01:39,820 --> 00:01:44,380 
Find an existing resource in English that you can use as study material. 
 
00:01:44,380 --> 00:01:46,900 
You can make anything into study material. 
 
00:01:46,900 --> 00:01:51,940 
So choose something that's specific to your interests, and I think that's a great place to start. 
 
00:01:51,940 --> 00:01:53,730 
Thanks very much for the question, Carlos. 
 
00:01:53,730 --> 00:01:54,880 
Next question comes from... Arifandi Waikabo. 
 
00:01:54,880 --> 00:01:55,880 
Hi, Arifandi. 
 
00:01:55,880 --> 00:02:05,350 
Arifandi says: Hi Alisha, I have been learning English for about 9 months and my English is not 
good up until now. 
 
00:02:05,350 --> 00:02:07,160 
Do you have some advice for me? 
 
00:02:07,160 --> 00:02:08,789 
Or what should I do? 
 
00:02:08,789 --> 00:02:09,789 
OK. 
 
00:02:09,789 --> 00:02:11,200 
Um, maybe 3 points. 
 
00:02:11,200 --> 00:02:15,680 
Number 1: It's hard to track your progressive if you don't have goals for yourself. 
 
00:02:15,680 --> 00:02:19,250 
So I would say first, learn to set goals for yourself. 
 
00:02:19,250 --> 00:02:20,450 
So, how do you do that? 
 
00:02:20,450 --> 00:02:22,140 
How do you track progress? 
 
00:02:22,140 --> 00:02:25,780 
If you're not sure right now, like, "uh, did I make any progress? I don't know." 
 
00:02:26,780 --> 00:02:33,700 
Think about the things you could not do in the past, and think about the things you can do now. 
 
00:02:33,700 --> 00:02:36,710 
So, like, for example, you sent me this message. 
 
00:02:36,710 --> 00:02:39,180 
Were you able to do that last year? 
 
00:02:39,180 --> 00:02:44,320 
So, that's a small example of something you could not do but now you can do. 
 
00:02:44,320 --> 00:02:51,380 
So, think about these little things, um, that you need to be able to do, or you want to be able to 
do. 
 
00:02:51,380 --> 00:02:52,740 
And make those your targets. 
 
00:02:52,740 --> 00:02:55,140 
So, that's kind of the third point here. 
 
00:02:55,140 --> 00:03:01,700 
Think of, um, the things that you next need to be able to do, or you want to be able to do in the 
future. 
 
00:03:01,700 --> 00:03:14,150 
So, if it's, like, you know, I can't order something from a restaurant, or I can't make a business 
phone call in English, or whatever...that can be your next target so you can work towards that. 
 
00:03:14,150 --> 00:03:17,900 
Then, when you are able to do that, you know you made progress. 
 
00:03:17,900 --> 00:03:24,700 
So, it's quite hard, I think, to track your progress when you don't have some goals – when you 
don't have, like, milestones. 
 
00:03:24,700 --> 00:03:27,790 
Um, so, create those milestones for yourself. 
 
00:03:27,790 --> 00:03:28,870 
I hope that helps. 
 
00:03:28,870 --> 00:03:29,870 
Thanks for the question! 
 
00:03:29,870 --> 00:03:32,170 
Okay, let's go to our next question. 
 
00:03:32,170 --> 00:03:33,360 
From Jeremias Oliveira. 
 
00:03:33,360 --> 00:03:34,460 
Hi, Jeremias. 
 
00:03:34,460 --> 00:03:36,830 
Uh, Jeremias says: Hi Alisha, I'm from Brazil. 
 
 
00:03:36,830 --> 00:03:39,790 
My question is: what does "sticks and stones" mean? 
 
00:03:39,790 --> 00:03:46,700 
Uh, I imagine this comes from the expression "sticks and stones may break my bones, but words 
will never hurt me." 
 
00:03:46,700 --> 00:03:50,230 
Um, so, "sticks and stones" literally means sticks. 
 
00:03:50,230 --> 00:03:53,200 
Like, parts of trees, like, parts of bushes. 
 
00:03:53,200 --> 00:03:55,300 
Like, the wooden part of a tree. 
 
00:03:55,300 --> 00:03:56,400 
The wooden part of a bush. 
 
00:03:56,400 --> 00:04:00,140 
Like, you can pick it up and hit people with it if you want. 
 
00:04:00,140 --> 00:04:02,330 
Stones literally means like, a small rock. 
 
00:04:02,330 --> 00:04:03,830 
Like, you know...it's hard. 
 
00:04:03,830 --> 00:04:05,459 
You can throw them at people. 
 
00:04:05,459 --> 00:04:14,790 
So in this expression, "sticks and stones may break my bones," it means sticks (these objects) – 
they can physically hurt our bodies – "but words will never hurt me" 
 
00:04:14,790 --> 00:04:18,130 
means words themselves can't physically hurt me. 
 
00:04:18,130 --> 00:04:21,060 
So "sticks and stones" literally means sticks. 
 
00:04:21,060 --> 00:04:23,010 
And stones. 
 
00:04:23,010 --> 00:04:24,540 
It's quite literal, actually, this one. 
 
00:04:24,540 --> 00:04:25,690 
I hope that helps you. 
 
00:04:25,690 --> 00:04:27,440 
Let's go on to the next question. 
 
00:04:27,440 --> 00:04:30,220 
Next question comes from Omar Estrada. 
 
00:04:30,220 --> 00:04:31,220 
Hi, Omar. 
 
00:04:31,220 --> 00:04:34,120 
Omar says: Hello teacher, I have a question for you. 
 
00:04:34,120 --> 00:04:35,560 
How do I use this grammar point? 
 
00:04:35,560 --> 00:04:39,810 
It is be + to + verb in infinitive form. 
 
00:04:39,810 --> 00:04:43,490 
For example: you are not to leave the school without my permission. 
 
00:04:43,490 --> 00:04:45,940 
Ah, great one, okay, yes. 
 
00:04:45,940 --> 00:04:49,810 
This is a pattern that's used in formal commands. 
 
00:04:49,810 --> 00:05:02,750 
When we want to command someone formally, uh, like at school, in your example, maybe in a 
contract, maybe in like a test-taking situation...some kind of like, official command, we can use 
this grammar point. 
 
00:05:02,720 --> 00:05:07,900 
We don't use it in everyday conversation because it sounds very formal. 
 
00:05:07,900 --> 00:05:09,560 
Let's look at a few more examples. 
 
00:05:09,560 --> 00:05:12,460 
Students are not to leave the school until 3 PM. 
 
 
00:05:12,460 --> 00:05:15,750 
He is not to leave the hospital until treatment is complete. 
 
00:05:15,750 --> 00:05:19,210 
Like I said, we don't use this grammar point in everyday conversation. 
 
00:05:19,210 --> 00:05:22,250 
You will see it used for official rules and regulations. 
 
00:05:22,250 --> 00:05:23,430 
I hope that helps you. 
 
00:05:23,430 --> 00:05:24,430 
Thanks for the question. 
 
00:05:24,430 --> 00:05:26,250 
Let's go on to our next question. 
 
00:05:26,250 --> 00:05:27,970 
Next question comes from DarkDelphin834. 
 
00:05:27,970 --> 00:05:29,820 
All right, hi. 
 
00:05:29,820 --> 00:05:34,639 
Uh, DarkDelphin says: What is the difference between the words "wait" and "await"? 
 
00:05:34,639 --> 00:05:42,270 
Also, these words are sometimes difficult to distinguish, please help: breathe/breath, 
dessert/desert, course/curse. 
 
00:05:42,560 --> 00:05:43,930 
Your videos are handy, thanks. 
 
00:05:43,930 --> 00:05:47,690 
All right, um, let's look at "await" and "wait" first of all. 
 
00:05:47,690 --> 00:05:53,040 
So, both "await" and "wait" refer to, um, standing by. 
 
00:05:53,040 --> 00:05:59,139 
Like, there's something that's going to happen, um, or there's something – some kind of 
expectation of something. 
 
00:05:59,090 --> 00:06:05,440 
So, wait is like, um, there's some kind of pause, or you're requesting a pause in activity. 
 
 
00:06:05,440 --> 00:06:13,040 
Or, like, maybe other actions have stopped in anticipation; in expectation of something that's 
going to happen. 
 
00:06:13,600 --> 00:06:16,210 
Examples: I'm waiting for the bus. 
 
00:06:16,210 --> 00:06:17,340 
Please wait for me! 
 
00:06:17,340 --> 00:06:18,810 
Dinner was waiting for her. 
 
00:06:18,810 --> 00:06:25,640 
Await, however, is used when there's some feeling like everything has been prepared. 
 
00:06:25,640 --> 00:06:30,100 
Everything is ready, and then there's some other thing that we're really anticipating. 
 
00:06:30,100 --> 00:06:32,530 
We're really expecting. 
 
00:06:32,530 --> 00:06:36,520 
Await is also used in more formal situations than wait. 
 
00:06:36,520 --> 00:06:37,800 
Let's look at some examples. 
 
00:06:37,800 --> 00:06:39,270 
We await your reply. 
 
00:06:39,270 --> 00:06:42,230 
She eagerly awaited her guests' arrival. 
 
00:06:42,230 --> 00:06:44,370 
The audience awaited the president's speech. 
 
00:06:44,370 --> 00:06:51,641 
So, in each of these examples, it's like there's one group of people or one person that is like, 
ready for something. 
 
00:06:51,560 --> 00:06:54,410 
People are waiting, yes, they're waiting, and they're like ready. 
 
00:06:54,410 --> 00:06:57,610 
They're anticipating something that's going to happen. 
 
00:06:57,610 --> 00:07:03,550 
So we could actually change the word "await" to like "waiting for" in many of these cases. 
 
00:07:03,550 --> 00:07:06,990 
So like, the audience was waiting for the president's speech. 
 
00:07:06,990 --> 00:07:17,259 
But using "the audience awaited" the president's speech sounds like the audience is a little more 
eager, like they're ready and they're really anticipating or they're really excited for the speech. 
 
00:07:18,000 --> 00:07:23,490 
So it's kind of a small nuance, um, but, uh, that's kind of the feeling of "await." 
 
00:07:23,490 --> 00:07:25,390 
And again, it sounds a little bit more formal. 
 
00:07:25,390 --> 00:07:34,210 
So, regarding your second question about distinguishing between words like breath and breathe, 
and dessert and desert, and course and curse, um... 
 
00:07:34,450 --> 00:07:36,830 
Well, 1, there's pronunciation. 
 
00:07:36,830 --> 00:07:40,650 
Um, so, practicing pronunciation, listening to the pronunciation. 
 
00:07:40,650 --> 00:07:45,130 
Um, 2 is just noticing spelling when you're reading these words. 
 
00:07:45,130 --> 00:07:48,580 
Um, 3, don't focus solely on the word. 
 
00:07:48,580 --> 00:07:54,320 
Don't focus only on the single word in a sentence, like when you're listening, for example. 
 
00:07:54,320 --> 00:07:57,580 
Think about the whole sentence – think about the whole conversation. 
 00:07:57,580 --> 00:08:04,560 
So, if you know that these words are difficult for you, you can pay attention, um, and then you 
can kind of get a feel. 
 
 
00:08:04,370 --> 00:08:07,030 
Ah, this is the situation where this word is used. 
 
00:08:07,030 --> 00:08:11,450 
Finally, too: just remember the grammatical functions of these words are different. 
 
00:08:11,450 --> 00:08:14,440 
A great example is "breathe" and "breath." 
 
00:08:14,440 --> 00:08:15,880 
Breathe is a verb. 
 
00:08:15,880 --> 00:08:17,060 
Breath is a noun. 
 
00:08:17,060 --> 00:08:22,650 
So you'll hear these words used, um, differently in sentences, in addition to different 
pronunciation. 
 
00:08:22,650 --> 00:08:24,300 
So I hope that helps a little bit. 
 
00:08:24,300 --> 00:08:26,520 
Let's continue on to the next question. 
 
00:08:26,520 --> 00:08:28,639 
Next question comes from Atsushi. 
 
00:08:28,639 --> 00:08:29,639 
Hi, Atsushi. 
 
00:08:29,639 --> 00:08:34,300 
Atsushi says: What is the difference between "how do you think" and "what do you think"? 
 
00:08:34,300 --> 00:08:36,149 
This is a very common problem. 
 
00:08:36,149 --> 00:08:37,669 
How do you think is incorrect. 
 
00:08:37,669 --> 00:08:41,229 
How do you think alone as a question is incorrect. 
 
00:08:41,229 --> 00:08:48,350 
Um, we can only use "how do you think" if it's part of a larger question. 
 
 
00:08:48,350 --> 00:08:51,709 
For example: How do you think we should solve this problem? 
 
00:08:51,709 --> 00:08:55,829 
It's a question about the method – a method of doing something. 
 
00:08:55,829 --> 00:09:03,360 
In other words, this question means: In your opinion, what method should we use to solve this 
problem? 
 
00:09:03,410 --> 00:09:07,059 
So, how do you think....something. 
 
00:09:07,059 --> 00:09:09,600 
We need some extra information there. 
 
00:09:09,600 --> 00:09:12,639 
How do you think we should address this issue? 
 
00:09:12,639 --> 00:09:14,619 
How do you think we should talk to them? 
 
00:09:14,619 --> 00:09:18,050 
How do you think we should get to the station later? 
 
00:09:18,050 --> 00:09:19,470 
By bus, or by car? 
 
00:09:19,470 --> 00:09:26,119 
So, "how do you think" plus something is a question about the method of doing something. 
 
00:09:26,119 --> 00:09:31,589 
So, the question "how do you think" is totally incorrect if you want to ask someone's opinion. 
 
00:09:31,589 --> 00:09:35,600 
Yeah, so "what do you think" is the correct way to ask about someone's opinion. 
 
00:09:35,600 --> 00:09:37,660 
So, "what do you think about this"? 
 00:09:37,660 --> 00:09:39,559 
What do you think about the situation? 
 
00:09:39,559 --> 00:09:40,759 
What do you think we should do? 
 
00:09:40,759 --> 00:09:42,309 
How do you think we should fix this? 
 
00:09:42,309 --> 00:09:44,149 
So, you can pair them together. 
 
00:09:44,149 --> 00:09:45,529 
What do you think we should do? 
 
00:09:45,529 --> 00:09:47,879 
How do you think we should fix this? 
 
00:09:47,879 --> 00:09:50,579 
So there's something else that's going on in that question. 
 
00:09:50,579 --> 00:09:54,249 
What is the method by which we should fix this, in your opinion? 
 
00:09:54,249 --> 00:09:57,639 
So, keep in mind: one is just an opinion question. 
 
00:09:57,639 --> 00:10:02,639 
One is like an opinion plus a method recommendation for something. 
 
00:10:02,639 --> 00:10:03,819 
So, interesting question. 
 
00:10:03,819 --> 00:10:08,240 
But yeah, don't use "how do you think" just for a simple opinion question. 
 
00:10:08,240 --> 00:10:09,240 
Thanks for the question! 
 
00:10:09,240 --> 00:10:10,240 
Great! 
 
00:10:10,240 --> 00:10:11,529 
So, that's all I have for this week. 
 
00:10:11,529 --> 00:10:13,740 
Thank you as always for sending your questions. 
 
00:10:13,740 --> 00:10:19,550 
Remember, you can send them to me at EnglishClass101.com/ask-alisha. 
 
00:10:19,550 --> 00:10:24,720 
Of course, if you liked the video, don't forget to give us a thumbs up and subscribe to the 
channel. 
 
00:10:24,720 --> 00:10:30,020 
Also, you can come check us out at EnglishClass101.com for some other good English study 
tools. 
 
00:10:30,020 --> 00:10:34,540 
Thanks very much for watching this episode of Ask Alisha, and I will see you again next week. 
 
00:10:34,540 --> 00:10:35,540 
Bye! 
 
  
TRANSCRIPT VIDEO 2 
VIDEO : 5 TIPS TO BECOME A CONFIDENT ENGLISH SPEAKER!  
 
00:00:08,220 --> 00:00:09,240 
Oh, new camera. 
 
00:00:11,660 --> 00:00:12,580 
Hi, everybody. 
 
00:00:12,580 --> 00:00:18,240 
Welcome back to Ask Alisha, the weekly series where you ask me questions and I answer them, 
maybe. 
 
00:00:18,860 --> 00:00:20,160 
First question. 
 
00:00:20,160 --> 00:00:22,080 
First question comes from Winston. 
 
00:00:22,090 --> 00:00:23,109 
Hi, Winston. 
 
00:00:23,109 --> 00:00:26,010 
Winston says, ―I don't understand English. 
 
00:00:26,010 --> 00:00:28,869 
I want to learn but I don't know how to start. 
 
00:00:28,869 --> 00:00:30,140 
I'm a newbie.‖ 
 
00:00:30,140 --> 00:00:31,140 
Right. 
 
00:00:31,140 --> 00:00:32,398 
Lots of questions like this. 
 
00:00:32,398 --> 00:00:38,210 
So, really there are a lot of different ways that you can start studying a language. 
 
00:00:38,210 --> 00:00:46,220 
Of course, we have lots of videos on our YouTube channel and we have a whole website to try to 
help people who are studying English. 
 
00:00:46,860 --> 00:00:50,520 
You can check us out at EnglishClass101.com. 
 
00:00:50,520 --> 00:00:55,449 
You can find like apps, you can find worksheets, podcasts to listen to. 
 
00:00:55,449 --> 00:00:57,449 
So, that can be a nice way to start. 
 
00:00:57,449 --> 00:01:00,350 
We have some videos for beginners also. 
 
00:01:00,350 --> 00:01:08,050 
So, if you're just starting, you can check some of the beginner level videos we have on the 
channel. 
 
00:01:08,050 --> 00:01:17,280 
For example, ―English in 3 Minutes,‖ that's a good set of videos you can watch to learn some 
basic phrases, I think. 
 
00:01:17,740 --> 00:01:22,260 
So, that might be a nice place for you to start. 
 
00:01:22,260 --> 00:01:28,010 
But, let's look at some other ideas for beginners, specifically. 
 
00:01:28,010 --> 00:01:31,600 
One, join an English class in your city. 
 
00:01:31,600 --> 00:01:36,020 
Two, get an English textbook and study at home. 
 
00:01:36,020 --> 00:01:40,760 
Three, make a language exchange with an English speaker. 
 
00:01:40,760 --> 00:01:44,700 
Four, study vocabulary with apps. 
 
00:01:44,700 --> 00:01:45,700 
Try out those. 
 
00:01:45,700 --> 00:01:47,270 
Those are a few ideas. 
 
 
00:01:47,270 --> 00:01:51,500 
Of course, you can always use our videos on the channel, as well. 
 00:01:51,500 --> 00:01:54,000 
So, I hope that helps a little bit. 
 
00:01:54,000 --> 00:01:55,320 
Thanks for the question. 
 
00:01:55,320 --> 00:01:56,710 
Next question. 
 
00:01:56,710 --> 00:01:58,140 
Next question comes from Carmel. 
 
00:01:58,140 --> 00:02:05,180 
Carmel says, ―Do you have any ideas on how to improve speaking skills in English?‖ 
 
00:02:05,180 --> 00:02:10,440 
Yeah, well, to improve your speaking, you have to practice speaking. 
 
00:02:10,440 --> 00:02:16,780 
Here are a couple of ideas that you can use to help you improve your speaking. 
 
00:02:16,780 --> 00:02:21,080 
These are ideas for just ways to practice, chances to practice. 
 
00:02:21,080 --> 00:02:25,250 
Number one, get a partner you can practice speaking English with. 
 
00:02:25,250 --> 00:02:28,000 
This can be in your city or in your community. 
 
00:02:28,000 --> 00:02:31,490 
So, find a partner to practice speaking English with. 
 
00:02:31,490 --> 00:02:34,810 
This can be a language exchange partner, for example. 
 
00:02:34,810 --> 00:02:44,480 
Two, if you can't find anyone in your town or in your city to practice speaking English with, you 
can try to find a partner online. 
 
00:02:44,230 --> 00:02:46,920 
Three, try recording yourself speaking. 
 
00:02:46,920 --> 00:02:49,410 
You can use your phone to do this if you like. 
 00:02:49,410 --> 00:02:53,790 
Just record your voice saying something, and then, listen to it again. 
 
00:02:53,790 --> 00:03:01,440 
You might not realize it but it's actually really helpful to hear your own voice like outside of 
your body. 
 
00:03:01,150 --> 00:03:04,150 
Actually, we have something on the website. 
 
00:03:04,150 --> 00:03: 21,530 
You can check at EnglishClass101.com, there's a voice recorder function so you can record your 
voice and then compare your voice to the sound of a native speaker‘s voice and try to practice 
until your voice matches the sound of their voice. 
 
00:03:21,530 --> 00:03:23,250 
So, that could be another idea. 
 
00:03:23,250 --> 00:03:29,260 
Number four, try repeating the things the characters in English TV and English movies say. 
 
00:03:30,260 --> 00:03:40,960 
So, if you're watching TV, if you're watching a video online, if you're listening to music, 
something in English, try to repeat the thing you hear. 
 
00:03:40,990 --> 00:03:48,830 
So, not only listening, listening, listening but try to practice saying the things the characters or 
the artists are saying too. 
 
00:03:48,830 --> 00:03:54,150 
Number five, kind of a strange suggestion maybe, but try talking to yourself in English. 
 
00:03:54,150 --> 00:03:55,860 
Actually, I do this a lot. 
 
00:03:55,860 --> 00:04:01,569 
I'm studying Japanese and I talked to myself in Japanese from time to time. 
 
00:04:01,569 --> 00:04:07,920 
So, that helps me a little bit but helps me get comfortable just saying words, some phrases, too. 
 
00:04:07,920 --> 00:04:09,250 
So, maybe that's helpful for you. 
 
00:04:09,250 --> 00:04:14,170 
Those are five ideas or what you can do to improve your speaking skills. 
 
00:04:14,170 --> 00:04:15,530 
Thanks for the question, Carmel. 
 
00:04:15,530 --> 00:04:19,660 
Next question is from Mohammed Fikri. 
 
00:04:19,660 --> 00:04:25,320 
Mohammed says, ―I want a plan to speak English fluently.‖ 
 
00:04:25,320 --> 00:04:33,530 
Um, okay, well, it this is sort of a difficult request because every person is different and every 
person has different goals. 
 
00:04:33,530 --> 00:04:44,680 
As we've talked about in previous videos, in this series as well, one of the things you can do to 
create a plan for your studies is think about your goal first. 
 
00:04:44,680 --> 00:04:48,280 
So, that means, what do you want to do in English. 
 
00:04:48,280 --> 00:04:54,160 
If you say, ―I want to learn English,‖ think about why, why do you want to learn English? 
 
00:04:54,200 --> 00:05:00,030 
If you think like, ―I want to learn English so I can give a business presentation in English,‖ 
 
00:05:00,030 --> 00:05:05,840 
or, ―I want to learn English so that I can travel comfortably and speak English during my 
travels.‖ 
 
00:05:05,840 --> 00:05:12,060 
So, depending on your goal, your plan for study will be different. 
 
00:05:12,060 --> 00:05:15,660 
So, first think about your goal and then act accordingly. 
 
00:05:15,660 --> 00:05:21,070 
So, there's no one perfect plan for everybody because each person is different. 
 
00:05:21,070 --> 00:05:22,270 
You could join a class. 
 
 
00:05:22,270 --> 00:05:29,980 
A class has a syllabus, there's a textbook, perhaps, or there's some plan of study for that class. 
 
00:05:29,980 --> 00:05:35,500 
So, you could try joining a class in your city or in your town to study English. 
 
00:05:35,500 --> 00:05: 46,230 
If you don't have something like that or if it's expensive to take lessons in your city, you could 
try an online course or you could try using an app. 
 
00:05:46,230 --> 00:05:48,790 
There are a lot of different things you can try. 
 
00:05:48,790 --> 00:05:53,080 
Of course, we have lots of resources on our website, you can check that out. 
 
00:05:53,080 --> 00:05:58,940 
But, there are many different established courses you can join to study English. 
 
00:05:58,940 --> 00:06: 07,320 
I think really the most important first step to making a plan for your studies is to first make a 
goal for yourself. 
 
00:06:07,320 --> 00:06: 17,310 
This can be a really small goal, actually, and I think making many different small goals is a good 
idea so you can understand when you're improving. 
 
00:06:17,310 --> 00:06:21,960 
So, if your goal is just, ―I want to speak English,‖ that's not a very clear goal. 
 
00:06:21,960 --> 00:06:27,870 
So, say like, ―I want to learn 100 vocabulary words in one month,‖ for example. 
 
00:06:27,870 --> 00:06:29,550 
It's easy to measure that goal. 
 
00:06:29,550 --> 00:06:35,900 
So, think about your goal, think about what you really want to do and then make your plan from 
there. 
 
00:06:35,900 --> 00:06:38,380 
Next question comes from Johnny. 
 
00:06:38,380 --> 00:06:39,380 
Hi, Johnny. 
 
00:06:39,380 --> 00:06:45,530 
Johnny says, ―Can I practice listening to English using YouTube videos for example.‖ 
 
00:06:45,530 --> 00:06:46,760 
Oh, totally, I think. 
 
00:06:46,760 --> 00:06:54, 680 
I use YouTube videos and music and movies and TV and just listening to friends‘ conversations 
to practice Japanese. 
 
00:06:54,680 --> 00:07:00,740 
So, I think, yeah, using media is a great way to work on your listening skills. 
 
00:07:00,740 --> 00:07:06,500 
Just be careful or maybe be aware, there are two kinds of listening. 
 
00:07:06,500 --> 00:07:09,650 
There's active listening and passive listening. 
 
00:07:09,650 --> 00:07: 20,200 
So, passive listening is when, for example, you're playing a video or you're playing music or 
you're playing a movie while you are doing something else. 
 
00:07:20,200 --> 00:07:25,190 
So, for example, you're cooking or you're exercising or you're cleaning your house. 
 
00:07:25,190 --> 00:07:29,320 
So, the focus, your focus is on a different activity. 
 
00:07:29,320 --> 00:07:34,360 
You're not listening fully, completely to the English material. 
 
00:07:34,360 --> 00:07:36,060 
That's passive, that's quite passive. 
 
00:07:36,060 --> 00:07:39,190 
So, it's just in the background, kind of. 
 
00:07:39,190 --> 00:07:43,290 
Active listening, however, if you're focusing on the thing you're listening to. 
 
00:07:43,290 --> 00:07:49,509 
So, maybe right now, maybe some of you now are actively listening to the things I'm saying. 
 
00:07:49,509 --> 00:07: 58,860 
You're focusing on the vocabulary words, the rhythm of the speech, the idioms I'm using, the 
grammar I'm using. 
 00:07:58,860 --> 00:08: 06,100 
Actively trying to understand, actively picking up what's new and what's something that I already 
know. 
 
00:08:06,100 --> 00:08:12,949 
Given that there are two types of listening, it's important to remember, we should practice active 
listening, as well. 
 
00:08:12,949 --> 00:08:18,280 
It can't only be passive listening, we should also practice active listening. 
 
00:08:18,280 --> 00:08: 29,460 
If you use YouTube videos, if you watch our videos, like you, for example, make sure to practice 
your active listening skills in addition to just having that kind of passive listening experience. 
 
00:08:29,460 --> 00:08:41,060 
But, yeah, using media is a fantastic way because then, you can pick up the things that people 
say naturally instead of only using my typical textbook patterns, for example. 
 
00:08:41,060 --> 00:08:45,950 
So, absolutely, YouTube is a great resource, there are lots of people speaking in English. 
 
00:08:45,950 --> 00:08: 52,999 
There are lots of personalities, too, so it's a really great way to use media to improve your 
listening and your language skills. 
 
00:08:52,999 --> 00:08:53,999 
So, sure. 
 
00:08:53,999 --> 00:08:54,999 
Thanks for the question. 
 
00:08:54,999 --> 00:08:56,790 
Next question. 
 
00:08:56,790 --> 00:08:58,100 
Next question comes from Ibrahim. 
 
00:08:58,100 --> 00:09:00,250 
I hope I said that right. 
 
 
00:09:00,250 --> 00:09:06,649 
Ibrahim says, ―Do you think it's easier to understand the British accent or the American accent? 
 
00:09:06,649 --> 00:09:09,829 
Because I think the American accent is really hard to understand.‖ 
 
00:09:09,829 --> 00:09:14,620 
Hmm, well this really just depends on your experience. 
 
00:09:14,620 --> 00:09: 26,630 
I'm American, I'm from the US, I'm from the west coast of the US so naturally, for me, in my 
experience, west coast American English is the easiest for me to understand. 
 
00:09:26,630 --> 00:09:31,830 
In your case, if you think American accents are difficult to understand, that's fine. 
 
00:09:31,830 --> 00:09:36,399 
So, maybe, you have more experience with British English speakers. 
 
00:09:36,399 --> 00:09: 43,040 
There are many different kinds of accents even in America, even in the US, there are many 
different accents. 
 
00:09:43,040 --> 00:09:45,529 
There are so many different ways of speaking. 
 
00:09:45,529 --> 00:09:55,060 
There's American English, British English, maybe we could say, Canadian English, Australian 
English, Scottish English, Irish English, there are many different accents, many different ways of 
speaking. 
 
00:09:55,060 --> 00:09:59,930 
And, there are the accents that non-native speakers of English use, as well. 
 
00:09:59,930 --> 00:10:04,420 
So, there are so many different ways of speaking that we need to think about. 
 
00:10:04,420 --> 00:10:07,720 
Easy just means the one you have the most experience with. 
 
00:10:07,720 --> 00:10:08,720 
That's all. 
 
00:10:08,720 --> 00:10:11,449 
Those are all the questions that I want to answer for this week. 
 
00:10:11,449 --> 00:10:15,170 
Thank you so much for sending your great questions, as always. 
 
00:10:15,170 --> 00:10:19,980 
If you want to send a question, please send it at EnglishClass101.com/ask-alisha. 
 
00:10:19,980 --> 00:10: 28,779 
Also, if you liked this video, please make sure to give it a thumbs up and subscribe to the 
channel if you haven't already. 
 
00:10:28,779 --> 00:10:34,319 
You can also check us out at EnglishClass101.com for some other good study resources. 
 
00:10:34,320 --> 00:10:38,660 
Thanks very much for watching this episode of Ask Alisha and I will see you again next week. 
 
00:10:38,660 --> 00:10:39,360 
Bye. 
 
00:10:39,360 --> 00:10:43,480 
It's getting hot in here so I'm going to turn off the camera. 
 
  
TRANSCRIPT VIDEO 3 
VIDEO : HOW TO MAKE GREAT ENGLISH SENTENCES 
 
00:00:00,140 --> 00:00:02,920 
Want to speak real English from your first lesson? 
 
00:00:02,920 --> 00:00:07,140 
Sign up for your free lifetime account at EnglishClass101.com. 
 
00:00:08,140 --> 00:00:10,640 
Welcome to our first ever evening edition of this series. 
 
00:00:10,640 --> 00:00:15,060 
Because the sound in the original video was destroyed. 
 
00:00:16,120 --> 00:00:21,949 
Hi everybody, welcome back to Ask Alisha, the weekly series where you ask me questions and I 
answer them, maybe! 
 
00:00:21,949 --> 00:00:23,429 
The first question this week. 
 
00:00:23,429 --> 00:00:24,960 
The first question this week comes from Patrick. 
 
00:00:24,960 --> 00:00:25,960 
Hi Patrick! 
 
00:00:25,960 --> 00:00:31,800 
Patrick says, ―I know the basic English words and I understand if someone speaks in English. 
 
00:00:31,800 --> 00:00:39,370 
for example, I understand your videos perfectly but I have problems building correct English 
sentences, like when I speak with another person. 
 
00:00:39,370 --> 00:00:43,039 
Do you have any tips on how to build correct sentences?‖ 
 
00:00:43,039 --> 00:00:45,379 
I think that this just comes with practice, honestly. 
 
00:00:45,379 --> 00:00:50,469 
It's difficult to do but I know that there's not always a person that you can ask for help. 
 
00:00:50,469 --> 00:00:58,539 
I will tell you a secret when I don't have confidence with something but I don't know how to 
answer something this is what I do… ―I google it.‖‘ 
 
00:00:58,539 --> 00:00:59,769 
Seriously, just google it. 
 
00:00:59,769 --> 00:01:06,250 
I put quotation marks around like the phrase that I'm trying to make and then I search Google for 
it and if it's there, great! 
 
00:01:06,250 --> 00:01:09,680 
Then that means I can use it, maybe like thousands of people have used that phrase. 
 
00:01:09,680 --> 00:01:15,110 
I know it's probably a common phrase if there are no results and that probably means I've made a 
mistake somehow. 
 
00:01:15,110 --> 00:01:20,090 
So, that's maybe one good way to help you as you try to build phrases by yourself. 
 
00:01:20,090 --> 00:01:21,390 
So, try that out. 
 
00:01:21,390 --> 00:01:22,810 
Next question! 
 
00:01:22,810 --> 00:01:24,890 
Next question comes from Huang Sei Na. 
 
00:01:24,890 --> 00:01:25,890 
Hi! 
 
00:01:25,890 --> 00:01:27,130 
―I love your name, Alisha. 
 00:01:27,130 --> 00:01:29,500 
Is Alisha a common name in the US? 
 
00:01:29,500 --> 00:01:33,150 
I happen to have a friend named Elisa also what's your personal favorite name?‖ 
 
00:01:33,150 --> 00:01:34,150 
Um. 
 
00:01:34,150 --> 00:01:35,650 
A common name in the US? 
 
00:01:35,650 --> 00:01:43,600 
Alisha, I don't think ―Alisha‖ is so common in the US and when I was growing up I didn‘t have 
any other friends named ―Alisha.‖ 
 
00:01:43,600 --> 00:01:46,409 
Also, the spelling of my name is a little strange. 
 
00:01:46,409 --> 00:01:49,140 
Usually, it spelled ―A-L-I-C-I-A.‖ 
 
00:01:49,140 --> 00:01:53,030 
Maybe you know the artist ―Alicia Keys,‖ that‘s how she spells her name. 
 
00:01:53,030 --> 00:01:56,729 
So, my name was commonly confused as ―Alicia‖ a lot. 
 
00:01:56,729 --> 00:02:01,520 
So, like for example, Allison and Elisa andAli and so on, those are fairly common I think, 
 
00:02:01,520 --> 00:02:05,409 
but ―Alisha‖ especially my spelling isnot so common actually. 
 
00:02:05,409 --> 00:02:07,760 
So what‘s my favorite name? 
 
00:02:07,760 --> 00:02:11,220 
My favorite name is Obi-Wan Kenobi. 
 00:02:11,220 --> 00:02:12,450 
Next question! 
 
00:02:12,450 --> 00:02:13,690 
Next question comes from Long. 
 
00:02:13,690 --> 00:02:18,069 
―Is the ‗H‘ sound not always pronounced when followed by another consonant? 
 
00:02:18,069 --> 00:02:20,910 
For example, ‗wall hanger‘ or ‗comeback home.‘‖ 
 
00:02:20,910 --> 00:02:24,050 
Yes, the ―H‖ sound is often pronounced very softly. 
 
00:02:24,050 --> 00:02:33,230 
It‘s quite difficult to pronounce all of these syllables clearly like in the example, ―come back 
home,‖ it‘s quite difficult to say the ―H‖ sound clearly. 
 
00:02:33,230 --> 00:02:39,170 
So, in those cases, it‘s quite common to make the ―H‖ sound quite soft like ―come back home.‖ 
 
00:02:39,170 --> 00:02:40,170 
Next question! 
 
00:02:40,170 --> 00:02:41,170 
Romeo from Vietnam. 
 
00:02:41,170 --> 00:02:42,640 
Hi, again, Romeo! 
 
00:02:42,640 --> 00:02:44,410 
Romeo says, ―Hello, Alisha. 
 
00:02:44,410 --> 00:02:47,620 
Do native speakers say, ‗You aren‘t going to blah, blah, blah?‘ 
 
00:02:47,620 --> 00:02:49,810 
Or, ‗You‘re not going to blah, blah, blah.‘ 
 00:02:49,810 --> 00:02:51,720 
Which contracted form is used more?‖ 
 
00:02:51,720 --> 00:02:55,340 
I think they‘re used equally like you can choose which you prefer. 
 
00:02:55,340 --> 00:02:58,769 
Me, I think I usually say ―you‘re not going to.‖ 
 
00:02:58,769 --> 00:03:06,709 
I probably use ―you‘re,‖ I contracted ―you are,‖ ―you‘re not going to,‖ or, ―You‘re not going to 
do something?‖ 
 
00:03:06,709 --> 00:03:09,390 
I probably use ―you‘re not‖ more often than ―you aren‘t going to.‖ 
 
00:03:09,390 --> 00:03:11,720 
Next question is from Wagner. 
 
00:03:11,720 --> 00:03:12,720 
Wagner! 
 
00:03:12,720 --> 00:03:13,720 
Wagner! 
 
00:03:13,720 --> 00:03:14,720 
Vagner! 
 
00:03:14,720 --> 00:03:15,720 
Have you written any operas? 
 
00:03:15,720 --> 00:03:21,430 
―Why do American people pronounce EnglishClass―one-O-one‖ instead of ―one-zero-one‖ or 
―hundred one?‖ 
 
00:03:21,430 --> 00:03:22,430 
Oh! 
 
 
00:03:22,430 --> 00:03:25,950 
This relates to like university and college level courses, actually. 
 
00:03:25,950 --> 00:03:33,900 
So, there are four levels to universities, or it‘s colleges in the US, first year, second year, third 
year and fourth year. 
 
00:03:33,900 --> 00:03:37,040 
So, the classes for each of those are numbered. 
 
00:03:37,040 --> 00:03:44,670 
So first-year classes begin with 1, second-year classes with 2, third-year classes with 3, fourth-
year classes with 4. 
 
00:03:44,670 --> 00:03:52,560 
So, first-year classes, it tends to be like the basic classes begin with a 1 and like the most basic of 
those classes is usually ―one-O-one.‖ 
 
00:03:52,560 --> 00:03:58,069 
so like EnglishClass101, that‘s kind of making like a friendly introduction to English in other 
words. 
 
00:03:59,180 --> 00:04:00,459 
So we say, ―one-O-One.‖ 
 
00:04:00,459 --> 00:04:06,260 
We always use that sort of pattern when speaking we don‘t say ―one-hundred and one,‖ 
 
00:04:06,260 --> 00:04:09,610 
we always use ―one-O-one‖ or like ―one-two-four‖ or like ―three-six-seven.‖ 
 
00:04:09,610 --> 00:04:14,720 
I don‘t know what those classes are but we always say each individual number. 
 
00:04:14,720 --> 00:04:16,780 
Nice question though, interesting! 
 
00:04:16,780 --> 00:04:19,140 
Next question is from Danny. 
 
00:04:19,140 --> 00:04:28,110 
―Would you tell us about? ―here you are‖, ―here you go‖ ‗there you are,‘ ‗there you go‘ and 
‗here, there, we, you, it, baby go.‘‖ 
 
00:04:28,110 --> 00:04:29,110 
Oh, gosh! 
 
00:04:29,110 --> 00:04:32,050 
Okay, I‘ll talk about the ones that you introduced. 
 
00:04:32,050 --> 00:04:35,980 
―What do they mean and how do you use them naturally?‖ 
 
00:04:35,980 --> 00:04:39,280 
So, let‘s talk first about ―here you are‖ and ―here you go.‖ 
 
00:04:39,280 --> 00:04:41,870 
So, we use these when we present someone with something. 
 
00:04:41,870 --> 00:04:49,240 
So, you give someone something, ―Here you are,‖ ―here you go,‖ like you are at a restaurant 
maybe your order arrives ―Here you are.‖ 
 
00:04:49,240 --> 00:04:50,460 
―Here you go.‖ 
 
00:04:50,460 --> 00:04:59,000 
Something like in a service situation you might hear this kind of form like a friendly staffish, like 
a staff-related person, I suppose. 
 
00:04:59,000 --> 00:05:00,000 
―Here you are.‖ 
 
00:05:00,000 --> 00:05:01,000 
―Here you go.‖ 
 
00:05:01,000 --> 00:05:02,410 
Or maybe from a teacher to a school child maybe, ―Here you go.‖ 
 
 
00:05:02,410 --> 00:05:09,040 
We use it to like present something, to present an object that maybe they are expecting to 
receive. 
 
00:05:09,040 --> 00:05:12,130 
Let‘s talk then about ―there you go‖ and ―there you are.‖ 
 
00:05:12,130 --> 00:05:20,070 
We use ―there you go‖ when someone is able to do a thing they‘ve been practicing for a while. 
 
00:05:20,070 --> 00:05:34,330 
For example, if the child is learning how to ride a bicycle and they‘ve been struggling with it for 
some time but then gradually they get better at it and they can do it the parent might say ―Oh! 
There you go! You got it! You got it!‖ 
 
00:05:34,330 --> 00:05:37,590 
It‘s like a support word and encouragement word, ―There you go.‖ 
 
00:05:37,590 --> 00:05:38,590 
The last one on your list though, ―there you are.‖ 
 
00:05:38,590 --> 00:05:51,020 
In American English, we use ―there you are‖ in a situation where we‘re looking for someone, 
we‘ve been looking for someone we‘re expecting to meet and it‘s been difficult to find them. 
 
00:05:51,020 --> 00:05:54,910 
Maybe you visit a few different spots, but then, at last, you find this person. 
 
00:05:54,910 --> 00:06:01,730 
Maybe like in a break room or someplace you might not expect them but when you do find them 
and you say, ―Oh, there you are!‖ 
 
00:06:01,730 --> 00:06:05,400 
We say it with that sort of intonation, ―Oh, there you are!‖ 
 
00:06:05,400 --> 00:06:11,850 
It sounds immediately to the listener like, ―Oh, this person has been looking for me.‖ 
 
00:06:11,850 --> 00:06:12,850 
Next question! 
 00:06:12,850 --> 00:06:14,200 
Next question is from L-O-J. 
 
00:06:14,200 --> 00:06:15,200 
L-O-J? 
 
00:06:15,200 --> 00:06:16,200 
Loj? 
 
00:06:16,200 --> 00:06:20,230 
Loj says, ―My question is about phrasal verbs. 
 
00:06:20,230 --> 00:06:29,600 
What is the meaning of ‗knock out‘ like here, examples sentence 1, ‗Knocked me out of my 
possession,‘ or 2, ‗Knocked the wind out of me.‘ 
 
00:06:29,600 --> 00:06:33,160 
I had a problem with the word ‗possession,‘ ―Knocked me out of my possession.‘‖ 
 
00:06:33,160 --> 00:06:34,720 
I‘m not quite sure. 
 
00:06:34,720 --> 00:06:38,470 
This could refer, though, too, in a very rare situation. 
 
00:06:38,470 --> 00:06:49,700 
We have this word ―possession‖ which refers to like this thing called ―demonic possession,‖ 
where there‘s this idea that a bad spirit gets into the body and controls a person‘s behavior. 
 
00:06:49,700 --> 00:06:50,700 
We call that ―possession.‖ 
 
00:06:50,700 --> 00:06:54,870 
So, we could say like, ―A priest knocked me out of my possession.‖ 
 
00:06:54,870 --> 00:07:09,900 
To go back to your original question though, the word ―knock out,‖ as a phrasal verb, ―to knock 
out‖ means like forcefully or forcibly remove something because of some impact an object is 
removed from its original location. 
 00:07:09,900 --> 00:07:16,890 
So, for example, a jogger could be coming at me and they run into me and they knock my phone 
out of my hands. 
 
00:07:16,890 --> 00:07:20,990 
So, in that case, my phone is being removed because of the impact of the jogger. 
 
00:07:20,990 --> 00:07:28,640 
So, ―to knock something out‖ means like to remove from its original location from force. 
 
00:07:28,640 --> 00:07:39,230 
In your second example then, ―knocked the wind out of me,‖ this is an expression we use which 
means like to lose our breath because of an impact. 
 
00:07:39,230 --> 00:07:48,750 
If you get punched or kicked maybe this area, you might feel the air in your lungs come out of 
your body. 
 
00:07:48,750 --> 00:07:52,720 
So, we call that ―the wind‖ in this situation. 
 
00:07:52,720 --> 00:08:05,190 
So, ―He knocked the wind out of me,‖ means he caused me to lose the air in my lungs, the 
impact was so strong in my body, that the air came out of my out of my lungs. 
 
00:08:05,190 --> 00:08:14,330 
So, ―he knocked the wind,‖ so the wind, in this case, the air in my lungs in its original location 
was removed from me because of this impact. 
 
00:08:14,330 --> 00:08:25,650 
You might also hear this expression in boxing, ―to knock out‖ or ―to KO‖ someone means to 
cause them to lose consciousness, in this case. 
 
00:08:25,650 --> 00:08:29,910 
So, ―consciousness‖ is the thing that‘s going away, in this case. 
 
00:08:29,910 --> 00:08:38,599 
So, ―to knock someone out in a boxing match‖ means they lose consciousness, in other words, a 
―KO‖ was sometimes said. 
 00:08:38,599 --> 00:08:42,470 
The first example sentence is not actually so clear to me. 
 
00:08:42,470 --> 00:08:46,840 
It‘s also possible there‘s an error in the original place, I don‘t know. 
 
00:08:46,840 --> 00:08:49,750 
Alright, those are all the questions that I want to answer this week. 
 
00:08:49,750 --> 00:08:52,290 
Thank you very much for sending your questions to me. 
 
00:08:52,290 --> 00:08:57,940 
Remember, you can send them to me at EnglishClass101.com/ask-alisha. 
 
00:08:57,940 --> 00:09:05,400 
If you like the video, please make sure to give it a thumbs up, subscribe to the channel and check 
us out at Englishclass101.com for more good resources. 
 
00:09:05,400 --> 00:09:09,320 
Thank you very much for watching this episode of Ask Alisha and I will see you again next 
week. 
 
00:09:09,320 --> 00:09:10,320 
Bye-bye! 
 
 
TRANSCRIPT VIDEO 4 
VIDEO : HOW TO REACH ENGLISH ADVANCED LEVEL THROUGH SELF-STUDY 
 
00:00:08,380 --> 00:00:09,620 
Welcome back to the Internet. 
 
00:00:12,300 --> 00:00:17,789 
Hi everybody! welcome back to Ask Alisha the weekly series where you ask me questions and I 
answer them. 
 
00:00:17,789 --> 00:00:18,789 
Maybe! 
 
00:00:18,789 --> 00:00:20,990 
First question, first question comes from Faris Ghazali. 
 
00:00:20,990 --> 00:00:21,990 
Faris Ghazali. 
 
00:00:21,990 --> 00:00:27,060 
―How do I stop translating the meaning of English words in my head?‖ 
 
00:00:27,060 --> 00:00:30,529 
I can tell you about the things that have helped me and maybe they'll help you. 
 
00:00:30,529 --> 00:00:36,450 
I put myself in situations where I could not escape into my native language. 
 
00:00:36,450 --> 00:00:38,750 
In my case, I could not escape into English. 
 
00:00:38,750 --> 00:00:44,469 
I would go out like for food and drinks with friends who could not speak English. 
 
00:00:44,469 --> 00:00:47,960 
I had no choice but to use a different language with them. 
 
00:00:47,960 --> 00:01:05,920 
Two, something that I've noticed some of my students do that actually kind of bothers me, they 
bring a dictionary to their lesson and they'll stop conversations in lessons to check words in their 
dictionary and say a single word at a time instead of just trying to find a different way to explain 
that. 
 
00:01:05,920 --> 00:01:08,600 
One, it totally stops the flow of conversation. 
 00:01:08,600 --> 00:01:12,530 
Two, you don't have really the option to do that in a conversation. 
 
00:01:12,530 --> 00:01:18,000 
Most of the time you're not going to be carrying around your dictionary with you, I hope, unless 
it's in your phone I suppose. 
 
00:01:18,000 --> 00:01:25,820 
Third, I think that this is a chance to develop a better skill instead of trying to translate into 
English or to translate into a different language. 
 
00:01:25,820 --> 00:01:30,630 
You should think about finding a different way to explain the word you want to use. 
 
00:01:30,630 --> 00:01: 35,810 
Let's say for example that you want to use the word ―beautiful‖ but you can't remember the 
word. 
 
00:01:35,810 --> 00:01:37,190 
How would you explain that? 
 
00:01:37,190 --> 00:01:43,720 
So, think about other ways to communicate an idea even if you don't have the vocabulary words. 
 
00:01:43,720 --> 00:01:47,680 
So, going to your dictionary shouldn't necessarily be the first course of action. 
 
00:01:47,680 --> 00:01:50,450 
It shouldn't necessarily be your first step. 
 
00:01:50,450 --> 00:01:54,750 
Think about a different way to communicate the idea you're trying to communicate. 
 
00:01:54,750 --> 00:01:59,900 
Think of examples to explain the word you're looking for and then the other person can teach 
you. 
 
00:01:59,900 --> 00:02: 09,560 
Like if you're working with somebody or you're talking with somebody who understands you're 
not a native speaker, chances are, if you can explain the word you're looking for. 
 
00:02:09,560 --> 00:02:11,580 
They will tell you, they will be your teacher. 
 
00:02:11,580 --> 00:02:15,690 
I just explained like with body language sometimes too if I don't know a word. 
 
00:02:15,690 --> 00:02:34,360 
So, another thing that really helped me was not just studying vocabulary words but actually 
approaching things as phrases so not saying—okay this word equals this word in my language 
but rather here's a phrase that communicates a meaning that is interesting to me or that I hear my 
friends use a lot. 
 
00:02:34,360 --> 00:02:36,330 
I'm going to use that phrase. 
 
00:02:36,330 --> 00:02:42,600 
So, don't just input, input, input, start outputting too so hope that's helpful for you. 
 
00:02:42,600 --> 00:02:43,600 
Next question! 
 
00:02:43,600 --> 00:02:44,750 
Next question is from Huang Jiang Ik. 
 
00:02:44,750 --> 00:02:45,750 
Hi! 
 
00:02:45,750 --> 00:02:46,990 
Huang Jiang Ik says, ―I'm curious. 
 
00:02:46,990 --> 00:02:48,200 
What do you do when your days off?‖ 
 
00:02:48,200 --> 00:02:49,960 
You want to know how I do with my days off? 
 
00:02:49,960 --> 00:02:51,260 
In my days--I'm pretty normal. 
 
00:02:51,260 --> 00:02:58,740 
When my day is off I cook, I go jogging, I sleep, I go listening to my favorite DJs, 
 
00:02:58,740 --> 00:03:05,240 
I see my friends, I eat and drink and watch TV. 
 
00:03:05,240 --> 00:03:06,240 
That's about it. 
 
 
00:03:06,240 --> 00:03:07,260 
I'm a pretty normal person. 
 
00:03:07,260 --> 00:03:08,260 
Next question! 
 
00:03:08,260 --> 00:03:14,720 
Next question is from Muhammad Sohio, ―What is the difference between famous and popular?‖ 
 
00:03:14,720 --> 00:03:18,319 
Great question, ‗famous‘ is ‗something that is well-known‘. 
 
00:03:18,319 --> 00:03:21,100 
Many people know about that thing or that person. 
 
00:03:21,100 --> 00:03:26,060 
Beyoncé is famous, the Statue of Liberty is famous, the Eiffel Tower is famous. 
 
00:03:26,060 --> 00:03:32,400 
―Popular,‖ however, means many people know about it and it is liked. 
 
00:03:32,400 --> 00:03:39,860 
It has a positive image so like Beyoncé is popular or a famous candy is popular like chocolate 
cake is popular. 
 
00:03:39,860 --> 00:03: 48,130 
It's a famous food and many people like it so ―popular‖ is ―famous‖ plus like a positive image. 
 
00:03:48,130 --> 00:03:50,720 
Sometimes we can use those two words for the same thing. 
 
00:03:50,720 --> 00:03:53,430 
So, Beyoncé is famous, Beyoncé is popular. 
 
00:03:53,430 --> 00:03:56,860 
But, famous doesn't always mean they are popular. 
 
00:03:56,860 --> 00:03:58,930 
Someone can be famous for a bad thing. 
 
00:03:58,930 --> 00:04:02,430 
In that case, though, it's typically better to use the word ―infamous.‖ 
 
00:04:02,430 --> 00:04:05,770 
―infamous‖ means famous for a bad reason. 
 
00:04:05,770 --> 00:04:07,990 
So, famous for something negative. 
 
00:04:07,990 --> 00:04:09,030 
Next question! 
 
00:04:09,030 --> 00:04:10,640 
Next question comes from-- Oh! 
 
00:04:10,640 --> 00:04:12,800 
You wrote the pronunciation of your name. 
 
00:04:12,800 --> 00:04:13,800 
Very nice, Eiton. 
 
00:04:13,800 --> 00:04:14,800 
Eiton, I think. 
 
00:04:14,800 --> 00:04:15,800 
Okay. 
 
00:04:15,800 --> 00:04:17,700 
―Alisha, I hope you‘re well. 
 
00:04:17,700 --> 00:04:19,459 
My level is intermediate. 
 
00:04:19,459 --> 00:04:24,240 
They feel that they're stuck at the intermediate level and want to reach the advanced level. 
 
00:04:24,240 --> 00:04:28,630 
They're watching lots of videos on YouTube, reading academic articles on the web but still feel 
that progress has somehow stopped. 
 
00:04:28,630 --> 00:04:32,880 
could you give me some advice?‖ 
 
00:04:32,880 --> 00:04:37,650 
Okay, you say in your message that you feel your progress somehow has stopped. 
 
00:04:37,650 --> 00:04:43,830 
I have been here to the intermediate plateau like you begin learning a language and it's like, 
―Yeah! I'm learning all these things.‖ 
 
00:04:43,830 --> 00:04:45,650 
And then, you kind of like plateau. 
 
00:04:45,650 --> 00:04:50,750 
You get to a level where things don't continue and you feel like progress goes much more 
slowly. 
 
00:04:50,750 --> 00:04:56,680 
I would say, in this case, first, identify how you feel your progress has stopped. 
 
00:04:56,680 --> 00:05:00,610 
By that, I mean, do you feel like your vocabulary is lacking? 
 
00:05:00,610 --> 00:05:04,670 
Or, do you find that it's hard to listen to people and to understand what they're saying? 
 
00:05:04,670 --> 00:05:07,020 
Do you find it's hard to write? 
 
00:05:07,020 --> 00:05:09,410 
Is it hard to like to read things? 
 
00:05:09,410 --> 00:05:17,250 
So, first, identify what is that thing that you feel like you're not good and then start to approach 
your further studies with that as the focus. 
 
00:05:17,250 --> 00:05:27,980 
I think that if you can think about your different skill sets your different levels in reading, 
writing, speaking and listening, you can identify which of those four things is weakest for you 
and start there. 
 
00:05:27,980 --> 00:05:32,540 
So, when you feel your progress has stopped, think, ―Okay, what am I not good at doing?‖ 
 
00:05:32,540 --> 00:05:34,080 
And then, focus your time there. 
 
00:05:34,080 --> 00:05:37,740 
So, maybe, that's a helpful first step for you, hope that helps. 
 
00:05:37,740 --> 00:05:38,740 
Next question! 
 
00:05:38,740 --> 00:05:40,400 
Next question comes from Kiara, Chiara? 
 
00:05:40,400 --> 00:05:46,760 
Chiara asks, ―‘I'll help you studying,‘and ‗I'll help you to study.‘ 
 
00:05:46,760 --> 00:05:47,910 
What is the correct one? 
 
00:05:47,910 --> 00:05:48,910 
Thanks.‖ 
 
00:05:48,910 --> 00:05:51,730 
―I'll help you something,‖ ―I'll help you do this.‖ 
 
00:05:51,730 --> 00:05:54,380 
So, just the regular plain form of the verb. 
 
00:05:54,380 --> 00:05:57,330 
I would suggest is probably the most natural choice. 
 
00:05:57,330 --> 00:05:58,550 
Thanks for the question, though. 
 
00:05:58,550 --> 00:05:59,790 
Next question! 
 
00:05:59,790 --> 00:06:03,570 
Next question comes from Sheriff, Sharif Amed,Sheriff Amed? 
 
00:06:03,570 --> 00:06:09,710 
―Should I use the singular or plural verb after colloquial names. 
 
00:06:09,710 --> 00:06:14,479 
For example, ‗My team have won the match,‘or ‗has won the match.‘‖ 
 
00:06:14,479 --> 00:06:19,060 
Okay, in this case, ―My team has won the match.‖ 
 
00:06:19,060 --> 00:06:20,350 
Use the singular form of the verb. 
 
00:06:20,350 --> 00:06:25,620 
Same as like ―he has‖ or ―she has,‖―My team has,‖ is the correct answer. 
 
00:06:25,620 --> 00:06:26,639 
Next question! 
 
00:06:26,639 --> 00:06:27,639 
Next question comes from Jeffrey. 
 
 
00:06:27,639 --> 00:06:28,639 
Hi, Jeffrey! 
 
00:06:28,639 --> 00:06:38,440 
Jeffrey asks, ―Sometimes I watch movies and some characters say ‗You wish!‘ with a very angry 
attitude or ‗I wish,‘ in other situations. 
 
00:06:38,440 --> 00:06:43,750 
What do these two sentences mean and how do I use it?‖ 
 
00:06:43,750 --> 00:06:44,750 
Aha! 
 
00:06:44,750 --> 00:06:45,750 
Interesting question. 
 
00:06:45,750 --> 00:06:50,440 
Okay, when someone responds with ―You wish!‖ to a negative suggestion. 
 
00:06:50,440 --> 00:06:56,420 
It's like they're mutually together they're recognizing that they don't like each other. 
 
00:06:56,420 --> 00:07:05,520 
So, usually, the first character will say something like make a negative suggestion like, ―You 
should you leave town and get a different job, leave us alone!‖ 
 
00:07:05,520 --> 00:07:06,520 
Something like that. 
 
00:07:06,520 --> 00:07:08,960 
And then, the other character will say, ―Yeah, you wish.‖ 
 
00:07:08,960 --> 00:07:15,920 
Like, yes, this character recognizes you want me to do that, yes, but I'm not going to do that in 
other words. 
 
00:07:15,920 --> 00:07:17,410 
It's sort of like a challenge. 
 
00:07:17,410 --> 00:07:27,280 
This person says like this negative suggestion, the other person recognizes this suggestion and 
says, ―No, I'm not going to do that but I know you want me to do that.‖ 
 
00:07:27,280 --> 00:07:31,550 
So, ―You wish!‖ in this way means it's like a negative challenge. 
 
 00:07:31,550 --> 00:07:35,140 
They're kind of fighting, recognizing they dislike each other. 
 
00:07:35,140 --> 00:07:36,230 
So, that's one. 
 
00:07:36,230 --> 00:07:37,970 
The other one, what was the other one? 
 
00:07:37,970 --> 00:07:38,970 
So, ―I wish.‖ 
 
00:07:38,970 --> 00:07:43,320 
We talked about ―I wish,‖ in the previous, the previous episode of Ask Alisha. 
 
00:07:43,320 --> 00:07:44,820 
So, please check that out. 
 
00:07:44,820 --> 00:07:56,520 
But, essentially, ―I wish,‖ refers to something that we cannot do now or something that is 
different from the present situation but we want we want to happen or we want to be able to do 
so. 
 
00:07:56,520 --> 00:08:02,710 
Please check the last episode of Ask Alisha for more about ―I wish‖ like the positive meeting. 
 
00:08:02,710 --> 00:08:03,710 
Next question! 
 
00:08:03,710 --> 00:08:06,229 
Next question is from Romeo Liu from Vietnam. 
 
00:08:06,229 --> 00:08:07,229 
Hello, Romeo! 
 
00:08:07,229 --> 00:08:11,360 
―Could you please explain what the expression,‗Try as I may,‘ means?‖ 
 
00:08:11,360 --> 00:08:12,360 
Ah! 
 
00:08:12,360 --> 00:08:18,820 
This is usually used in an expression that's sort of negative like even though I'm trying my best 
it's difficult for me to do this thing. 
 
00:08:18,820 --> 00:08:28,660 
So, ―Try as I may, I just can't get a new job,‖ or ―try as I may, I just can't earn that much 
money,‖ or ―Try as I may I just can't seem to cook this dish,‖ for example. 
 
00:08:28,660 --> 00:08:38,619 
So, even though, I'm giving my best effort, even though, I'm really working hard this other thing 
just isn't happening for me. 
 
00:08:38,619 --> 00:08:43,769 
It's sort of like a sad or like a disappointed or unhappy expression actually. 
 
00:08:43,769 --> 00:08:45,399 
Thanks for the question, Romeo. 
 
00:08:45,399 --> 00:08:49,809 
Okay, so, those are all the questions for this week's episode of Ask Alisha. 
 
00:08:49,809 --> 00:08:51,970 
I hope that they were useful for you. 
 
00:08:51,970 --> 00:08:59,480 
If you would like to submit a question, remember you can send them to me at 
Englishclass101.com/ask-alisha. 
 
00:08:59,480 --> 00:09:09,280 
If you like the video, please make sure to give it a thumbs up, subscribe to the channel and check 
us out at Englishclass101.com for a bunch of other good stuff that can help you as you learn 
English. 
 
00:09:09,280 --> 00:09:13,520 
Thanks very much for watching this episode of Ask Alisha and I will see you again next week. 
 
00:09:13,520 --> 00:09:14,460 
Bye-bye! 
 
00:09:14,460 --> 00:09:15,960 
I talk too much. I'm late for work. 
 
  
TRANSCRIPT VIDEO 5 
VIDEO : HOW TO SPEAK LIKE A NATIVE ENGLISH SPEAKER 
 
00:00:08,120 --> 00:00:09,540 
I have purchased a microphone! 
 
00:00:09,550 --> 00:00:12,910 
What can you do with a new mic? 
 
00:00:12,910 --> 00:00:16,120 
[Darth Vader breathing] 
 
00:00:17,780 --> 00:00:18,620 
Hi everybody! 
 
00:00:18,630 --> 00:00:19,660 
My name is Alisha. 
 
00:00:19,660 --> 00:00:26,669 
Welcome back to Ask Alisha, the weekly series on our YouTube channel where you ask me 
questions, and I answer them! 
 
00:00:26,669 --> 00:00:27,669 
Maybe. 
 
00:00:27,669 --> 00:00:33,450 
So please remember, you can submit your questions to me at EnglishClass101.com/ask-alisha 
 
00:00:33,450 --> 00:00:34,450 
First question. 
 
00:00:34,450 --> 00:00:38,800 
A lot of you have asked about what to do to get a—a voice that sounds like mine. 
 
00:00:38,800 --> 00:00:42,620 
When I'm making these videos, I'm specifically trying to speak clearly. 
 
00:00:42,620 --> 00:00:45,230 
So, I'm clearly separating my words. 
 
00:00:45,230 --> 00:00:51,590 
The way that I talk with my friends and the way that I talk, uh, regularly, is a bit different than 
the way that I talk on this channel. 
 
00:00:51,590 --> 00:00:59,190 
But, if you want to try to get this kind of pronunciation, the best advice I have is just to repeat 
this kind of pronunciation. 
 
00:00:59,190 --> 00:01:00,440 
It depends on your goal. 
 
00:01:00,440 --> 00:01:06,860 
If you want to learn to speak like me, or to speak like somebody else that you really admire, you 
should try to mimic them. 
 
00:01:06,860 --> 00:01:07,900 
That's what I do. 
 
00:01:07,900 --> 00:01:12,719 
And that's, uh, actually, a strategy I use when I study other languages as well. 
 
00:01:12,719 --> 00:01:31,020 
So, if I hear something interesting that a—a—a vocabulary word that a friend, uh, has used, like, 
in Japanese, for example, or they have a really good intonation, or just the way they deliver—the 
way they say something—is really, uh, interesting to me, or I want to—I want to be able to use 
that too, I put that in my head. 
 
00:01:31,020 --> 00:01:32,219 
I think about that. 
 
00:01:32,219 --> 00:01:33,610 
And then I try to replicate that. 
 
00:01:33,610 --> 00:01:35,350 
I try to copy that, essentially. 
 
00:01:35,350 --> 00:01:37,229 
To make this explanation shorter: mimic! 
 
00:01:37,229 --> 00:01:38,229 
Mimic. 
 
 
00:01:38,229 --> 00:01:40,140 
If you want to learn to speak like me, mimic me. 
 
00:01:40,140 --> 00:01:43,389 
If you want to learn to speak like somebody else, try to mimic someone else. 
 
00:01:43,389 --> 00:01:49,549 
But just keep in mind that the way that I talk in these videos is different from the way that I talk 
in real life. 
 
00:01:49,549 --> 00:01:50,549 
Next question! 
 
00:01:50,549 --> 00:01:52,149 
What does the word "lit" mean? 
 
00:01:52,149 --> 00:01:53,590 
What does the word "lit" mean? 
 
00:01:53,590 --> 00:01:55,790 
Lit is actually a slang word. 
 
00:01:55,790 --> 00:02:00,560 
It's common slang among young people, especially in the US right now. 
 
00:002:00,560 --> 00:02:05,920 
Uh, maybe many of you know that the verb "to light" has the past tense, uh, "lit." 
 
00:02:05,920 --> 00:02:16,960 
Lit is used to talk about, for example, a party, or, um, some kind of social gathering, usually, 
that's really exciting, or that's really really fun, or that's kind of crazy. 
 
00:02:16,960 --> 00:02:29,810 
So, "lit," using the past tense, there, you can kind of imagine that, like a fire, when you light a 
fire, it maybe, it gets bigger, and it gets kind of wild, a little bit crazy, like there's a spark, and 
then it starts. 
 
00:02:29,810 --> 00:02:35,710 
So, if you see the word "lit," like "this party was lit," it means it was really crazy; it was really 
good; it was really fun. 
 
00:02:35,710 --> 00:02:41,320 
Uh, you can use it if you want, but just keep in mind that, really, young people use that word. 
 
00:02:41,320 --> 00:02:42,320 
I don't use that word, for reference. 
 
00:02:42,320 --> 00:02:43,320 
But again, I am not cool. 
 
00:02:43,320 --> 00:02:44,320 
Next question! 
 
00:02:44,320 --> 00:02:45,320 
What is correct? 
 
00:02:45,320 --> 00:02:48,090 
I thought you were gone or "I thought you are gone"? 
 
00:02:48,090 --> 00:02:49,220 
I thought you are gone. 
 
00:02:49,220 --> 00:02:52,260 
We need to use, "I thought you were gone" here. 
 
00:02:52,260 --> 00:02:53,570 
I thought you were gone. 
 
00:02:53,570 --> 00:02:58,110 
So, "I thought," past tense, and "you were" is also past tense. 
 
00:02:58,110 --> 00:03:02,930 
It's a past tense thought, past tense situation,so...please use past tense! 
 
00:03:02,930 --> 00:03:03,930 
Yeah. 
 
00:03:03,930 --> 00:03:04,930 
Ah, next question! 
 
00:03:04,930 --> 00:03:06,390 
Also maybe about "were" and "was." 
 
00:03:06,390 --> 00:03:10,040 
Why do we use "If I were" and not "if I was"? 
 
00:03:10,040 --> 00:03:11,700 
Uh, this is a great question. 
 
00:03:11,700 --> 00:03:15,300 
And actually, a lot of native speakers make mistakes with this. 
 
00:03:15,300 --> 00:03:21,560 
It's a small point, to be fair, but if you want to be correct, you should always use "if I were." 
 
00:03:21,560 --> 00:03:25,570 
This is a grammar point, uh, it refers to the subjunctive mood. 
 
00:03:25,570 --> 00:03:26,840 
The subjunctive mood. 
 
00:03:26,840 --> 00:03:32,400 
An explanation of subjunctive is a bit beyond the scope—it's a bit much for this video. 
 
00:03:32,400 --> 00:03:34,940 
But we will always use "if I were." 
 
00:03:34,940 --> 00:03:40,430 
Uh, when the subject there is "I," in the conditional, "if I were," we always use "were." 
 
00:03:40,430 --> 00:03:43,590 
You will hear native speakers say "if I was,""if I was." 
 
00:03:43,590 --> 00:03:53,970 
If you want to be extremely strict, and extremely nitpicky, um, "were" is actually the correct one, 
but if you use "was," if you make a mistake and you use "was," you will still be understood. 
 
00:03:53,970 --> 00:03:55,700 
So, um, but yes. 
 
00:03:55,700 --> 00:03:58,810 
This is related to the subjunctive mood in English. 
 
00:03:58,810 --> 00:03:59,810 
Next question! 
 
00:03:59,810 --> 00:04:00,810 
Okay! 
 
00:04:00,810 --> 00:04:04,320 
Next one isn't really a question, but something I have noticed that many of you do. 
 
00:04:04,320 --> 00:04:09,900 
You like to put the article "a" or "an" before your adjective. 
 
00:04:09,900 --> 00:04:12,920 
Before an adjective, but you forget to use a noun. 
 
00:04:12,920 --> 00:04:16,780 
Do you know how, like, Mario introduces himself, and he says "it's a me"? 
 
00:04:16,780 --> 00:04:24,620 
When you forget to use some kind of noun after—after your adjective, or whatever, you sound a 
bit like Mario. 
 
00:04:24,620 --> 00:04:25,620 
It's a nice. 
 
00:04:25,620 --> 00:04:26,620 
It's a nice. 
 
00:04:26,620 --> 00:04:27,620 
It's a nice WHAT? 
 
00:04:27,620 --> 00:04:28,850 
It's funny to me, like—it's a nice! 
 
00:04:28,850 --> 00:04:30,690 
Or, it's a me! 
 
00:04:30,690 --> 00:04:33,630 
You need to include the noun that you're referring to. 
 
00:04:33,630 --> 00:04:37,910 
It's a nice video, or "it's a nice explanation." 
 
00:04:37,910 --> 00:04:41,440 
It's nice, or "it's bad," or "it's good, "or "this was a nice explanation." 
 
00:04:41,440 --> 00:04:46,070 
But don't forget to use your noun after you use the adjective. 
 
00:04:46,070 --> 00:04:47,810 
It's a nice...something. 
 
00:04:47,810 --> 00:04:48,820 
It's a good something. 
 
00:04:48,820 --> 00:04:49,850 
It's a bad something. 
 
00:04:49,850 --> 00:04:53,020 
So please, uh, no article without a noun. 
 
00:04:53,020 --> 00:04:54,630 
Make sure to use your noun. 
 
00:04:54,630 --> 00:04:56,080 
And it should be in the singular form. 
 
00:04:56,080 --> 00:05:00,830 
If you are using "a" or "an," you need to use the singular form of the noun. 
 
00:05:00,830 --> 00:05:01,830 
Don't sound like Mario. 
 
00:05:01,830 --> 00:05:03,210 
Next question! 
 
 
00:05:03,210 --> 00:05:05,930 
What does it mean: "they can't take that away  from me"? 
 
00:05:05,930 --> 00:05:08,940 
Who are "they," and what does "take away" mean? 
 
00:05:08,940 --> 00:05:14,460 
We use the word "they" to mean generally, just other people outside of us. 
 
00:05:14,460 --> 00:05:19,030 
This is used a lot to talk about, like, news, or to talk about general opinion. 
 
00:05:19,030 --> 00:05:23,090 
They say that this pizza is the best pizza in the city right now. 
 
00:05:23,090 --> 00:05:28,850 
They say that your English will only improve if you study every day. 
 
00:05:28,850 --> 00:05:33,430 
They say that the most difficult thing you can do in your life is move to another country. 
 
00:05:33,430 --> 00:05:34,980 
They is just anyone. 
 
00:05:34,980 --> 00:05:37,010 
Second point: what does "take away" mean? 
 
00:05:37,010 --> 00:05:45,010 
Take away means to—Some object that belongs in one location is removed from that location. 
 
00:05:45,010 --> 00:05:46,460 
Like take away food. 
 
00:05:46,460 --> 00:05:49,190 
In American English, we use "take out," actually. 
 
00:05:49,190 --> 00:05:53,470 
But take away food is a similar idea, especially like in British English. 
 
 
00:05:53,470 --> 00:05:54,470 
Takeaway. 
 
00:05:54,470 --> 00:05:57,340 
So, you take away your food from the restaurant. 
 
00:05:57,340 --> 00:05:59,080 
So, you're taking something else. 
 
00:05:59,080 --> 00:06:01,250 
You're removing your food from the restaurant. 
 
00:06:01,250 --> 00:06:10,580 
So, in the expression "they can't take that away from me," "they," meaning other people outside 
you, can't take something away from you. 
 
00:06:10,580 --> 00:06:11,580 
Next one! 
 
00:06:11,580 --> 00:06:15,060 
What does the phrase "don't be a creep, don't be a creep" mean? 
 
00:06:15,060 --> 00:06:18,540 
I think Michael talked about this on an old English Topics video. 
 
00:06:18,540 --> 00:06:22,310 
So, I talked in a live stream about the word "creepy," adjective "creepy." 
 
00:06:22,310 --> 00:06:26,740 
So, something that causes, like, nervous suspense, is something that's creepy. 
 
00:06:26,740 --> 00:06:29,060 
The word "creep" is used as a noun. 
 
00:06:29,060 --> 00:06:30,490 
Don't be a creep. 
 
00:06:30,490 --> 00:06:32,870 
A person who is creepy. 
 
00:06:32,870 --> 00:06:34,290 
A guy can be a creep. 
 
00:06:34,290 --> 00:06:35,620 
A girl can be a creep. 
 
00:06:35,620 --> 00:06:39,639 
So, a creep is someone who causes creepy feelings. 
 
00:06:39,639 --> 00:06:41,960 
Like, uhh, something bad might happen! 
 
00:06:41,960 --> 00:06:43,110 
I feel nervous! 
 
00:06:43,110 --> 00:06:45,699 
That person's a little strange; a little weird. 
 
00:06:45,699 --> 00:06:46,930 
That person is a creep. 
 
00:06:46,930 --> 00:06:47,930 
He's a creep. 
 
00:06:47,930 --> 00:06:48,930 
She's a creep. 
 
00:06:48,930 --> 00:06:55,290 
So, "don't be a creep" means you should not behave like a creep. 
 
00:06:55,290 --> 00:06:58,840 
Don't create nervous feelings in the other person. 
 
00:06:58,840 --> 00:07:00,300 
Don't be a creepy person. 
 
00:07:00,300 --> 00:07:01,300 
Don't be a creep. 
 
 
00:07:01,300 --> 00:07:02,300 
Everybody! 
 
00:07:02,300 --> 00:07:03,300 
That's good advice! 
 
00:07:03,300 --> 00:07:04,300 
Don't be a creep! 
 
00:07:04,300 --> 00:07:05,300 
Don't be a creep! 
 
00:07:05,300 --> 00:07:08,639 
Try to be a nice and understanding, um, and respectful person, always. 
 
00:07:08,639 --> 00:07:09,639 
Next question! 
 
00:07:09,639 --> 00:07:11,620 
Oh, that was my last one for this week. 
 
00:07:11,620 --> 00:07:12,620 
All right! 
 
00:07:12,620 --> 00:07:17,210 
So, those are, um, my favorite questions, or the questions that I wanted to talk to you about this 
week. 
 
00:07:17,210 --> 00:07:20,210 
I hope that those are some useful points for you. 
 
00:07:20,210 --> 00:07:27,419 
And if you have any questions, please feel free to let me know at EnglishClass101.com/ask-
alisha. 
 
00:07:27,419 --> 00:07:30,150 
That's where you can submit your questions to me. 
 00:07:30,150 --> 00:07:34,419 
It makes it very easy for me to check and see, um, all the questions in one place. 
 
00:07:34,419 --> 00:07:35,510 
So definitely check that out. 
 
00:07:35,510 --> 00:07:42,830 
I think you can sign in with your, uh, regularEnglishClass101.com account, and submit as many 
questions as you want. 
 
00:07:42,830 --> 00:07:45,949 
And then I'll choose what I like, and what I want to talk about. 
 
00:07:45,949 --> 00:07:51,700 
And of course, if a lot of you ask the same question, I'll definitely try to answer that, too. 
 
00:07:51,700 --> 00:07:52,700 
So please check that out! 
 
00:07:52,700 --> 00:07:54,700 
EnglishClass101.com/ask-alisha If you liked this video, please make sure to give it a thumbs up, 
because if you guys like it, then I can continue to make the videos. 
 
00:07:54,700 --> 00:07:55,700 
So please make sure to like it! 
 
00:07:55,700 --> 00:07:57,700 
Also, subscribe to the channel if you haven't already, and check us out at EnglishClass101.com 
for other good stuff too. 
 
00:07:57,700 --> 00:07:58,980 
Thanks very much for watching this episode of Ask Alisha, and I'll see you again next week. 
 
00:07:58,980 --> 00:07:59,520 
Byeee! 
 
00:08:00,700 --> 00:08:02,620 
What are the things I can do with my microphone, I wonder? 
 
00:08:02,620 --> 00:08:06,770 
I feel like I had some ideas for this when I was laying in bed last night, and now I've forgotten 
them all. 
 
00:08:06,770 --> 00:08:08,759 
Oh, now, I can take my videos on the road and be, like, a golf reporter. 
 
00:08:08,759 --> 00:08:10,910 
Uh, yes, the ball—the ball is rolling. 
 
00:08:10,910 --> 00:08:12,150 
Why am I Russian? 
 
00:08:12,150 --> 00:08:13,820 
I'm a Russian golf reporter now. 
 
00:08:13,820 --> 00:08:14,340 
Ah! 
 
00:08:14,340 --> 00:08:15,400 
Maybe I'll be a beatboxer. 
 
00:08:15,400 --> 00:08:16,340 
How do you do that? 
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1. V1/001/00
:00:07,880 
 
Hi everybody, 
welcome back to 
Ask Alisha the 
weekly series where 
you ask me 
questions, and I 
answer them. 
  
√ 
  Alisha as the 
teacher greeted 
the viewers at the 
beginning in the 
video.  
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
2. V1/002/00
:00:17,180 
 
First question this 
week comes from 
Carlos Henrique 
Ferreira. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
first question in 
that video came 
from Carlos 
Henrique 
Ferreira. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
3. V1/003/00
:00:19,519 
 
Hi, Carlos.   √   Alisha greeted 
Carlos who has 
sent the first 
question that 
would be 
discussed. 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
4. V1/004/00
:00:38,280 
I would say the best 
thing to do is to find 
whatever it is you're 
interested in. 
 
 √    Alisha gave  
advice because 
Carlos asked how 
to improve his 
vocabulary. 
Advice          
√ 
 Competitive 
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5. V1/005/00
:00:44,370 
 
So if it's music, in 
your case, rather 
than searching for 
necessarily like an 
English course about 
that, I would say 
look in English for a 
magazine, website – 
maybe there's a 
forum of some kind. 
 √    Alisha gave  
advice to Carlos 
that he should 
look for about 
English course in 
magazine, 
website and kind 
of as the first step 
he should do to 
improve his 
vocabulary. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
6. V1/006/00
:01:06,140 
So I did this exact 
same thing when I 
was studying (and 
am studying) 
Japanese. 
√     Alisha stated that 
she did the same 
thing when she 
was studying 
Japanese, she 
looked for about 
Japanese course 
from every 
source. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
7. V1/007/00
:01:36,820 
 
So I would say: find 
something in 
English. 
 √    Alisha ordered 
that Carlos should 
seek an English 
course from every 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
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ACTS 
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R 
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source if he wants 
to improve his 
vocabulary. 
8. V1/008/00
:01:39,820 
 
Find an existing 
resource in English 
that you can use as 
study material. 
 √    Alisha ordered 
Carlos to find an 
existing resource 
in English as a 
study material to 
improve his 
vocabulary. 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
9. V1/09/00:
01:51,940 
 
Thanks very much 
for the question, 
Carlos. 
  √   Alisha expressed 
her feeling again 
by thanking to 
Carlos who has 
sent the question. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
10. V1/010/00
:01:53,730 
Next question comes 
from... Arifandi 
Waikabo. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
the second 
question came 
from Arifandi 
Waikabo. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
11. V1/011/00
:01:54,880 
Hi, Arifandi. 
 
  √   Alisha greeted 
Arifandi as the 
viewer who has 
sent the question. 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
12. V1/012/00
:02:11,200 
Number 1: It's hard 
to track your 
progressive if you 
don't have goals for 
yourself. 
√     Alisha answered 
Arifandi‘s 
question and 
stated that it will 
be hard if he 
doesn‘t set his 
goal first.  
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
13. V1/013/00
:02:15,680 
So I would say first, 
learn to set goals for 
yourself. 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Arifandi 
that he must set 
his goal first if he 
wanted to 
improve his 
English skill. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
14. V1/014/00
:03:28,870 
Thanks for the 
question! 
 
  √   Alisha expressed 
a thanking for 
Arifandi because 
he sent the 
question. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
15. V1/015/00
:04:30,220 
Hi, Omar. 
 
  √   Alisha greeted 
Omar who has 
sent the second 
question that 
would be 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
discussed. 
16. V1/016/00
:04:43,560 
Ah, great one, okay, 
yes.  
 
  √   Alisha gave 
compliment by 
the words ―ah, 
great one‖ to 
Omar for the 
question he sent. 
Compliment 
√ 
 Convivial 
17. V1/017/00
:04:45,810 
This is a pattern 
that‘s used in formal 
commands. 
 
√     Omar asked to 
Alisha when he 
can use ‗It is be + 
to + verb in 
infinitive form‘ 
and Alisha 
answered that‘s 
the grammar rule 
if someone want 
to give command. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
18. V1/018/00
:04:49,810 
When we want to 
command someone 
formally, uh, like at 
school, in your 
example, maybe in a 
contract, maybe in 
like a test-taking 
√     Alisha stated to 
explain that those 
grammar point (It 
is be + to + verb 
in infinitive form) 
can be used in 
formal situation. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
situation... some 
kind of like, official 
command, we can 
use this grammar 
point. 
 
19. V1/019/00
:05:23,430 
Thanks for the 
question. 
 
  √   Alisha expressed 
a thanking for 
Omar because he 
has sent the 
question. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
20. V1/020/00
:05:26,250 
Next question comes 
from 
DarkDelphin834. 
√     Alisha stated that 
next question in 
that video came 
from 
DarkDelphin834. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
21. V1/021/00
:05:27,970 
All right, hi. 
 
  √   Alisha greeted 
Delphin who has 
sent the second 
question that 
would be 
discussed. 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
22. V1/022/00
:05:47,690 
So, both "await" and 
"wait" refer to, um, 
√     Delphin asked 
―what is the 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
standing by. 
 
difference 
between words 
―wait‖ and 
―await‖ and 
Alisha stated to 
explain that await 
and wait refer to 
―standing by‖. 
23. V1/023/00
:05:53,040 
Like, there's 
something that's 
going to happen, um, 
or there's something 
– some kind of 
expectation of 
something. 
 
√     Alisha stated to 
explain about the 
meaning of 
standing by. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
24. V1/024/00
:06:18,810 
Await, however, is 
used when there's 
some feeling like 
everything has been 
prepared. 
 
√     Alisha stated to 
explain that 
differences 
between ‗await‘ 
and ‗wait‘ is 
await used when 
there's some 
feeling like 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
everything has 
been prepared.   
25. V1/025/00
:06:32,530 
Await is also used in 
more formal 
situations than wait. 
√     Alisha also added 
the statement to 
strengthen her 
explanation that 
the use of ‗await‘ 
is better in formal 
situation. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
26. V1/026/00
:06:57,610 
So we could actually 
change the word 
"await" to like 
"waiting for" in 
many of these cases. 
 
√     Alisha has 
explained about 
the word ‗await‘ 
and she conclude 
that ‗await‘ can 
be replaced with 
‗waiting for‘. 
Concluding  
√ 
 Collaborative 
27. V1/027/00
:07:34,450 
Well, 1, there's 
pronunciation. 
 
√     Delphin asked in 
his another 
question about 
how to 
distinguish 
between words 
‗breath and 
breathe‘ ‗dessert 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
and desert‘ 
‗course and curse‘ 
and Alisha stated 
that the first point 
to distinguish 
them is 
pronunciation. 
28. V1/028/00
:07:36,830 
Um, so, practicing 
pronunciation, 
listening to the 
pronunciation. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Delphin 
that he should 
listen to the 
proper 
pronunciation so 
he can distinguish 
the similar words. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
29. V1/029/00
:07:40,650 
Um, 2 is just 
noticing spelling 
when you're reading 
these words. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Delphin 
that he should 
give attention of 
how the words 
spelled when he 
read something. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
30. V1/030/00
:07:45,130 
Um, 3, don't focus 
solely on the word. 
 √    Alisha still gave 
advice for 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
 Delphin on how 
he distinguished a 
similar words 
pronunciation. 
31. V1/031/00
:08:14,440 
Breathe is a verb. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
‗breathe is a verb‘ 
as an example of 
differences 
between breath 
and breathe. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
32. V1/032/00
:08:15,880 
Breath is a noun. √     Alisha also stated 
that ‗breath is a 
noun‘ as an 
example of 
differences 
between breath 
and breathe. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
33. V1/033/00
:08:26,520 
Next question comes 
from Atsushi. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
the next question 
came from 
Atsushi. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
34. V1/034/00
:08:28,639 
Hi, Atsushi. 
 
  √   Alisha greeted 
Atsushi who has 
sent the next 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
question that 
would be 
discussed. 
35. V1/035/00
:08:37,669 
How do you think 
alone as a question is 
incorrect. 
 
√     Atsushi asked 
―what is the 
difference 
between ‗how do 
you think‘ and 
‗what do you 
think‘? and 
Alisha answered 
that. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
36. V1/036/00
:09:19,470 
So, "how do you 
think" plus 
something is a 
question about the 
method of doing 
something. 
√     Alisha gave 
statement to 
explain Atsushi‘s 
question. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
37. V1/037/00
:09:26,119 
So, the question 
"how do you think" 
is totally incorrect if 
you want to ask 
someone's opinion. 
 
√     Alisha gave 
further 
explanation about 
Atsasuhsi‘s 
question. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
38. V1/038/00
:09:31,589 
Yeah, so "what do 
you think" is the 
correct way to ask 
about someone's 
opinion. 
√     Alisha concluded 
in the end of 
explanation. 
Concluding 
√ 
 Collaborative 
39. V1/039/00
:10:08,240 
Thanks for the 
question! 
 
  √   Alisha expressed 
a thanking for 
Omar because he 
has sent the 
question. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
40. V1/040/00
:10:09,240 
Great! 
 
  √   Alisha gave 
compliment to 
Atsushi with the 
word ―great!‖ 
Compliment 
√ 
 Convivial 
41. V1/041/00
:10:11,529 
Thank you as always 
for sending your 
questions. 
 
  √   Alisha expressed 
a thanking to her 
viewers who 
always sent her 
questions. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
42. V1/042/00
:10:19,550 
Of course, if you 
liked the video, don't 
forget to give us a 
thumb up and 
subscribe to the 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers to 
give thumb up 
(like button) and 
subscribe to the 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
channel. channel. 
 
43. V1/043/00
:10:24,720 
Also, you can come 
check us out at 
EnglishClass101.co
m for some other 
good English study 
tools. 
 
 √    Alisha also 
ordered the 
viewers to check 
EnglishClass101.
com for some 
other good 
English study 
tools. 
 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
44. V1/044/00
:10:30,020 
Thanks very much 
for watching this 
episode of Ask 
Alisha, and I will see 
you again next week. 
 
  √   Alisha in the end 
of the video 
expressed a 
thanking to her 
viewers for 
watching her 
episode. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
45. V2/045/00
:00:02,940 
Sign up for your free 
lifetime account at 
EnglishClass101.co
m. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers to 
sign up at 
EnglishClass101.
com. 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
46. V2/046/00 Hi, everybody.   √   Alisha greeted all Greeting √  Convivial 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
:00:11,660  the viewers in the 
beginning in the 
video. 
47. V2/047/00
:00:12,580 
Welcome back to 
Ask Alisha, the 
weekly series where 
you ask me 
questions and I 
answer them, maybe. 
 
  √   Alisha as the 
teacher greeted 
the viewers and 
welcoming them 
at the beginning 
in the video. 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
48. V2/048/00
:00:22,090 
Hi, Winston. 
 
  √   Alisha greeted 
Winston who has 
sent the first 
question that 
would be 
discussed. 
 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
49. V2/049/00
:00:31,140 
Lots of questions 
like this. 
 
√     Winston asked ―I 
don‘t understand 
English, I want to 
learn but I don‘t 
know how to 
start‖ and Alisha 
stated that he 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
received a lot that 
kind of question. 
50. V2/050/00
:00:38,210 
Of course, we have 
lots of videos on our 
YouTube channel 
and we have a whole 
website to try to help 
people who are 
studying English. 
√     Alisha stated that 
EnglishClass101.
com have a lot of 
tools that try to 
help people who 
are studying 
English. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
51. V2/051/00
:00:46,860 
You can check us 
out at 
EnglishClass101.co
m. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
ordered the 
viewers to check 
EnglishClass101.
com to find 
another material 
in study English. 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
52. V2/052/00
:00:50,520 
You can find like 
apps, you can find 
worksheets, podcasts 
to listen to. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
EnglishClass101.
com have some 
tools to study 
English such as 
apps, worksheets, 
podcasts to listen 
to, etc. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
 
53. V2/053/00
:00:57,449 
We have some 
videos for beginners 
also. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
they 
(EnglishClass101.
com) also have 
videos for 
beginners.  
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
54. V2/054/00
:01:00,350 
So, if you're just 
starting, you can 
check some of the 
beginner level 
videos we have on 
the channel. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers who 
are at the 
beginner level to 
check the videos 
for beginners in 
this channel.  
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
55. V2/055/00
:01:08,050 
For example, 
―English in 3 
Minutes,‖ that's a 
good set of videos 
you can watch to 
learn some basic 
phrases, I think. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the beginner 
English level 
viewers to watch 
―English in 3 
Minutes‖ in order 
to learn some 
basic English.  
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
56. V2/056/00
:01:28,010 
One, join an English 
class in your city. 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Winston 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
 how he can start 
to study English 
by joining 
English class in 
his city. 
57. V2/057/00
:01:31,600 
Two, get an English 
textbook and study 
at home. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Winston 
how he can start 
to study English 
by getting an 
English textbook 
and study at 
home. 
 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
58. V2/058/00
:01:36,020 
Three, make a 
language exchange 
with an English 
speaker. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Winston 
how he can start 
to study English 
by exchange a 
language with 
English speaker. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
59. V2/059/00
:01:40,760 
Four, study 
vocabulary with 
apps. 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Winston 
how he can start 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
 to study English 
by apps. 
60. V2/060/00
:01:44,700 
Try out those. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
Winston to try the 
advice she was 
given.  
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
61. V2/061/00
:01:47,270 
Of course, you can 
always use our 
videos on the 
channel, as well. 
 
√     Alisha stated 
content in 
EnglishClass101 
channel can help 
Winston to study 
English. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
62. V2/062/00
:01:54,000 
Thanks for the 
question. 
 
  √   Alihsa expressed 
a thanking to 
Winston who has 
sent the first 
question.  
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
63. V2/063/00
:01:56,710 
Next question comes 
from Carmel. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
the second 
question came 
from Carmel. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
64. V2/064/00
:02:05,180 
Yeah, well, to 
improve your 
speaking, you have 
 √    Carmel asked 
―Do you have any 
ideas on how to 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
to practice speaking. 
 
improve speaking 
skills in English?‖ 
and Alisha gave 
advice to practice 
speaking. 
65. V2/065/00
:02:21,080 
Number one, get a 
partner you can 
practice speaking 
English with. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
another advice to 
Carmel on how 
she can improve 
her speaking 
ability. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
66. V2/066/00
:02:34,810 
Two, if you can't 
find anyone in your 
town or in your city 
to practice speaking 
English with, you 
can try to find a 
partner online. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
another advice to 
Carmel on how 
she can improve 
her speaking 
ability. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
67. V2/067/00
:02:44,230 
Three, try recording 
yourself speaking. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
another advice to 
Carmel on how 
she can improve 
her speaking 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
ability. 
68. V2/068/00
:03:04,150 
You can check at 
EnglishClass101.co
m, there's a voice 
recorder function so 
you can record your 
voice and then 
compare your voice 
to the sound of a 
native speaker‘s 
voice and try to 
practice until your 
voice matches the 
sound of their voice. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
Carmel to check 
EnglishClass101.
com because they 
(EnglishClass101.
com) have voice 
recorder function 
so she can record 
her voice and then 
compare her 
voice to the sound 
of a native 
speaker‘s voice 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
69. V2/069/00
:03:23,250 
Number four, try 
repeating the things 
the characters in 
English TV and 
English movies say. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
another advice to 
repeat characters 
in English TV and 
movies say. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
70. V2/070/00
:03:48,830 
Number five, kind of 
a strange suggestion 
maybe, but try 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to try 
talking to herself 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
talking to yourself in 
English. 
 
in English. 
71. V2/071/00
:03:55,860 
I'm studying 
Japanese and I talked 
to myself in 
Japanese from time 
to time. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
she studies 
Japanese and she 
did the same thing 
(talking to 
herself) to 
improve her 
Japanese ability. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
72. V2/072/00
:04:14,170 
Thanks for the 
question, Carmel. 
 
  √   Alisha expressed 
a thanking to 
Carmel who has 
sent the question. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
73. V2/073/00
:04:15,530 
Next question is 
from Mohammed 
Fikri. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
next question in 
that video came 
from Mohammed 
Fikri. 
 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
74. V2/074/00
:04:33,530 
As we've talked 
about in previous 
videos, in this series 
 √    Fikri said ―I want 
a plan to speak 
English fluently‖ 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
as well, one of the 
things you can do to 
create a plan for 
your studies is, think 
about your goal first. 
 
and Alisha gave 
him advice to set 
his goal first. 
75. V2/075/00
:05:12,060 
So, first think about 
your goal and then 
act accordingly. 
 
 √    Alisha repeating 
her advice to Fikri 
that he should set 
his goal first then 
act accordingly. 
 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
76. V2/076/00
:05:21,070 
You could join a 
class. 
 
 √    Another advice 
Alisha gave to 
Fikri is he could 
join English class. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
77. V2/077/00
:05:35,500 
If you don't have 
something like that 
or if it's expensive to 
take lessons in your 
city, you could try an 
online course or you 
could try using an 
app. 
 √    Alisha gave 
another advice, if 
he doesn‘t have 
something to take 
English class, he 
could try it 
online. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
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R 
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P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
78. V2/078/00
:05:48,790 
Of course, we have 
lots of resources on 
our website, you can 
check that out. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
Fikri to check 
EnglishClass101.
com website. 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
79. V2/079/00
:05:58,940 
I think really the 
most important first 
step to making a 
plan for your studies 
is to first make a 
goal for yourself. 
√     Alisha stated her 
opinion that the 
first step in study 
is setting the goal. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
80. V2/080/00
:06:29,550 
So, think about your 
goal, think about 
what you really want 
to do and then make 
your plan from there. 
 √    Alisha ordered 
Fikri to think his 
clear goal first 
than make a plan 
from that. 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
81. V2/081/00
:06:38,380 
Hi, Johnny. 
 
  √   Alisha greeted 
Johnny who has 
sent the next 
question that will 
be discussed.  
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
82. V2/082/00
:06:46,760 
I use YouTube 
videos and music 
and movies and TV 
√     Johnny asked 
―Can I practice 
listening to 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
and just listening to 
friends‘ 
conversations to 
practice Japanese. 
 
English using 
YouTube videos 
for example?‖ 
and Alisha stated 
that she used that 
in learning 
Japanese.  
83. V2/083/00
:06:54,680 
So, I think, yeah, 
using media is a 
great way to work on 
your listening skills. 
 
√     Alisha stated her 
opinion that using 
media is a great 
way to work on 
improving 
listening skills. 
 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
84. V2/084/00
:07:00,740 
Just be careful or 
maybe be aware, 
there are two kinds 
of listening. 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Johnny. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
85. V2/085/00
:07:09,650 
So, passive listening 
is when, for 
example, you're 
playing a video or 
you're playing music 
or you're playing a 
√     Alisha stated an 
explanation about 
passive listening. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
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P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
movie while you are 
doing something 
else. 
86. V2/086/00
:07:39,190 
Active listening, 
however, if you're 
focusing on the thing 
you're listening to. 
 
√     Alisha stated an 
explanation about 
active listening. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
87. V2/087/00
:08:06,100 
Given that there are 
two types of 
listening, it's 
important to 
remember, we 
should practice 
active listening, as 
well. 
 
 √    As Alisha 
explained that 
there are two 
types of listening, 
she gave advice 
that better he 
practice active 
listening. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
88. V2/088/00
:08:41,060 
So, absolutely, 
YouTube is a great 
resource, there are 
lots of people 
speaking in English. 
 
√     Alisha stated her 
opinion that 
YouTube is a 
great resource to 
improve English 
ability. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
89. V2/089/00 There are lots of √     Alisha stated that Stating √  Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
:08:45,950 personalities, too, so 
it's a really great way 
to use media to 
improve your 
listening and your 
language skills. 
 
YouTube is a 
great way to 
improve listening 
and language 
skill. 
90. V2/090/00
:08:53,999 
Thanks for the 
question. 
 
  √   Alisha expressed 
a thanking to 
Johnny who has 
sent the question. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
91. V2/091/00
:08:56,790 
Next question comes 
from Ibrahim. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
the next question 
came from 
Ibrahim. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
92. V2/092/00
:09:14,620 
I'm American, I'm 
from the US, I'm 
from the west coast 
of the US so 
naturally, for me, in 
my experience, west 
coast American 
English is the easiest 
for me to 
√     Ibrahim asked 
―Do you think it's 
easier to 
understand the 
British accent or 
the American 
accent? Because I 
think the 
American accent 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
understand. 
 
is really hard to 
understand.‖ And 
Alisha stated her 
opinion about 
American accent. 
 
93. V2/093/00
:09:36,399 
There are many 
different kinds of 
accents even in 
America, even in the 
US, there are many 
different accents. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
there are many 
different accents 
of English 
language. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
94. V2/094/00
:09:45,529 
There's American 
English, British 
English, maybe we 
could say, Canadian 
English, Australian 
English, Scottish 
English, Irish 
English, there are 
many different 
accents, many 
different ways of 
√     Alisha mentioned 
many different 
accents of English 
language.  
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
speaking. 
 
95. V2/095/00
:09:59,930 
So, there are so 
many different ways 
of speaking that we 
need to think about. 
 
√     After all the 
explanation, 
Alisha conclude 
that there are so 
many different 
ways of speaking 
English. 
Concluding 
√ 
 Collaborative 
96. V2/096/00
:10:11,449 
Thank you so much 
for sending your 
great questions, as 
always. 
 
  √   Alisha expressed 
a thanking to the 
viewers who 
always sent her 
questions. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
97. V2/097/00
:10:15,170 
If you want to send a 
question, please send 
it at 
EnglishClass101.co
m/ask-alisha. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers who 
want to send 
question, they can 
send it at 
EnglishClass101.
com/ask-alisha. 
 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
98. V2/098/00
:10:19,980 
Also, if you liked 
this video, please 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers to 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
make sure to give it 
thumbs up and 
subscribe to the 
channel if you 
haven't already. 
 
give thumb up 
(like button) and 
subscribe to the 
channel. 
 
99. V2/099/00
:10:28,779 
You can also check 
us out at 
EnglishClass101.co
m for some other 
good study 
resources. 
 
 √    Alisha also 
ordered the 
viewers to check 
EnglishClass101.
com for some 
other good 
English study 
tools. 
 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
100. V2/100/00
:10:34,320 
Thanks very much 
for watching this 
episode of Ask 
Alisha and I will see 
you again next week. 
 
  √   Alisha in the end 
of the video 
expressed a 
thanking to her 
viewers for 
watching her 
episode. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
101. V3/101/00
:00:02,920 
Sign up for your free 
lifetime account at 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers to 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
EnglishClass101.co
m. 
 
sign up at 
EnglishClass101.
com. 
 
102. V3/102/00
:00:08,140 
Welcome to our first 
ever evening edition 
of this series. 
 
  √   Alisha as the 
teacher greeted 
the viewers and 
welcoming them 
at the beginning 
in the video. 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
103. V3/103/00
:00:16,120 
Hi everybody, 
welcome back to 
Ask Alisha, the 
weekly series where 
you ask me 
questions and I 
answer them, 
maybe! 
  √   Alisha as the 
teacher greeted 
the viewers and 
welcoming them 
at the beginning 
in the video. 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
104. V3/104/00
:00:23,429 
The first question 
this week comes 
from Patrick. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
first question 
came from 
Patrick. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
105. V3/105/00
:00:24,960 
Hi Patrick!   √   Alisha greeted 
Patrick who has 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
sent the first 
question that 
would be 
discussed. 
106. V3/106/00
:00:43,039 
I think that this just 
comes with practice, 
honestly. 
 
√     Alisha answered 
Patrick‘s question 
about tips how to 
build a correct 
sentences and 
Alisha stated that 
the best way of it 
is practice. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
107. V3/107/00
:00:50,469 
I will tell you a 
secret when I don't 
have confidence 
with something but I 
don't know how to 
answer something 
this is what I do… ―I 
google it.‖‘ 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
she usually 
google something 
she doesn‘t know.  
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
108. V3/108/00
:00:59,769 
I put quotation 
marks around like 
the phrase that I'm 
√     She stated that 
she put quotation 
marks in 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
trying to make and 
then I search Google 
for it and if it's there, 
great! 
 
something she 
doesn‘t know and 
she google it.    
109. V3/109/00
:01:15,110 
So, that's maybe one 
good way to help 
you as you try to 
build phrases by 
yourself. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Patrick 
that he can do the 
same way as 
Alisha did. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
110. V3/110/00
:01:20,090 
So, try that out. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
Patrick to try her 
advice out.  
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
111. V3/111/00
:01:22,810 
Next question comes 
from Huang Sei Na. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
the next question 
come from Huang 
Sei Na. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
112. V3/112/00
:01:24,890 
Hi! 
 
  √   Alisha greeted the 
viewer who has 
sent the next 
question.  
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
113. V3/113/00
:02:12,450 
Next question comes 
from Long. 
√     Alisha stated that 
the next question 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
 come from Long. 
114. V3/114/00
:02:20,910 
Yes, the ―H‖ sound 
is often pronounced 
very softly. 
 
√     Alisha answered 
Long‘s question 
about ‗H‘ letter. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
115. V3/115/00
:02:39,170 
Next question! 
Romeo from 
Vietnam. 
 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
the next question 
come from 
Romeo. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
116. V3/116/00
:02:41,170 
Hi, again, Romeo! 
 
  √   Alisha greeted 
Romeo who has 
sent the next 
question that will 
be discussed.  
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
117. V3/117/00
:02:51,720 
I think they‘re used 
equally like you can 
choose which you 
prefer. 
 
√     Alisha answered 
Romeo‘s 
question. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
118. V3/118/00
:03:09,390 
Next question is 
from Wagner. 
 
√     Alisha stated the 
next question that 
will be discussed 
come from 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
Wagner.  
119. V3/119/00
:03:22,430 
This relates to like 
university and 
college level 
courses, actually. 
√     Alisha answered 
Wagner‘s 
question. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
120. V3/120/00
:03:25,950 
So, there are four 
levels to universities, 
or it‘s colleges in the 
US, first year, 
second year, third 
year and fourth year. 
√     Alisha explained 
Wagner‘s 
question about 
‗one-O-one‘. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
121. V3/121/00
:03:33,900 
So, the classes for 
each of those are 
numbered. 
 
√     Alisha explained 
Wagner‘s 
question about 
‗one-O-one‘. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
122. V3/122/00
:03:44,670 
So, first-year classes, 
it tends to be like the 
basic classes begin 
with a 1 and like the 
most basic of those 
classes is usually 
―one-O-one.‖ 
 
√     Alisha explained 
Wagner‘s 
question about 
‗one-O-one‘. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
123. V3/123/00 So like √     In the end Concluding √  Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
:03:52,560 EnglishClass101, 
that‘s kind of 
making like a 
friendly introduction 
to English in other 
words. 
explanation of 
‗one-O-one‘, 
Alisha concluded 
the reason of 
EnglishClass101 
name.  
124. V3/124/00
:04:14,720 
Nice question 
though, interesting! 
 
  √   Alisha gave 
compliment to 
Romeo who has 
sent the question.  
Compliment 
√ 
 Convivial 
125. V3/125/00
:04:16,780 
Next question is 
from Danny. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
the next question 
came from 
Danny. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
126. V3/126/00
:04:39,280 
So, we use these 
when we present 
someone with 
something. 
 
√     Alisha answered 
Danny‘s question, 
he asked about 
the words ―here 
you are‖ and 
―there you go.‖ 
 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
127. V3/127/00
:05:02,410 
We use it to like 
present something, 
to present an object 
√     Alisha gave a 
further 
explanation about 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
that maybe they are 
expecting to receive. 
 
it. 
128. V3/128/00
:05:12,130 
We use ―there you 
go‖ when someone 
is able to do a thing 
they‘ve been 
practicing for a 
while. 
 
√     Alisha gave a 
further 
explanation about 
it. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
129. V3/129/00
:05:20,070 
For example, if the 
child is learning how 
to ride a bicycle and 
they‘ve been 
struggling with it for 
some time but then 
gradually they get 
better at it and they 
can do it the parent 
might say ―Oh! 
There you go! You 
got it! You got it!‖ 
 
√     Alisha gave an 
example to 
explained how to 
use ―here you 
are‖ and ―there 
you go.‖ 
 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
130. V3/130/00 In American √     Alisha gave Stating √  Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
:05:38,590 English, we use 
―there you are‖ in a 
situation where 
we‘re looking for 
someone, we‘ve 
been looking for 
someone we‘re 
expecting to meet 
and it‘s been 
difficult to find 
them. 
 
another example 
to explained how 
to use ―here you 
are‖ and ―there 
you go.‖ 
 
131. V3/131/00
:08:49,750 
Thank you very 
much for sending 
your questions to 
me. 
 
  √   Alisha expressed 
a thanking to the 
viewers who 
always sent her 
questions. 
Thanking 
√ 
  
132. V3/132/00
:08:52,290 
Remember, you can 
send them to me at 
EnglishClass101.co
m/ask-alisha. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers to 
send questions at 
EnglishClass101.
com/ask-alisha. 
  
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
133. V3/133/00 If you like the video,  √    Alisha ordered Ordering  √  Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
:08:57,940 please make sure to 
give it a thumbs up, 
subscribe to the 
channel and check us 
out at 
Englishclass101.com 
for more good 
resources. 
 
the viewers to 
give thumb up 
(like button) and 
subscribe to the 
channel. 
 
134. V3/134/00
:09:05,400 
Thank you very 
much for watching 
this episode of Ask 
Alisha and I will see 
you again next week. 
  √   Alisha in the end 
of the video 
expressed a 
thanking to her 
viewers for 
watching her 
episode. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
135. V4/135/00
:00:02,940 
Sign up for your free 
lifetime account at 
EnglishClass101.co
m. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers that 
they should sign 
up for 
EnglishClass101.
com if they want 
to speak English 
better. 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
136. V4/136/00
:00:12,300 
Hi everybody! 
Welcome back to 
Ask Alisha the 
weekly series where 
you ask me 
questions and I 
answer them. 
 
  √   Alisha as the 
teacher greeted 
the viewers at the 
beginning in the 
video. 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
137. V4/137/00
:00:18,789 
First question, first 
question comes from 
Faris Ghazali. 
 
√     Alisha gave 
statement that the 
first question on 
that week is from 
Faris Ghazali. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
138. V4/138/00
:00:27,060 
I can tell you about 
the things that have 
helped me and 
maybe they'll help 
you. 
 
√     Faris asked ―How 
do I stop 
translating the 
meaning of 
English words in 
my head?‖ then 
Alisha stated that 
she had the same 
problem before 
but she can solve 
her problem and 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
she wanted to 
share the solution 
to Faris. 
139. V4/139/00
:00:30,529 
I put myself in 
situations where I 
could not escape into 
my native language. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Faris 
that he should put 
himself in a 
situation where he 
couldn‘t escape 
into his native 
language.  
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
140. V4/140/00
:00:38,750 
I would go out like 
for food and drinks 
with friends who 
could not speak 
English. 
 
√     Alisha went out 
with her friends 
who can‘t speak 
English and that‘s 
the way she can 
learn a new 
language. 
 
Stating  
√ 
Collaborative 
141. V4/141/00
:01:25,820 
You should think 
about finding a 
different way to 
explain the word you 
want to use. 
 √    Alisha ordered 
Faris that he 
should think 
about the 
different way to 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
 explain a word 
and escape from 
his native 
language. 
142. V4/142/00
:01:37,190 
Think about other 
ways to 
communicate an idea 
even if you don't 
have the vocabulary 
words. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
Faris to think 
another way to 
communicate 
when he can‘t 
explain a word. 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
143. V4/143/00
:01:43,720 
So, going to your 
dictionary shouldn't 
necessarily be the 
first course of action. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Faris for 
not check the 
dictionary as the 
first action. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
144. V4/144/00
:01:50,450 
Think about a 
different way to 
communicate the 
idea you're trying to 
communicate. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
Faris that better 
he explained and 
communicate to 
other people 
about the words 
he is looking for. 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
145. V4/145/00 I just explained like  √    Alisha gave Advice  √  Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
:02:11,580 with body language 
sometimes too if I 
don't know a word. 
 
advice for Faris 
that he can use a 
body language to 
explain something 
like Alisha did. 
146. V4/146/00
:02:36,330 
So, don't just input, 
input, input, start 
outputting too so 
hope that's helpful 
for you. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Faris 
that he better try 
to practice his 
English ability in 
real life for his 
improvement.  
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
147. V4/147/00
:02:43,600 
Next question is 
from Muhammad 
Sohio. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
the second 
question came 
from Muhammad 
Sohio. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
148. V4/148/00
:02:44,750 
Hi! 
 
  √   Alisha greeted 
Sohio who has 
sent the first 
question that 
would be 
discussed. 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
149. V4/149/00 Great question.   √   Alisha read Compliment √  Convivial 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
:03:14,720  Sohio‘s question 
then she said 
―Great question!‖ 
after that as a 
compliment. 
150. V4/150/00
:03:21,100 
Beyoncé is famous, 
the Statue of Liberty 
is famous, the Eiffel 
Tower is famous. 
 
√     Alisha gave an 
explanation about 
Sohio‘s question 
about  ―what is 
the difference 
between famous 
and popular?‖  
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
151. V4/151/00
:03:26,060 
―Popular,‖ however, 
means many people 
know about it and it 
is liked. 
√     Alisha explained 
about popular. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
152. V4/152/00
:03:39,860 
It's a famous food 
and many people 
like it so ―popular‖ 
is ―famous‖ plus like 
a positive image. 
√     Alisha gave a 
further 
explanation about 
the word 
‗popular‘. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
153. V4/153/00
:04:09,030 
Next question comes 
from Eiton! 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
next question that 
would be 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
discussed come 
from Eiton. 
154. V4/154/00
:04:12,800 
Very nice, Eiton. 
 
  √   Alisha gave 
compliment to 
Eiton because he 
wrote the 
pronunciation of 
his name. 
 
Compliment 
√ 
 Convivial 
155. V4/155/00
:04:50,750 
I would say, in this 
case, first, identify 
how you feel your 
progress has 
stopped. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to Eiton 
that he should 
identify his 
progress.  
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
156. V4/156/00
:05:09,410 
So, first, identify 
what is that thing 
that you feel like 
you're not good and 
then start to 
approach your 
further studies with 
that as the focus. 
 √    Alisha ordered 
Eiton to try her 
advice out. 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
157. V4/157/00 I think that if you √     Alisha stated her Stating √  Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
:05:17,250 can think about your 
different skill sets 
your different levels 
in reading, writing, 
speaking and 
listening, you can 
identify which of 
those four things is 
weakest for you and 
start there. 
 
opinion. 
158. V4/158/00
:05:38,740 
Next question comes 
from Kiara, Chiara? 
 
√    
 
 
 
 
 Alisha stated that 
the next question 
would be 
discussed come 
from Kiara.  
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
159. V4/159/00
:05:54,380 
I would suggest is 
probably the most 
natural choice. 
 
 √    Kiara asked what 
is the correct one 
between ‗I'll help 
you studying‘and 
‗I'll help you to 
study.‘ Alisha 
gave an advice 
that she better use 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
the regular plain 
form of the verb. 
160. V4/160/00
:05:57,330 
Thanks for the 
question, though. 
 
  √   Alisha expressed 
thanking to Kiara 
who has sent the 
question.  
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
161. V4/161/00
:06:26,639 
Next question comes 
from Jeffrey. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
the next question 
would be 
discussed come 
from Jeffrey. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
162. V4/162/00
:06:27,639 
Hi, Jeffrey! 
 
  √   Alisha greeted 
Jeffrey. 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
163. V4/163/00
:06:43,750 
Aha! Interesting 
question. 
  √   Alisha gave 
Jeffrey 
compliment for 
his question.   
Compliment 
√ 
 Convivial 
164. V4/164/00
:06:50,440 
It's like they're 
mutually together 
they're recognizing 
that they don't like 
each other. 
 
√     Alisha stated the 
answer of 
Jeffrey‘s 
question.  
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
165. V4/165/00 So, ―You wish!‖ in √     As Alisha Concluding √  Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
:07:27,280 this way means it's 
like a negative 
challenge. 
 
explained then 
she conclude the 
answer of  
Jeffrey‘s 
question. 
166. V4/166/00
:07:31,550 
They're kind of 
fighting, recognizing 
they dislike each 
other. 
 
√     Alisha added 
another statement 
to answer 
Jeffrey‘s 
question.   
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
167. V4/167/00
:07:38,970 
We talked about ―I 
wish,‖ in the 
previous, the 
previous episode of 
Ask Alisha. 
√     Alisha stated that 
actually she 
already talked 
about ―I wish‖ in 
her previous 
video. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
168. V4/168/00
:07:43,320 
So, please check that 
out. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
Jeffrey to check 
her previous 
video because she 
had already talked 
about it. 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
169. V4/169/00
:07:44,820 
But, essentially, ―I 
wish,‖ refers to 
√     Alisha gave a 
glimpse of 
Stating  
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
something that we 
cannot do now or 
something that is 
different from the 
present situation but 
we want we want to 
happen or we want 
to be able to do so. 
explanation about 
Jeffrey‘s 
question.  
170. V4/170/00
:07:56,520 
Please check the last 
episode of Ask 
Alisha for more 
about ―I wish‖ like 
the positive meeting. 
 
 √    Alisha once again 
ordered Jeffrey to 
check her latest 
episode. 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
171. V4/171/00
:08:03,710 
Next question is 
from Romeo Liu 
from Vietnam. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
the next question 
would be 
discussed come 
from Romeo. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
172. V4/172/00
:08:06,229 
Hello, Romeo! 
 
  √   Alisha greeted 
Romeo. 
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
173. V4/173/00
:08:12,360 
This is usually used 
in an expression 
that's sort of negative 
√     Romeo asked 
―Could you 
please explain 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
like even though I'm 
trying my best it's 
difficult for me to do 
this thing. 
 
what the 
expression, ‗Try 
as I may‘ 
means?‖ and 
Alisha stated an 
answer of it. 
 
174. V4/174/00
:08:18,820 
So, ―Try as I may, I 
just can't get a new 
job,‖ or ―try as I 
may, I just can't earn 
that much money,‖ 
or ―Try as I may I 
just can't seem to 
cook this dish,‖ for 
example. 
√     Alisha gave an 
explanation for 
Romeo‘s 
question. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
175. V4/175/00
:08:28,660 
So, even though, I'm 
giving my best 
effort, even though, 
I'm really working 
hard this other thing 
just isn't happening 
for me. 
 
√     Alisha gave 
further 
explanation for 
Romeo‘s 
question. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
176. V4/176/00
:08:38,619 
It's sort of like a sad 
or like a 
disappointed or 
unhappy expression 
actually. 
√     After Alisha 
explained all her 
answer above, she 
concluded her 
explanation. 
Concluding  
√ 
 Collaborative 
177. V4/177/00
:08:43,769 
Thanks for the 
question, Romeo. 
 
  √   Alisha expressed 
a thanking to 
Romeo who has 
sent the question. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
178. V4/178/00
:08:51,970 
If you would like to 
submit a question, 
remember you can 
send them to me at 
Englishclass101.com
/ask-alisha. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers to 
submit their 
question at 
Englishclass101.c
om/ask-alisha. 
 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
179. V4/179/00
:08:59,480 
If you like the video, 
please make sure to 
give it a thumbs up, 
subscribe to the 
channel and check us 
out at 
Englishclass101.com 
for a bunch of other 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers to 
give a thumbs up 
button and 
subscribe 
Englishclass101 
channel. 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
good stuff that can 
help you as you 
learn English. 
 
180. V4/180/00
:09:09,280 
Thanks very much 
for watching this 
episode of Ask 
Alisha and I will see 
you again next week. 
 
  √   At the end of 
video, Alisha 
expressed a 
thanking to the 
viewers who has 
watched her 
videos. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
181. V5/181/00
:00:17,780 
Hi everybody! 
 
  √   Alisha greeted the 
viewers at the 
beginning in the 
video.  
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
182. V5/182/00
:00:18,630 
My name is Alisha. 
 
√     Alisha introduced 
her name at the 
beginning in the 
video. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
183. V5/183/00
:00:19,660 
Welcome back to 
Ask Alisha, the 
weekly series on our 
YouTube channel 
where you ask me 
  √   Alisha as the 
teacher greeted 
the viewers at the 
beginning in the 
video.  
Greeting 
√ 
 Convivial 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
questions, and I 
answer them! 
 
184. V5/184/00
:00:27,669 
So please remember, 
you can submit your 
questions to me at 
EnglishClass101.co
m/ask-alisha. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers who 
want to submit 
questions, they 
can submit at 
EnglishClass101.
com/ask-alisha. 
 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
185. V5/185/00
:00:45,230 
The way that I talk 
with my friends and 
the way that I talk, 
uh, regularly, is a bit 
different than the 
way that I talk on 
this channel. 
 
√     Alisha gave this 
statement because 
of a lot of viewers 
sent the question 
about how to 
speak like Alisha. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
186. V5/186/00
:00:51,590 
But, if you want to 
try to get this kind of 
pronunciation, the 
best advice I have is 
just to repeat this 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to the 
viewers who want 
to speak like her. 
Advice 
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
kind of 
pronunciation. 
 
187. V5/187/00
:01:00,440 
If you want to learn 
to speak like me, or 
to speak like 
somebody else that 
you really admire, 
you should try to 
mimic them. 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to the 
viewers. 
Advice   
√ 
 Competitive 
188. V5/188/00
:01:06,860 
That's what I do. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
she did the same 
thing if she 
wanted to speak 
like someone. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
189. V5/189/00
:01:12,719 
So, if I hear 
something 
interesting that a—
a—a vocabulary 
word that a friend, 
uh, has used, like, in 
Japanese, for 
example, or they 
√     Alisha gave a 
further 
explanation about 
her answer.  
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
have a really good 
intonation, or just 
the way they 
deliver—the way 
they say 
something—is 
really, uh, interesting 
to me, or I want to—
I want to be able to 
use that too, I put 
that in my head. 
190. V5/190/00
:01:35,350 
To make this 
explanation shorter: 
mimic! 
 
√     Alisha concluded 
her explanation. 
 
Concluding 
√ 
 Collaborative 
191. V5/191/00
:01:38,229 
If you want to learn 
to speak like me, 
mimic me. 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers to 
mimic her if they 
want to speak like 
her. 
 
Ordering 
√ 
 Competitive 
192. V5/192/00
:01:40,140 
If you want to learn 
to speak like 
somebody else, try 
 √    Alisha gave 
ordered to the 
viewers. 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
to mimic someone 
else. 
 
193. V5/193/00
:01:43,389 
But just keep in 
mind that the way 
that I talk in these 
videos is different 
from the way that I 
talk in real life. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
the way she 
talked in real life 
and the way she 
talked in the 
video are 
different.  
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
194. V5/194/00
:01:53,590 
Lit is actually a 
slang word. 
√     The viewer asked 
the meaning of 
‗lit‘ and Alisha 
answered.  
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
195. V5/195/00
:02:05,920 
Lit is used to talk 
about, for example, a 
party, or, um, some 
kind of social 
gathering, usually, 
that's really exciting, 
or that's really really 
fun, or that's kind of 
crazy. 
 
√     Alisha gave 
explanation of the 
word ‗lit‘. 
Stating  
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
196. V5/196/00
:02:16,960 
So, "lit," using the 
past tense, there, you 
can kind of imagine 
that, like a fire, when 
you light a fire, it 
maybe, it gets 
bigger, and it gets 
kind of wild, a little 
bit crazy, like there's 
a spark, and then it 
starts. 
 
√     Alisha gave 
further 
explanation of the 
word ‗lit‘. 
Stating  
√ 
 Collaborative 
197. V5/197/00
:02:29,810 
So, if you see the 
word "lit," like "this 
party was lit," it 
means it was really 
crazy; it was really 
good; it was really 
fun. 
√     Alisha concluded 
her explanation 
about the word 
‗lit‘. 
Concluding  
√ 
 Collaborative 
198. V5/198/00
:02:53,570 
So, "I thought," past 
tense, and "you 
were" is also past 
tense. 
 
√  
 
   The viewer asked 
the correct answer 
between ―I 
thought you were 
gone‖ or "I 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
thought you are 
gone?‖  
 
199. V5/199/00
:02:58,110 
It's a past tense 
thought, past tense 
situation, so...please 
use past tense! 
 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice to always 
use past tense in 
the situation of 
past tense. 
 
Advice   
√ 
 Competitive 
200. V5/200/00
:03:10,040 
Uh, this is a great 
question. 
 
  √   Alisha gave 
compliment to the 
viewer who has 
sent the question. 
 
Compliment 
√ 
 Convivial 
201. V5/201/00
:02:58,110 
And actually, a lot of 
native speakers 
make mistakes with 
this. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
there are a lot of 
native speakers 
still make mistake 
with that phrase. 
 
 
Stating  
√ 
 Collaborative 
202. V5/202/00
:03:10,040 
It's a small point, to 
be fair, but if you 
want to be correct, 
 √    Alisha gave 
advice that better 
to use "if I were." 
Advice  
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
you should always 
use "if I were." 
203. V5/203/00
:03:11,700 
This is a grammar 
point, uh, it refers to 
the subjunctive 
mood. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
it refers to 
subjunctive 
mood. 
Stating  
√ 
 Collaborative 
204. V5/204/00
:03:15,300 
Uh, when the subject 
there is "I," in the 
conditional, "if I 
were," we always 
use "were." 
 
√     Alisha explained 
the viewer 
question. 
Stating  
√ 
 Collaborative 
205. V5/205/00
:03:21,560 
If you want to be 
extremely strict, and 
extremely nitpicky, 
um, "were" is 
actually the correct 
one, but if you use 
"was," if you make a 
mistake and you use 
"was," you will still 
be understood. 
 
√     A further 
explanation given 
by Alisha. 
Stating  
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
206. V5/206/00
:05:08,940 
We use the word 
"they" to mean 
generally, just other 
people outside of us. 
 
√     The viewer asked 
―What does it 
mean: they can't 
take that away  
from me?‖  
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
207. V5/207/00
:05:37,010 
Take away means 
to—Some object that 
belongs in one 
location is removed 
from that location. 
√     Alisha stated to 
answer ‗take 
away‘ mean. 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
208. V5/208/00
:05:46,460 
In American 
English, we use 
"take out," actually. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
people in 
America usually 
use ‗take out‘ 
rather than ‗take 
away‘. 
 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
209. V5/209/00
:06:26,740 
The word "creep" is 
used as a noun. 
 
√     The viewer asked 
―What does the 
phrase "don't be a 
creep" mean? 
And Alisha stated 
the answer. 
 
Stating 
√ 
 Collaborative 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
210. V5/210/00
:06:35,620 
So, a creep is 
someone who causes 
creepy feelings. 
 
√     Alisha concluded 
that creep is 
someone who 
causes creepy 
feelings. 
 
Concluding 
√ 
 Collaborative 
211. V5/211/00
:07:05,300 
Try to be a nice and 
understanding, um, 
and respectful 
person, always. 
 
 √    While Alisha 
explained about 
‗creep‘ word, she 
gave an advice 
that people 
shouldn‘t be  
creepy. 
 
Advice  
√ 
 Competitive 
212. V5/212/00
:07:09,639 
Oh, that was my last 
one for this week. 
 
√     Alisha stated that 
was the last 
question on that 
week. 
Stating  
√ 
 Collaborative 
213. V5/213/00
:07:35,510 
I think you can sign 
in with your, uh, 
regularEnglishClass
101.com account, 
and submit as many 
questions as you 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers who 
want to send 
question, they can 
send it at 
EnglishClass101.
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
want. 
 
com/ask-alisha. 
 
214. V5/214/00
:07:51,700 
So please check that 
out! 
 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers to 
check 
EnglishClass101.
com/ask-alisha. 
 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
215. V5/215/00
:07:52,700 
EnglishClass101.co
m/ask-alisha If you 
liked this video, 
please make sure to 
give it a thumbs up, 
because if you guys 
like it, then I can 
continue to make the 
videos. 
 √    Alisha ordered 
the viewers to 
give thumbs up 
button for the 
video. 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
216. V5/216/00
:07:55,700 
Also, subscribe to 
the channel if you 
haven't already, and 
check us out at 
EnglishClass101.co
m for other good 
stuff too. 
 √    Alisha also 
ordered to the 
viewers to check 
EnglishClass101.
com for some 
other good 
English study 
Ordering  
√ 
 Competitive 
NO CODE DATA 
ILLOCUTIONARY 
ACTS 
CONTEXT KIND VALID INVALID FUNCTION 
RE
P 
DI
R 
EX
P 
C
O
M 
DE
C 
 tools. 
 
217. V5/217/00
:07:57,700 
Thanks very much 
for watching this 
episode of Ask 
Alisha, and I'll see 
you  
again next week. 
 
  √   Alisha in the end 
of the video 
expressed a 
thanking to her 
viewers for 
watching her 
episode. 
Thanking 
√ 
 Convivial 
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